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City Council Wednesday
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night

passed a lengthy water revenue
bond ordinance to provide for im-

m-mm

proving. enlarging and extending
the water supply of Holland and
to issue revenue bonds to defray
the cost.

The

lengthy document, which

took some 45 minutes to read, was

drafted by the Detroit firm of
Dickinson, Wright,

McKean

and

Cudlip, and calls for $250,000to
finance a 500,000-gallonwater reservoir on city-ownedproperty eait

of 120th Ave. between 16th and
24th Sts. This storage tank will
provide the necessary pressure
and supply for water service in
Holland Heights and other areas.
All reading of the lengthy docu-

ment

(only one portion of repeti-

tious material was

waived) was

done by City Clerk D. W. Schipper whose voice at no time be
came hoarse. It was a contrast
to some previous revenue bond
readings before council when the

—

city clerk, city attorney, city man
THE "NAUTILUS"
Sixth graders from the
day. The theme of the school'sthird annual
ager and at times a councilman
New Groningen school on Chicago Drive, near
snow sculpturewas transportation. Other
would take turns.
Zeeland used the "Nautilus" from Walt
sculptures included a tram, rocket, airplane,
All other business was accomDisney's adaptation of Jule Verne's "Twenty
toboggan, dog sled, automobile, boot and the
plished in record time and the
Thousand
Leagues
Under
the
Sea,"
as
a
most
used of all, feet.
entire meeting lasted an hour and
model for the submarinethey built Wednes(Sentinel photo)
20 minutes.
Because the April 3 meeting con
WHEN IT SNOWS
Helen Rose of 179 West 19Hi St. gets
recently been cleared to one way traffic. This photo was
flicts with the annual Chamber of
out of the car to inspect the high snowbanks along 56th St.
taken from atop one of the 12 to 15 feet snowbanks.
Ballots
Commerce membership dinner in
between Holland and East Saugatuck.The road has just
(Sentinel photo)
Civic Center, Council rescheduled
that meeting to Monday, April 8.
However, because the chartercalls
Mrs. John H. Von Huis
Absentee ballots for the Feb. 18
for Council to canvass any city
Dies Unexpectedly
Dr. Calvin Vander Werf, presi- have a 100 per cent response from
vote on the first Wednesday fol- primary election,both city and
at
lowing
the
election. Council likely school ballots, are now available dent-elect of Hope College will be our alumni, both in attendance at
Mrs. John H. Van Huia, 77, of
will meet at 5 p m. April 3 to in City Clerk D. ,W Schipper's in Holland later this month to the dinner and in financial support
ZEELAND— Bert Cook, 64, of 76 West 17th St., died unexpectedof the 1963 campaign.’’Dr. Kuipers
canvass the April 1 city vote.
Zutphen (Hudsonville route 3) died ly Wednesday in her home. She
office on the second floor of City speak at the annual Alumni Assosaid. This is the first time the
The city clerk read a tribute
ciation dinner meetings in Phelps
early Wednesday at his home
Hall.
Hope College Alumni Association
was a member of CentralAvenue
prepared by Municipal Judge
following a heart attack. He was
The city ballots list choices for Hall.
is using personal solicitation lo
Corneliusvander Meulen honoring
Barring further interruptions be- a farmer and lived in the Zutphen Christian Reformed Church and
A
total
of
1,500
invitations
were
councilman-at-large
in all wards
contact its members. Since 1947,
Dr. and Mrs. I. J. Lubbers who
cause of bad weather conditions, area all his life. He was a mem- of the Monica and Christian School
and councilman nominating races sent out today and to accommo- when the association was started,
have left Holland after 18 years
in the second and fourth wards. date the more than 2.000 expected
West Ottawa public schools will ber of the Zutphen ChristianRe- societies.
a direct mail program of alumni
at Hope College. The tribute called
formed Church and a former conThe
school ballot calls for 2.5 mills it was decided to have two idenhave spring vacation as scheduled,
Surviving are the husband; two
solicitationwas used .
attention to the growth of the coltical
dinners,
the
first
on
Monday,
sistory member.
MunicipalCourt was a busy lege during Dr. Lubbers'years as for specialoperating.
sons, Harris of Grand Rapids and
In 1959 the Alumni Fund was
the Board of Education decided
Suniving are the wife, HenrietSaturday, Feb. 16, at 2 p.m. Is Feb, 25, and the other on TuesTheodore of Holland; seven grand- place the last few days processing president and the proportionate
tnertgf with the “LookingAhead
Monday night.
day,
Feb.
26.
ta; four sons, Nicholas,Kenneth
the deadline for obtaining absentee
children;two stepsisters, Mft. a variety of charges.
Withylope" $3 million developgrowth in the faculty. It also called
Dr. Vander Werf who will take
Supt. Lloyd Van Raalte said and Merlin, all of Zutphen, Rusballots. Already about 20 applicaHarry Vredeveld of Zeeland and
ment campaign for a three year
attentionto the fact that there
up
his
new
duties
at
Hope
College
Lloyd A. Nyland, 35, of 1681 Woltions have been received from
nine days had been lost because of sell of Hudsonville; two daughters, Lena Brummel of Holland,and a
never was "any rift between town
on July 1, is coming to Holland period In response to this camMrs. Gerald (Evelyn) Battjes of
bad weather but the high school
stepbrother, Jol^n Brummel of verine. was found guilty of a reck- and gown.’’ The tributewill' be citizens away from the city, mainpaign Holland alumni, businesses
especially for the Alumni AssociaHudsonville and Mrs. Gordon
ly Florida.
Forest Grove.
and friendsof Hope College conless driving charge at a jury trial published in its entirety in the
already has made up 44 days by
tion event and will speak at both
(Either)Klomparens of Allendale;
Tuesday. The jury deliberated15 council minutes and a copy also
tributedmore than $300,000,
reorganizing its schedules.He 10 grandchildren; one brother,
dinners. Also on the program will
Chicken
Coop
Roof
Burns
minutes before bringingin a con- will be sent to Dr. and Mrs.
said the North CentralAssociation Henry of Forest Grove; one sisbe selections by the Hope College Leaders of 11 0 m e Kconomie
viction. Municipal Judge Cornelius Lubbers.
Holland firemen put out a fire band under the direction of Robert
recommends a minimum of 175 ter, Mrs. Roily Nyenhuis of Zeegroups for the southern half of the
vender Meulen assessed fine and
A resolution also recognizedthe at 5:15 p.m. Monday which started Cecil.
days attendance during the year, land; two sisters-in-law,Mrs. Ed| county will meet in Zeeland City
costs of $24.70.
List
effort of the local company of the by an overheatedheater in a chickand the West Ottawa calendarcalls ward Cook of Grandvilleand Mrs.
Plans for the 1963 Alumni Fund Hail on Thursday, Feb 14, »o
A charge against Durward Cour- Michigan National Guard during en coop owned by Hendrik Groenefor 177 days. Further interruptions Nick Cook of Zeeland.'
program will be outlinedat the .study the lesson “Making the Be it
ser, of 408 College Ave., on issuing the severe snowstorms which have veld. of 104 West 40th St. There
this year may reduce or eliminate
dinners. Chairmanfor the Holland I se of Your Sewing Machine."
checks with insufficientfunds, was made this winter one of the most was little damage except for the
spring vacation, he said.
area campaign. Dr. S. Walter Mrs. Grace Vander Koik, county
BIG RAPIDS — Thirteen stu- dismissedon payment of $4.70 costs hazardouson record, a winter roof touching the chimney whicn
The board spent considerable
Kuipers,has announced a goal of extensionagent in Home Economand
making
restitution
of
the
five
which
left
many
persons
snowdents from Holland and two from
caught fire.
$25,000 for the Holland association. ics, will he in charge of the meettime on a request for bus transchecks totaling $75.
bound at home and also left othZeeland are among the 566 Ferris
A total of $4,500 already is in ing which begins at 9 a m. A
portation which would be at varHotel Warm Friend. Chester ers stranded away from home.
Mr. and Mrs. James. K. Cotter from advance pledges. Overall
iance with the present transportaInstitutestudents who were named
meeting for leaders in the northWalz manager, was assessed fine The resolutioncalled attention of 1307 Sunset Dr., announce
lion policy. Supt. Van Raalte
goal for the 1963 Alumni campaign ern half of the county will I*
to the Dean s Honor List for and costs of $104.70 on a charge to the unselfishservices of the
the adoption of a two-month-olJ is $100,000
pointed out certain extenuatingcir- 1 GRAND HAVEN— Seven persons
held Wednesday,Feb. 13, in ‘he
academic excellence during the of failure to comply with an in- Guards during this emergency and boy, Thomas Aaron.
“It Is our hope that we will AllendaleTown Hall.
cumstances and the problem was W€re sentenced Wednesday in
spection
notice
dealing
-with
in- expressed particular gratitudefor
past quarter, Dr. Ardwin J. Dolio,
referred to the transportation com. Ottawa Circuit Court.
sanitary conditions. Complaint was keeping the Armory open for
Kenneth William King, 19, of 850 Vice President for Academic Afmittee for further study and inby the food and standards divi- stranded persons several nights.
fairs, has announced.
River
Ave.,
Holland,
charged
with
structions to report Feb. 18.
sion of the Michigan Department
Councilapproved the Doyen plat
A lengthy report on estimated breaking and entering at night, To be named to the Dean's of Agriculture.
of six lots east of Pine Ave. beHonor
List
a
student
must
mainpaid
costs
of
$50.
future elementary enrollment
Ernest Junior Jones. 33, of 131 tween 32nd and 33rd Sts. and two
Three Grand Haven residents tain at least a B average while
needs, prepared by Supt. Van
West 32nd St., was bound over to lots on the south side of 33rd St.
carrying
a
full academic load.
charged
with
unlawfully
driving
Raalte and Donald P. Sumrill of
The studentsare Peggy Coster, Circuit Court on examination Wed- The plat had been approved by
the Binda Architecturalfirm, re- away a car from Grand Haven
nesday on a charge of indecent ex- the Planning Commission Jan. 8
sophomore,
daughter of Mr. and
on
Dec.
5
appeared
for
sentences.
vealed that the present figure of
\
posure. Bond of $1,000 was not
Followinga public hearing on tilMrs.
Walter
Coster
of
346
Lincoln
1,766 elementary students, kinder- Bruce Hall, 21, was placed on pro1
provided for his appearancein ing a portion of WildwoodDrain
garten through sixth grade, will be bation for one year, must serve Ave.; Allen DeJonge,freshman, the higher court April 2.
at which no oppositionwas exup to 2,089 by 1967-68. The enroll- 60 days in Ottawa county jail and son of Mr. and Mrs. Henry De- Others appearing were Janet L. pressed,Council adopted a resoluJonge
of 123 East 17th St.; James
make
restitution
in
full.
Two
comment of this age group in 1957-58
Spruit, of 133 West 14th St., stop tion on the project which sets up
was 1,406. Copies of the report will panions, Mrs. Janice Hotchkiss, 22, DeWeerd, freshman, son of Mr. sign, $7; Larry J. Baker, of 1055
si.
a special assessment roll not to
be made available to the Citizens and a sister,Miss Marilyn Blakes- and Mrs. Alvin DeWeerd of 598 Lincoln Ave., too fast for condi- exceed $1,656.
Committee which will meet Feb. ly, 18. were placed on probation Washington Ave.
tions, $7; Rose Lewis, of 5014
Oaths of offied were filed fo?
Others are Richard Dirkse,
13 to review and evaluate it. In for two years, must make restiWest 17th St., red light. $7. Robert Ward Hansen. Planning Commisfreshman, son of Mr. and Mrs.
tution,
and
pay
$150
costs
each.
short, the report shows clearly that
W- McFall,of 1681 Perry St., right sion; John Menken, Board of ApVernon Nienhuis, Holland, charg- Herman Dirkse of 14 West 28th St.;
existingelementary facilitiesare
of way, $7; Jerry Junior Calloway, peals, and Elmer J. Ro'wder,citJames
Ilhart, sophomore, son of
ed
with
obtaining
property
under
inadequatefor the future influx of
route 5, Allegan, stop sign. $12; izen member 0/ the Board of
false pretenses, was placed on pro- Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Elhart of 3405
students.
Roger Dale Essenburg, of 412 Review.
The board indicatedits willing- bation for 18 months, and must ButternutDr.; Dave Hilbink, West 20th St., right of way, $12.
A communication from the Michpay costs of $.50,
senior, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ray
ness to welcome Zeeland public
Linda Lou Bouman, of 219 West igan MunicipalLeague thanked
Hilbinkof 628 West 22nd St.
Dennis
Jolman,
21,
Muskegon,
schoolsinto the Holland Area Co19th St., improper turn. $7; Ger- Council for its resolution in memcharged with non-support, was
Also included are Ken Hewitt,
operative Training Program.
ald J. Kruyf. of 300 West 28th St , ory of League Director John Huts
given
90
days
in
jail, and Har- senior, son of Mrs. Beatrice Hewitt
The board accepted a bid of $1,
right of way. $7; Billy Ray. Law- and announced the appointment of
old Thompson, 33, Nunica, charg of 1524 East 8th St.; Paul Kimple,
977.84 from Raphael Draperies for
son, of 161 160th Ave., excessive Robert E. (Bobi Fryer as Huss'
ed with desertion and non-support, sophomore, son of Mr. and Mrs
fiberglass curtains for the north
noise, $7; Thomas Wayne Goosen. successor.Fryer has been assistwas placed on probationfor two Floyd Kimple of 86 Birchwood
side of the high school.
route 1, red light. $7; Leonard ant directorof the League since
years and must reimbursethe Ave.; Harvey Kragt, freshman,
Rummler, of 181 West 22nd St., 1952. Council also war informed
County Bureau of Social Welfare son of Mr. and Mrs. Franklin
interfering -with through traffic, that region 5 of the League will
Rerun Storm Pictures
$500.
Kragt of 55 East 34th St.
$7.
hold its annual meeting in GrandTwo full pages of storm pictures
Others are Peter Meurer, sophoFreddie W. Olson, of 288 Fair- ville Thursday. March 7.
that appeared in last week’s ediThe annual Blue and Gold banA letter from The Holland
banks Ave., right of way, $12;
lion of the Holland City News are quet of the Longfellow Cub Scout
Den'^'roZ
3
Evening Sentinel suggestingadverl>eing re-run today because the Pack 3055 will be held Thursday
Prins. sophomore, son of Mr. and!p„L ZekTn£ ifzso
tising in the Tulip Time edition
heavy demand for copies of the Feb. 28. in the school gym and
Mrs. Jota Prins °f n Wesf ITU,
of the Sentinel was referred to
paper exceeded the supply. ' | not Feb. 21 as reportedearlier
M" 10151 Ave . r^1 of way. >7 Naacy the city manager with power to

—
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Absentee

Now Available

Zutphen Resident

West Ottawa

Succumbs

Plans Spring

Hope Alumni Scheduled
To Hear President-Elect

64

Vacation

Area Students

On Dean's

At Big Rapids

!

Circuit

Judge

;

j

i

Sentences

7

v

1

I

"t;PS

S? S’ Sa T2«

m

683*

Z

J
Myrtle
^SsL

EerT0,„m

SmaZf

F^n b°nor

'ar

act.

"c

t7

James Dunn,

include | school;

of 384 Maple

fre5hman- son of Ave.. overtime parking, $7.90
Mr. and Mrs. James Overbeek of Lincoln R. Hughes Mishawaka
route 3. and Gerald Vander Molen. | Ind.. right of way $10 su,LndS
sophomore, son of Mr and Mrs, on conditionthere be no further
Lee Vander Molen of route
violations; Alan Keith Davids of

2. .....

404 West 16th St. red light, $?;
Lawrence Johnson, of 206 West
Ninth St., right of way. $7; Gary
Teall. of 280 West 17th St.; as-

Grand Haven Speeds Up
School Vote to May 14

GRAND HAVEN - The Grand J,ured clear distance. $12; John
Haven Board of Education Tues- Gulierrez- 3911 132nd Ave., im-

-

day voted to speed up its 34-mil- Pr°l,€r turn- $12.
lion building program and
uled the June 10 vote ahead to Two Cars Collide

resched-

May

a!La

14, the earliest date under

* T»?

The speedup was promptedby

AW°

,,AM ,T IN 19,8 — Whether the January snow storms in
can compare with those back in 1918 is hard to tell what
with the improveddevices used nowadays for removingsnow
but .me thing is sure, back in 1918. the deep snow also caused
"problems” e*j>ecirtUyon the railroads Martin Kunen
V'l/fct. Last Sixth '.shownbolding the shovel' recalls that 10-foot
VWw drifts caused the snowplowon a Pere Marquette Railroad
enjLne (now the C 4 O Railnmd* to derail about a block south of
the M- 10 crossing,and that the track crew was called out to
remove the mow and dig out the plow while the engine returned
to New Richmond Kunen who worked for the railroad compart)
foi 50 yean retired six yean
l
196.1

ago.

j
i

—

Cars driven by Annetta Huizen-

ga’
of 176 Eaat 27th Bt., and
Edith E. Craft. 48. of 279 West

A petition requestinga sanitary
sewer in 40th St. ^rom Central
Ave. to College Ave., and in College Ave. from 40th St. north to
a point 450 feet north of 40th St.
was referredto the city manager
for study and report. Also referred
to the city manager was a petition requesting water service
in Central Ave. from 39th St. south
to 40th St. in 40th St. east to
College Ave., and in CollegeAve.
for a distance of approximately380
feet.

An

application

of

Wolverine

Heavey Movers to move a house
from -491 West 32nd St. to 482
West 20th St was tabled until next
meeting
The Library Board reported
gifts of $150 from The Holland
Evening Sentinelthrough the
Greater Holland Community Foundation for scientificand technical
books, and |5 from the Century
Club for a memorial book for the
into Dr. G W, Van Verst Gifts
were accepted with thanks

17th St., collidedTuesday night
at Pine Ave and 17th St Mrs
children and part of the junior Huizenga was issued a ticket by
high student body without class Holland police for failure to stop
for a stop sign
Architectsalso were instructed
to speed up plans for the entire | Holland llo<.pitalbirths include
All Councilmen were present
building program The 900 students a »on. bom Wednesdayto Mr and
with the exceptionof Henry Stef
| In junior high currently are attend , -Mrs Thomas Senters 40 East I6ih
no. Mayor NeUnn lloMiian pre
ing school half days and tlie 400)81; a daughter, born Wednesday
sited The invocationvia* given
.elementary childrenare attendingto Mr ami Mrs Carl Nmu 14750
by Dr \nthony l.uulens, letireu
1 dasiea in nearby churches. I Venessa Ave ' *
the $500,000 fire at CentralSchool

Jan

28 which left 400 elementary

rooms

1

;

,

.

..

.....

mmixtor of the ItoformtMi Chuidi

V-..
SHADOWS ON

1

'

SNOW

THE
A bright vun
costing shadow! ocrou 56th St between
Holland and East Saugatuckn quite a change
from the swirlingsnows which left the rood
full ’of drifts last month And althoughthe

__________
temperature was 32 degrees Tuesday,it will
take quite a long time lor the snowbanks to
melt The East SaugatuckChristian Reformed
Church steeple is in the background
(Sentinel photo)

.'s

'
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Hope Chalks Up
7th Ml A A Victory
Dutch Take

94-66 Win
Over Albion
Scorin* more than 90 points for
the third straight time against an

MIAA

foe.

Hope

was Hope's seventh

straight

league victory as the Flying Dutch-

men

remained unbeaten in

play. Hope

is

1963

Ottaim County
Real Estate
Transfers
Adm. Est. Jennie Bell, Dec.
R'chard E. Jones and wife. Pt.
NWV« NWV4 18-5-15Twp Holland
On Jan. 29. the Happy BJue Kenneth P. De Free and wife
Birds of Lakeview school met at to Dick Zwiep and wife Lot
the home of our leader, Mrs. Rutger's Add. Central Park, City
Verekee. We made a valentine for of Holland.
Arthur Schaap and wife to Pau
our fathers, than we sang songs
and played an "animal" game Calvin Dozeman and wife. Pt. Lot
Gail Van Dyke treated with candy 2 Blk 5 Visscher’sAdd City
Holland.
bars. Kathy Barrett, Scribe.
Harold Van Den Bosch and wife
On the Jan. 29 meeting of the
Fun Time Blue Birds at Lakeview to Marinus Newhouse and wife
Pt. Lots 20. 21 Hillcrest Sub. City
school we visited Holland Hospiof HoUand.
tal. Susie Covington treated with
Ben L. Van Lente et al
Mallo Cups. We got suggestions
Everett
Meurer and wife. WV4
from the hospital for toys for the
SEV4 SEV4 10-5-16Twp. Park.
Pediatrics Ward that we can make
Edward Aalderink and wife
at our meetings.Karen Van LpngeRaymond J. Vanders and wife. Pt.
velde, Scribe.
On Jan. 7, the Singing Blue Sto NMi SEVi SW* 7-515 Twp.

College’s basket-

ball team crushed Albion, 94-M
Saturday night in the Civic Center
before 1,700 fans. >
It

7,

MIAA

Holland.

9-6 over all.

Birds of Lakeview school met in
Leslie Wiersma and wife to
our leader's home and made horns
from paper towel holders and wax Donald S. Weatherwaxand wife.
paper. We also sang Blue Bird Pt. Lot 38 Stielstra's Sub. Twp.
Park.
songs. Linda Bailey treated. On
Alfred Dozeman and wife to
Jan. 21. we met again in the home
Stanley Schrotenboerand wife. Pt.
of our leader and made bird feeders from pine cones covered with Lot 85 Roosenraad’s Plal No.
Albion led 11-10 with 12 minutes
ptunut butter and wild bird seeds. City of Zeeland.
remaining in the first half when
Gerrit W.* Rauch and wife to
Patti Barrett treated. Kathlyn LooClare Van Wieren tallied a basket
Paul Tieman and wife. Lots 91, 92
man,
Scribe.
and Hope never again trailed.
The Blue Feathers Blue Bird Harrington & Vandenberg Bros.
Freshman Van Wieren also started
Sub. Twp Park
group
of Lincoln school has eleven
a four-basket flurry that broke the
Gerrit W. Rauch and wife to
members in their group as follows:
game open a few minutes later
Steven P.
Lot 5 Lakewood
Jean
Palmer,
Lynn
Wyngarden.
With 8:43 left, Hope was leading
Heights
Sub.
Twp.
Park.
Mary Jane Burr, Darlene Blanton,
17-15 when Van Kieren pushed
Jacob
Essenburg
and wife to
Lorraine
Harper,
Renee
Hibma,
home a basket. Ron Venhuizen,
ACCEPTS GIFT — Dr. Irwin J. Lubbers (left)
of the college. At right is Dr. Robert W. CavaTeri Van Beveren, Sandra Hol- Donald J. Rietman and wife. Lot
smiles happily as he accepts,in behalf of Hope
naugh. chairman of the Hope College miaic
Oak Park Hills Sub. Twp. Holland, Stella Beltan, Maria CoronaMIAA Standings
College,a gift of the music library of Mrs.
department. A picture of the late Prof. Snow,
dez and Irma Guajardo. We are land.
W. Curtis Snow (center) and the late Prof. Snow.
L
shown here, will be hung in an appropriate
in the 2nd grade and our leaders
Anton Winterhalderet al to AlHope .....
Acceptance of the gift was one of Dr. Lubbers'
location.
are Miss Karen Van Overloop and fred Dozeman and wife Lot 1
last official duties before retiring as president
Alma
Miss Sally Sienstra. We meet on Winterhalder Plat, City of Zee-|
Kalamazoo
Wednesday afternoons.We have land.
Adrian
been making scrapbooks for the
Bert Brewer and wife to MariAlbion ......
children at PrastatieHuis.
an Siegers. Pt. NWV4 SWV4 1-5-lfl
Calvin .....
Everyoneis complaining about Twp. Park.
Admitted to Holland Hospital
Olivet
..............
7
the weather and that includesthe
Friday
were Karen Sue Southern,
Kenneth R. Harper Sr. and wife
Okizer'so North Holland School.
nder Hill and Glenn Van
to Catherine Harper. Pt. W4 21 East 16th St.; Herman Van
Due to being snowed in. we haven’t
One of the last official duties
Wierei hen followedsuit as they
NEMi NW*/4 19-5-15Twp. Holland. Ark. 64 East 26th St.;' John H.
been able to have our meetings
Lappinga.
115
West
28th
St.;
Mrs.
for
retiringHope College President
contributed quick baskets after
Catherine Harper to Kenneth R.
Father of Public Works
for the past three weeks. Monica
each time beating the Albion deHarper
Sr. and wife. Pt. W4 Willard Deur, 555 West 21st St; Dr. Irwin J. Lubbers was to accept
Kamphuis,Scribe.
SuperintendentDies
Mrs. Tony Dannenberg. 169 East
fense down the floor.
VANDER HILL SHOOTS - Jim Vander Hill (22). Hope College
The Can-te-wa-styaCamp Fire NEV4 NW*4 19-5-15Twp Holland. 25th St; Herman Onken Sr., 681 a gift of the Music Library of Mrs.
It was 25-15 with 6 05 left and
senior. Jets fly with a basket attempt against Albion College
Mildred S. Underwood to Louis
group held their meeting on Jan.
W. Curtis Snow, assistant profes- GRAND HAVEN - William L.
Saturday night in the Civic Center. Waiting for a possible rebound
the Hope basket took a beating
Nagy and wife. Lots 157, 173 Hen- West Main St.. Fennville;Stanley
26 in Beechwood School Library.
sor of German at Hope and the late Sims. 92-year-old father of J. B.
Van
Otterloo,
163
East
25th
St.;
are Ron Te Beest (42) of Hope and John Griffith(10), Jerry
the rest of the half. The Dutchmen
We read and sang the Camp Fire eveld’sPlat 9, Twp. Park
Sims, superintendent of Public
Chandler (34) and Emil De Grazia (22) of Albion.Official Don
Debra
Petroelje.
34
East
30th
St.; Prof. Snow.
hit 19 baskets in 41 tries for 46
David K. Forsgien and wife to
Law and read the Wood GatherMason of Lansing is in foreground.Hope won the game, 94-66 for
per cent. Albion salvaged 12 of 40
Works, died Friday in Municipal
Benjamin
J. Van Dis and wife. John Fuder, 789 Myrtle Ave.; Mrs.
The
gift,
which
consists
of
oraers and Fire Makers Desire^We
its seventh straight MIAA victory this season. (Sentinel photo)
for 30 per cent
Ixit 6 Poppema Plat. City of Sue Handwerg. 416 West 20th St.;
Hospital. He had been in the hostorios,
anthems,
vocal,
piano
and
brought our groups scrapbooOnd
Stephen Springer. 290 East 14th St.
Hope quickly doubled the score
Holland.
put our symbols in it. Libby Meppital since Jan. 24 following a fall.
organ
music
volumes,
was
given
Discharged Friday were Callie
as they opened the second half
mained at home due to the severe
John Van Kampen Sr. and wife
pelink, Scribe.
He and his son and daughter-in
Zuverink.
40
East
29th
St.;
Jodel
to
the
college's
music
department
with nine straight, four by Vander
weather conditions last week. All
On Jan. 29. the O-Ta-Ku-Ye to Robert Dean Minnema Sr. and Elzinga. 2446 Thomas St.; Mrs.
Hill, three by Glenn Van Wieren
midweek meetings at the Churches
wife. Lot 88 and pt. 89 Harringat a presentation held lastWedoes- law wi'h '*h,on! m,ad' his hl>me
Camp Fire group met at the home
f u/ara ah/vm tn loat o far Tava* lact
were about to leave for Texas last
and two by Clare.
were also cancelled. Small crowds
ton & Vandenberg Bros. Sub. Twp. James Gark and baby. 614 West day in the Presidents Room of
Mrs. Jones for i meeting. We
week when the elder Mr. Sims
Main. Fennville; Mrs. Jake MeekSoon the difference was 30 points,
attended the Sunday morning servPark.
ironed our symbolgramsonto felt
Graves Hall.
fell in the house and broke his
hof
and
baby,
37
East
10th
St.;
71-41 and Coach Russ De Vette reice and no evening service was
Rein Visscher and wife to Roband then sewed them onto our
Mr. Snow was professor of mu- left hip.
FENNVILLE - FennvilleHigh held at either church on the 20th
tired the regulars. Gary Nedeveld
ert
D.
Van
Wieren
and
wife. Pt. David Rhoda, 535 West 22nd St.;
vests. We played a game with
Margo Kalkman. 44 West 22nd sic at Hope from 1929 until 1935.
The youngest in a family of
and Ron Venhuizen left with 11:36 School students
.
,completed
,
, | On Sunday evening the Junior marshmallows and Diane Van Lots 25, 26 Weersing'sFirst Add.
St.; Mrs.. Edward Barnes. 374 He taught, organ, music classes eight children. Mr. Sims was born
City of Holland.
to play while Glenn Van Wieren sat
.i,iSLWWJ °,',SC.h001l" 5! CE «™p “"Iter the .direction of Langeveldetreated. Diane Van
West 31st St.; Norman Gibson, and organized and directed the in Joshua. Tex. He was a retired
down at 9:22: Vander Hill, 8:59 new *6oO,<XIO school last week with Mr, Gorlio„ Timmer sa„g the Je. Langevelde,Scribe.
147 West 20th St.; Mrs. Ann chapel Choir. He directed the Hol- railroadengineer working out of
and Clare Van Wieren. 7:58. When the completion of a 22-room high lection, "There Were Ninety and
The OkiciyapiCamp Fire group
Willard
Gross,
149 Highland Ave.; Neal lan Civic Chorus and conducted Temple, Tex.
school
addition.
Clare left Hope was leading. 78-46.
Nine.”
met at the home of Mrs. Raak
Jacobusse,50 East 15th St.; the first performance of Handel’s Surviving besides the son are
Ron Te Beest, who also saw brief With the new rooms added to
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Elzinga on Jan. 29. Mrs. Raak treated with Dies at
Kristi Schaap. 190 East 39th St.; "Messiah" given o» the Hope
action in the first half, and Gailerd the five-year-old 15-room elementwo grandchildrenand four great
and children of Grandvillewere ice cream and cake. We put our
John Joostberns,route 2, Fenn- campus..
Korver led the reserves with seven tary wing. 925 studentsin kindergrandchildren. Mrs. Sims, the
Sunday visitors at the home of Indian names on our pencil .boxes
Willard J. Welling. 44, of 22 West vilie.
Mrs. Snow was a member of the
points each. Hope made 14 of 43 garten to fifth grade and ninth
former Nannie Pittman, died in
and
then
read
out
of
the
Camp
their mother, Mrs. Nick Elzinga.
17th St, died Saturday in Holshots in the second half for 33 per through 12th are going to school
Admitted Saturday were Rhonda Hope Music Faculty from 1938 to 1878.
On
Saturday afternoon Mr. and Fire books about our honors. land Hospital following a short ill1953. She ajso taught organ, piano
under one roof. A gymnasium was
cent.
Elgersma. 362 East Fifth St.;
Mrs. Marvin Elzinga of South Jane Raak gave the ClosingSong. ness.
and music classes and directed the
The Flying Dutchmen ended with also built in 1957.
Blendon and Mrs. Olert Garvelink Dawn Van Den Heuvel, Scribe.
He
was bom in Holland and has John Morris,7461 Barry, Zeeland: Women’s Glee Club. She presently
Completed
Jan.
22
after
construc33 of 84 for 40 per cent while AlOn Jan. 22. the O-Ta-Ku-Ye lived here all his life. He former- Terry Nyland, 705 Goldenrod
and sons of New Groningen visited
is a member of the German departbion had 27 of 73, including 15 of 33 tion on the 40-acre site was startCamp Fire Group of Van Raalte
Mrs. Elzinga.
ly was in produce departments of Ave.; Mary Lou Woldring.394 ment and has assisted in the Viened
last
April,
actual
moving
into
in the second half. Hope hit 28 of
Mrs. J. Le Febre spent a few Ave. school met at the home of
45 free shots, including five the school was delayed because of days of last week with her chil- Mrs. Jones. We elected new offi- the A & P and Krogers, and for Chicago Dr.; Mrs. John Russell, na Summer School Program for
the past three years was a trimseveral year$.
straight by Vander Hill, and the the heavy snow.
route 1; Gwenith Blystra, 576 Lake
dren, Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Brower cers as follows: President.Peggy mer at the Roamer Boat Co. He
The cost, which includes new
Britonshad 12 of 19.
Jones;
Secretary,
Terry
KlomparDr.;
William
Hoving,
1044
West
and family at Jenison.
was a member of First Reformed
Coach Russ De Vette thought his equipment as well as construftion,
Mr. and Mrs. Yeck and family ens; Treasurer, Connie Van Der Church and served on the Cortsis- 32nd St.; Shelly Oonk, 322 Hoover
Is
club played its ‘‘best defense" of is being paid by a $700,000 bond
Molen; Scribe,Diane Van LangeBlvd.; Jane Buter, 319 West 31st
of Jenison are the new residents
tory for several years. He was
issue
approved
by
taxpayers
in
the season, holding Albion to 43
velde. We drew names for "secret
St. (dischargedsame day); Todd
of the former Ben Groenhof farm
for
member of the Men’s Adult Hayes, 611 East Lakewood Blvd.
points in the first 30 minutes of 1961.
pals." We also made symbolgrams
on 80th Ave.
Bible
Class.
Supt. Wayne Woodby said a librthe game.
Discharged Saturday were Mrs.
Many local residents were forced and Mrs. Jones treated. Diane
He was a World War II veteran.
Clare Van Wieren, uncanny in ary is includedin the scliool with
Van Langevelde. Scribe.
Jack Van Den Berg and baby. 22
to
walk
some
distance to their
Surviving are his wife. Goldie;
his abilityto be at the right place a capacity for 5,300 volumes and a
The Tan-ha-doonah Camp Fire
Dunton; Charles James Hayes, With the increasingnumber of
cars which were parked along
four children, Irene. Sharon. Warat the right time to snag a pass seating capacity of 40. Fennville
group held theii^ ceremonial on
666 Midway; Mrs. Jerry Ham- student teachersat Hope College,
roads which remained open in this
ren
and
Howard,
all
at
home;
his
or convert a basket, led Hope with residentshave contributed$3,000
Jan. 18. Patty Van Kampen and
ming and baby, route 3. Allegan: practice teaching assignments
area last week. All side roads
21 points. 12 in the first half of to stock the library with books and
Karen Bekker treated. Kristy mother and stepfather. Mr. and Mrs. Roger Knoll. 644 West 23rd
were filled with snow. A number of
have included, for the first time,
Mrs.
Charles
Risselada
of
HolJacobuase,Scribe.
which nine were in the first eight $800 worth of new volumes have
St.; Henry Garvelink. 140 East the Grand Haven school system,
folks were forced to stay with
land.
STOPPINGA CAR'S ENGINE BEbeen
purchased.
minutes
On Jan. 10. the 6th grade Camp
48th St.; John Fuder! 789 Myrtle
FORE IT WARMS UP IS A MAJOR
according to John J. Ver Beek
friends or relatives not being able
A wood and metals shop, each
Fire group discusseda party. We
His brother Glenn had 18, also
Ave.; Mrs. Thomas Elwood and
CAUSE OF ENGINE REPAIR. It’s
to reach their homes.
of the Hope College educationdealso tried to do tricks with tooth- Driver Given Ticket
scoring seven baskets,four in a measuring 55 feet by 40 feeL is
baby. 87*i East Eighth St.; Mrs. partment.
those 2-minute drives to the store
Mrs. C. Meeuwsen and chidren
picks. glasses and knives.Velma
that cause the trouble,because your
Marvin Alverson. 29, of 281 Gar- Donald De Glopper and baby,
four-minuteperiod late m the first completely furnishedwith $16,000
A coffee, sponsored by the eduof South Blendon called on their
Van Ark furnishedthe treat. On field Ave., was ticketed for inter- route 1, Zeeland; BlakesleeCrane,
half. Vander Hill followed with 16. worth of equipment.
cation department,was held Thursparents and grandparents.
Mr. and
Hope outrebounded Albion. 69-45 A kitchen and cafeteriaserves Mrs. H. H. Vander Molen one day Jan. 17, we continued the discus- fering with through traffic today route 1. Fennville: Mrs. Gerald day at 4 p.m. in Phelps Hall to
300
students
at
one
time.
Two
home
sion
of
the
party.
We
also
worked
at the Douglas Ave. and Aniline Bredeweg and baby. 3281 North
as Nederveld grabbed 11 off both
the crankcase oil, increasingsludge
last week.
initiate the second semester's
on our memory books to earn Ave. intersection, after hitting a 146th Ave.; Wayne Blake, 279 teaching program.
boards and Clare Van Wieren had economic workshops,one for clothdeposits and hastening the need lor
Mrs. J. Hommerson and Mrs. H.
beads.
.Sally
Van
Vuren
furnished
ing and one for foods with adjanine defensive rebounds
car driven by Norman Tyler, 27 of West 15th St.; Mrs. Jimmy Arreengine overhaul. It also pays to
Invited to the occasion were 84
H. Vander Molen attended the the treat for this meeting. Sharon
know how you can
Grand Rapids. Alverson, driving dondo and baby, 515 West 22nd student teachers and su;>ervisory
Hope, leading the MIAA in of- cent living area, is in the new
meeting of the delegates of the
benefitby insuringyour
Baarman, Scribe.
south on Aniline, hit a patch of
fense, now has scored 573 points school and will be furnished by
Mrs.
William
Schmidt.
121
teachers as well as coliege and
Women's Federation of Women’s
car with State Farm
ice as he approached the inter- West 30th St; William Potter.
for an 816 average. The Flying the students.
school administratorsand college
Mutual. Call me today!
Societies of the Hollandarea at the
Compared
to
most
gem
stones,
Classrooms are separated by
section.skidded and hit Tyler's Quincy St.; Gregory Beets, 154
Dutchmen entertain Olivet Wedfaculty involvedwith teacher eduPresbyterianChurch at Holland on the emerald is soft.
car. going west on Douglas St., Reed Ave.
nesday in an MIAA game in the foldingdoors and stage accomcation.
Monday afternoon.
modationsfor "team teaching"
Civic Center at 8 p m
Admitted Sunday were Karl Other school systems in which
On Friday evening of last week
Albion, now 5-10 for the season, and a conference room adjoins
Clement Myers. 802 Central Ave.; Hope students are doing student
Rev. and Mrs. J. Hommerson visis 2-5 in the league Bruce Van- each classroom.The windows are
Mrs. Martin Japinga,266 West teaching this semester include
ited their children, the Jay Kool
draiss, 6'S" junior who will be plastic-ply and the floors in the
20th St.; Mrs. Thomas Sanchez. Holland elementary and high
family at Grandville.
181 hast 17th St.; Mrs. Stanley schools.Holland ChristianJunior
eligiblein the second semester corridorsand cafeteria are
The Rev. and Mrs, Matt J. DuJapink. route 1, Hamilton.
couldn't play against Hope because terrazzo.
High. West Ottawa elementary and
ven of Zeeland called on friends
Albion's second semester doesn’t
Discharged Sunday were Gwen- high schools and Zeeland High.
here Monday afternoon.
start until Wednesday. Larry Colith Blystra. 576 Lake Dr; James
On Saturday the Rev. and Mrs.
burn led Albion with 12
Allen Bruursema.6367 Blue Jay
Hommerson called on Miss VirFire at Grand Haven
Hope (94)
Lane; Mrs. Harold Derks. 402
Relatives here were informed ginia Molenkamp at St. Mary’s
FC. FT PF TP
Lincoln Ave.; Mrs. Alice De Destroys Empty House
of the death of Mr. Adrian Hirdes Hospital.
Vander Hill, f
6
Vries. 44 West 18th St.; Mrs.
4
16
1
Mr. and Mrs. H H. Vander Moof Grand Rapids who died at the
GRAND HAVEN -Fire Saturday
Van Wieren. C., f , 7 7 1 21
William Dunn and baby. 1650
home of his children at Hudsonville len were informed of the injuries
morning destroyeda home at the
Nederveld,c
3
3
Waukazoo
Dr.;
Mrs.
Clarence
9
1
last week. He is survived by two received By their sister-in-lawMrs.
end of North Seventh St., near
Van Wieren, G., g
/
4
Heerspink. route 1, West Olive;
2
18
AGENT
AGENT
brolhers from this vicinity. John Delia Poskcy in a fall at the home
Venhuizen.
.
4
0
Mrs. Kenneth Kruithof.route 4; the Memorial Bridge. Fire Chief
2
8
and CorneliusHirdes and several ^er daughter, Mrs. Marian VrugHenry Hobeke said the fire startYour family Iniuranc*men
Te Beest, c
3
Jerry Luurtsma. 169 East 18th St.;
4
7
nephews and nieces Funeral serv- gink, at South Blendon last week.
ed in an oil burner.
Veurink. g .......
Terry
Nyland. 705 Goldenrod
1
3
1
PHONES
ices were held on Saturday at the Mrs. Poskey suffering from a hip
Overman, f ...... . 0 3 1 3
Ave.; Shelly Oonk. 322 Hoover The home was owned by the EX 6-8294 and EX 4-8133
Beverly Christian Reformed fracture is a patient at the WoodDykhouse brothers of Dykhouse
Poppink. f ........
Blvd.; Mrs. John Russell,route
0
1
3 Church.
haven Rest Home in Zeeland.
25 West 9th St.
Korver, c ......... 3
0
1
7
7*
Fred 'schaafsma. "TS^West ' 20th
Last week Thursday the Rev.
Miss Virginia Molenkampof Taythe home a total
Kramer, g ........
1
2
St.; Herman Van Ark. 64 East *
h
h me a tntal
1
Authorized Representatives
lor St. met with an accident on and Mrs. J. Hommerson visited at
loss at an estimated $2,500 damAnker, c .......... 0 0 0 0
26th St.; Mrs. Vernon Van Oort.
28lh Ave and Port Sheldon ltd. the Harold Brower home in Holage. The home was unoccupied,
93 Vander Veen; Mary Woldring]
ST AT I FARM
last Thursdayand is confined to land.
and the only, contentswere a re394 Chicago Dr.
Totals 33 28 17 94
Mutual AutomobileInsurance Company
St. Mary's Hospital. Walter Molenfrigerator, 'stove, and several matAlbion (66)
Home Office:Bloomington, Illinois
tresses. New tenants were to move
FG FT PF TP kamp. also was treated at st. Mrs. Nykamp Gives Talk
in today.
Mary's Hospital for severe laeera-nn ln*or;n,
K.
Chandler f ........ 5 0 4 10
lions. The accident was due to the |
*er,or Decorating
Papenfus, f ........ 1
0
3
hli/Mid
conditions
existing
that
The
next
regular meeting of the
Clark,
....... 1
at
1
3
3
a:\ , , _
lane Steketee Questers Club will
DeGrazia. g ...... i)
1
2
5
mis. J. I* Febre was a guest at be held Wednesday,Feb. 27. at
Mrs. Katie Brondyke. 89. of 182
Downs,
......... 4
3
1
11
the home of her children, Mr. and ; the home of Mrs. Gus Ritterby.
Reed Ave.. died Thursday evening
Colburn, g ....... 4
4
2
12
Mrs. (i. Petroelje at South Blendon 501 Central Ave.
at the De Boer Nursing home in
THE BIG DUTCHMAN SALUTES
Patrick,
...... . 3
0
6
3
last Sunday.
Muskegon where she had been a
A talk on interiordecorating
Griffith, f
. 4
0
3
8
•Mr and Mrs. Henry Klinger. Mr. was presented by Mrs. Esther
patientfor the past four months.
Middlebrook.c .... . 3
4
1
7
and Mrs. Harold Klinger and Mr. Nykamp at the meeting held last
Mrs. Brondyke was born in HolSleight, f *
0 •2
2
2
and Mrs. Edward Overweg attend- 1,.
_____Wednesday
_________ _ _at
_______
land and has lived here al) of her
week
the home of
life. She was the widow of Dick
ed funeral services for their broth. Mrs. William Hillegonds. W West
Totals 27 12 27 66
er and uncle. Lucas Groenhof last llth St.
Brondyke who died 18 years ago.
INC.
week Tuesday.Another brother.
She was a member of First ReThe speaker emphasized the imf’OKWNKR
AWARD
Ab
Martin,deft* generalmanager
Two Cars Are Damaged
Joe Klingerof Muskegon, died on portance of putting period furni- of the local General Electric plant, pnjaentsthe company's Ralph
formed Church and a member of
Congratulations to Edwin Raphael
Cars driven by-F.rneft R Ritha- Tuesday. Due to the severe weaththe Spruce Ave Church Bible
J. Cordiwr hward t‘> Carl W. Vizithum. a design and drafting
ture together correctly"whether
me!. 21. of 329‘i Washington Ave. er conditions they were unable to
Class.
specialistat the local plant, in recognition of his outstandingconCompany, Inc., on the completion of their new
one likes a little or a lot of the
and Lawrence Johiww, 34. of 206 attend the funeral.
Survivingare three sons. Henry
trilmtion to the company's Accent on Value Program during 1962.
j past " She exhibitedvarious fabWest Ninth St., collided Friday at
plant. It is plant facilities like these that make
Presentationwas made at a ceremonyin the Tulip Room of Hotel
Kars ten of North Holland; Adrian
Sharon Meeuwsen of South Blen- i rics and wallpaper samples qnd
loth St. and Washington Ave when
Warm Friend. The award-winning effort involved the consoli- Veele and Marinus 'Mike) Veele,
don wav a Sunday guest of her j illustratedtheir use in decorating,
Holland a proud community.
Johnson started to make a left grandparents,Mr. and Mrs H. H. ! A room should harmonize in back- dation of engineeringdrawings and a plan for the complete reboth of Holland; one daughter]
v!M«w of engineeringdrawing practicesat the local plant, Viziturn. Johnson was ticketed by city
Mrs. Gerrit Veurink of Muskegon;
A ander
i ground, design and color, she said.
thum. n veteran of nearly 30 years with General Electric, has been- 15 grandchildren;40 great grandpolice for failure to yield nghtttof
HOI | AMt>
cvnoccc
Local students attending school | Mrs. James White assistedus
with the local plant since 1955 The award consisted of a specially
ua*.
children;two great, great grand|n all the surroundinj areas ra- 1 co-hoslm.
Hope s offense moved into high
gear midway in the first half and
the Dutchmen pushed to a 45-27
halftime lead. The Britons made
a game of it for the first 12 minutes
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Unusual ‘Cottage’

Now

Available; Excellent
By Rob Jafhnig
a real “castle in

It’s not

“From Cleopatrato Mrs Jiggs"

1

al subjects in every state of the

Harvard,

you’re apt to find.

memories of

boyhood tree house, but

and

Steigenga-Bakker Vows Exchanged

is the intriguing title of the tal); United States and over 460 cities;
Andre Michalopouloswill give to also extensivelyin Great Britain,
Canada and South Africa. Among
the members of the Woman’s Litthe colleges he has lectured at are
erary Club at their birthday tea
Princdton,Columbia,

sky,” but it’s the nearest thing
It brings back

•

1963

Greek Scholar and Poet
To Lecture at Two Meets

View

the

7,

it doesn’t sway

it’s

party in the Clubhouse on Tues- Georgetown and Chicago.
day. Feb. 5 at 2 p.m.
Eleven applications for building
Dr. Michalopouloshas been honIn the extensive biographicalored with distinguishedranks by permits totaling $5,050 were filed
sketch sent from the Greek Em- the governmentsof Greece, the this week with City Building Inbassy in Washington, where he is BritishEmpire, the Netherlands spector Gordon Streur in City Hall.
a special advisor, Dr Michal- and France. His publicationsin- They follow:
opouloshas done just about every- clude. "Greek Fife," a collection Dr. R. C. Oudersluys, 181 West
thing and has been all over. He of broadcastsand articleson world Uth St., replacecupboards, $400;
is in London Who’s Who with affairs in 1943; two collections of Edwin Oudman, contractor.
referencesto his pre-war cultural verse in English, 1923 and 1928;
Earl Dalman. 3 East Seventh
interests, his broadcasting activ- and special contributions to books, St., new exhaust system, $600;
ities and his teaching and lectur- encyclopedias, magazines and Peerbolt and self, contractors.
ing activities.
William De Haan, 791 Central
newspapersin the United States
According to those who know and edght countries. A veteran Ave., remodel kitchen cupboards
him, the Greek poet ann lecturer broadcaster, he wrote and serviced and cabinets in family room. $400;

the

bigger

as much

in

the wind.
The view is great; a near ocean
side, endless beaches on
two others, and a welcoming channel. sheltered harbor, neat cottages and rolling sand dunes on

on one

the fourth side.

Ships and boats of all descriptions go by within a stone’s throw

in the warmer months, and spectacular icebergs in the winter.

is a spellbinder. His lecture topics his

It’s the picnicker'sdream; all

range from the humorous .one at
the Literary Club to political,social and economic problems here
and abroad. He represented the
Greek governmentat the annual
conferenceon AmericanPolicy at
Colgate University. He has lectured on international politics and
cultural subjectsin every state of
the United States and has broadcast from stations in this country,
in Athens, London. Warhington,
New York, Boston and Capetown.
South Africa.
Following the program, a birthday tea will be held in the club
tearoom. The actual birthday of
the clubhouse is on Feb 7. It
was in 1914 that It was dedicated.
Door hostesseswill be Mrs. G.

the sun and frolic on the beach,
with protection from the rain and
away from the ants.

And the

beauty of it is,
available right now.

it’s

It's a steel skeleton lookout
tower, with an eight-foot square

wood frame building on top, formerly used by the Coast Guard.
It's on the Lake Michigan beach,
at the south side of the mouth of
the Lake Macatawa channel.
The United States government,
the landlord, is looking for a
tenant.

Includedin the package is a 40foot parcel of land extendingfrom
the tower to the shore of Lake
Michigan, and “rights of egress
and ingress over Government property." so you can get to the place.
Uncle Sam would prefer a fiveyear lease. Terms are that the
“rental begins with the occupancy
of the premises by the tenant, and
shall remain in effect for five
years thereafter,unless sooner
cancelled."Pay the rent monthly,
in advance.

0^ *0

'

—

^

'

......

The U.S. Government is taking sealed bids for
rental <A the old Coast Guard lookout tower on the south
side of the channel, at the entrance to Holland Harbor on
Lake Michigan.Included in tbe offer is a 40-foot parcel of
land from the tower west to Lake Michigan, and rights to use
Coast Guard property for access to the tower. The tower is
shown here against the background of ice-filledLake
Michigan and the channel lighthouse. (Sentinelphoto)

The rent? You’ll have something
to say about that. The Government is taking sealed bids, submitted in duplicate.
There are some other stipulations. For instance,the landlord the tower really is not suited for
insists that the premises be used
comfortable,all-weatheruse.
for “recreationalpurposes,"And,
There's no heat, and the wood
of course,it is expected that the
renter will maintain the place “in frame shack is likely to get a bit
a presentablecondition."
drafty, exposed to the stiff lake
The propertycan’t be sublet or shore winds.
otherwiseassigned withoutwritten
Access in the summer is closed
consent of the 9th District Coast
to
any kind of a motor^ vehicle,
Guard Commander in Cleveland,
Ohio. His permission must also since most of the way is over

contractor.

Bert Stegink. 43 East 26th St.,
new cupboard doors, $50; self,
contractor.

Lcs Wiersma, 28 West

21st St.,

replaster living and dining rooms,

$800; self, contractor.
Lois Reynolds. 650 Graafschap
Rd., cabineLs, $100; self, contractor.

Mrs. June Van Ry, 119 East
Ninth St., plywood over plaster,
$100; John Derks, contractor.
Don Ash, 132 West 19th St., cabTony Ten Harmsel. Van Raalte
and 19th Stt., change steps, cover
rear wall with wallboard. install
low office parttition, $300; selfMr, and Mrj. Jack Weslty Steiflengo

contractor.

big birthdaycake will be the featured decorationat the tea table.
Andre Michalopoulos,Fellow of
the Royal Society of Arts and
Special Adviser on American Affairs to Royal Greek Embassy in
Washington since 1950, will address
members of Century Club and
guests on Monday evening in Nykerk Hall of Music on the Hope
College campus, starting at 8:15.

Zeeland

Marvin J. Lemmen,

inets. $300; self, contractor.

W. Haworth and Mrs. Harold
Maasen.
The tea is in charge of Division
V with Mrs. William Sikkel and
Mrs. J. Franklin Van Alsburg. A

/ /

FOR RENT

own program on the Greek
service of the Voice of America
weekly in Greek, for Greece, for
four years.
Paul Lucas, pianist from the
class of Dr. Anthony Kooiker, will
presentthe musical portion of the
program.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold J. Karsten
are chairman of the arrangements
committee for the meeting. Assisting them will be Dr. and Mrs. J.

\

(Joel's photo)
Robert Carley. 87 East Eighth
Attired in a floor-length gown Bonzelaar as groomsman. Seating
St. construct8 by 10 addition on
of nylon sheer with schiffli em- the guevts were Hugh Slenk and
top of roof, $1,500; H. Langejans,
broidery featuring a moderately Del Van Dyke.
contractor. #
scooped neckline, bracelet-length A beige knit dress with dark
Harry Glatz, 77 West Ninth St.,
sleeves and fitted basque bodice, brown accessorieswas chosen by
lower ceiling, panel walls, $500;
Miss Hazel Betty Bakker became the bride’s molRPixThe groom 'i
H. Langejans,contractor.
the bride of Jack Wesley Steigenga, mother selecteda brewn brocade
The bouffont skirt had an em- dress with brown accessories. Each
broideredborder on the box pleat had a corsage of yellow sweet*
forming the chapel train Her fin- heart roses.
The Past Matrons’ and Past ger-tipveil of importedillusion After the ceremony, there was a
Patrons' Club of Bethel Chapter, fell from a crown of pearls and reception for 140 guests in the
O. E. S. met in the Masonic din- sequins, She carried a bouquet church parlors. Attendants were
ing room, Monday evening, for of white carnations with small Mr. and Mrs. Jerome Den Bley*
their regularpotluck dinner meet- clustersof gold grapes and ac- ker, master and mistress of cere*
ing. Mr. and Mrs. Chester Keag cented with tallsmen roses and monies; Mr. and Mrs. Paul Van
and Mr. and Mrs. Amos Rockhill streamers of white and gold vel- Dyke, punch bowl; Mr. and Mrs.

Fennville

Andre Michalopoulos
Michalopoulos will address the Club on Harvey Kleinheksel, Mr. and Mrs.
the subject, "The Place of Human- Randall C. Bosch, Dr. and Mrs.
ities in American Education."Edu- Richard Oudersluys,Dr. and Mrs.
cated at St. Paul’s School in Lon- Lester J. Kuyper. Dr. and Mrs.
don. and Oxford, he has lectured William Arendshorst and Mrs.
on international politicsand cultur- Martha Robbins.

A Greek scholar. Dr,

Ken Lemmen and Mr. and Mrs.
were in charge of serving. Thirty- vet
The Rev. Garrett Stoutmeyer Leon Wassink. gift room.
three members, and guests enjoyed
Kelly Bakker, pianist, provided
the dinner Mrs. Richard Johna- performedthe double ring cereinto its ranks at the close of its
thas. club president, presidedover mony on Jan. 24 for the daughter specialmusic.
annual membership drive recentWaitresses were Mrs. Robert
the business meeting. Election of o! Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph Bakker,
ly. The Chamber lists HI memofficers, for the ensuing year was 276 North River Ave., and the Dykstra and the Misses Wanda
bers for 1963, a new all-time high
held. The following officers were son of Mr. and Mm. Jack Stei- Van Den Oever, Sandy Rareman,
in memberships.
Mary Lubbers, Judy Baker and
elected: president.Mrs. Irwin genga, 97 Lakewood Rlvd.
The 141 members for this year brochures describingZeeland and
Bouquets of large white mums, LoLs Slenk.
Hutchins; vice president. Mrs.
R.
accompanyany alterations or addi- narrow wood piers and board- are 15 more than last year's the city's social and economic adThe bride changed to a beige
Chester Keag; secretary-treasurer, palms and lemon foliage, spiral
membership
of 126, and 4 more
tional structures.
candlebra and white satin pew wool knit drees with leopard ac*
vantages have been printed rewalks. Snow shoes are necessary
Mrs. Margaret Sheard.
than the previous high of 137 in
Since the Coast Guard may occaThe regular meeting of Bethel bows with huckleberryfoliage dec- ceR-oriesfor a wedding trip to
cently. The brochure will be used
in winter; drifts are several feet 1947.
sionally need the place, the GovChapter.
O. E. S. will be held orated the Calvin Christian Re- New Orleans. Her corsage consist*
ernment reservesthe right to deep in many places, and contin- The annual meeting of the Zee- as a mailer for prospectivevisTuesday evening.Feb. 5. A bene- formed Church for the 8 o'clock ed of white carnationsand tainceremony.
enter the premises at all times, ually blowing and shifting around. land Girl Scout Associationwas itors to Zeeland.
men roses.
fit card party has been planned
LANSING—
Dr.
Ralph
Ten
Have.
Running water just isn’t there, held Monday night in the home of
and “no use may be made of the
The Chamber also plans to pub- Ottawa County Health Director, for the evening of Feb. 9. The The bride was given in marri- A rehearsalluncheon was given
age by her father.
premises which is deemed ob- and some of the other creature Mrs. Arthur Engelsman, associate lish a directory listingthe officers will play an important role when public is invited
by the groom's parents in the
comforts could be a headache.
Miss Ruth Teerman, organist, church basement
jectionable to the Government."
president.
The
Fennville
Wonfan's
Club
met
of local service,clubs, and the public health officers representing
The building offers room for
accompaniedWarren Plaggemam The bride was honored at showAnd, of course, Uncle Sam can
Officers elected were Mrs. Leon
names of the ministersand con- virtually every Michigan county at the Club House Wednesday af- while he sang "Because." “Each ers given by Miss Rosalyn Bouw*
extremely
limited
sleeping
accomrevoke the license at any time,
Jacobs, secretary,and Mrs. Ivan
ternoon
The
program
“Persian
convene in Lansing starting Wedsistory clerks of all local churches.
modations, and the place is bare
for the Other" and "Wedding er: Mrs Bert Slenk, Mrs. Berupon a 30-day writtennotice.
Barense, treasurer.Retiringoffinesday for the 13th Annual State Customs"to be presentedby Mrs.
The
Rebels,
a
famous
American
of
furniture.
Prayer."
There are some other natural
nard Kuipers and Mrs. Jerome
cers are Mrs. Richard Yerkey and
Alex
Moorad.
was
cancelled.
The
Gospel and folksong quariet,will Health Commissioner’sConference.
The foghorn from the nearby Mrs. Fred Bosma.
Miss Shirley Bakker was maid Den Bleyker; Mbi Shirley Bakdrawbacks.Substantialas it is,
Dr. Ten Have was among three afternoonwas spent in sewing for
sing in Zeeland Monday night. The
lighthousemay keep you awake
of honor while Miss Rosalyn BouwPlans were made for a swim- Rebels will appear at the Zeeland public health physicians who the Douglas Community Hospital. er was bridesmaid.The attendants ker; Mrs. Jack Steigenga. Mrs.
nights. Or possiblythat flashing
Frank Assink and Mrs. Ed Knoll;
Refreshments were served by
ming meet to be held at the West High school gymnasium at 8 p.m., planned the conferenceagenda.
red light will make you nervous.
wore peau de soie ballerina-length Mrs. Jack De Vries and Mr*.
Mesdames
J.
Pattuson,
A.
Paine
The
three-day
affair
will
closg
Ottawa pool on March 1 from 7 Feb. 4. in a program sponsored by
Except for the summer months,
gowns of persimmon featuring bell- Annetta Garten.
to 8 p.m. The meet will be for the Junior Chamber of Commerce. on Friday, when the health offi- and Stanley Alexander.
it’s a lonely place, if you can't
shaped skirts and back sashes.
The bride ls a graduate of HolThe
Fennville
Rubinstein
Club
cers
will
submit
recommendations
Proceeds from the event will be
commune with seagulls and geese. girls in grades 5 through 9.
Their headpieces were matching land Christian High School. Th«
on the basis of the conference to meets Thursdayafternoon in the
Th Girl Scout calendar of
But it does have snob appeal;
peau de -soie Victorian roses. Both groom was graduated from Holland
Dr Albert E. Heustis, State Health home of Mrs. Richard Barron.
carried bouquets of white talis- ChristianHigh School and attendit's a historical landmark of sorts. events for the coming spring and
Commissioner.
Assistanthostessesare Mrs. J.
Girl, 16, Dies
men carnations with velvet stream- ed Ferris Institute.
Tornado watchers used it to scan summer was also announced. The
Dr. Heustis will open the dis- Pattisonand Mrs. William Broadannual
Girl
Scout
church
service
ers in contrastingshades of ribthe horizonfor perilous black funway.
cussion on federalfunds, discussThe couple resides at the Grand
Hospital
bon
nels, in- the memorable stormy will be on March 3 ai Second In
ing the current formula and the
Miss Sharon Bale, a senior in
Reformed
Church.
The
Mother
and
Trailer
Park. 137 Center Brook
Attending
the
groom
were
Paul
April of 1956, and several times
GRAND HAVEN
Funeral types of grants, the philosophy the Fennville High School,
Daughter banquet will be at City
Steigenga as best man and Cal Dr , Grand Rapids.
since then.
services were held here Satur- governing the use of these funds, is "Homemaker of Tomorrow" for
So, if the package appeals to Hall March 11.
Fennville Public Schools. The
day
for Patricia Rase Mackay. and trends for the future.
The
Brownies
will
attend
Camp
you. submit your sealed bids, in
The other principal topic of the Betty Crocker award was present- be greeted by her six brothers,
16-year-old daughter of Sgt. and
Kiwanis
June
6
to
8,
anu
the
Girl
duplicate, to the Ninth Coast
Mrs. Robert Mackay of Wuurt- conference Is on tuberculosis and ed to her at a high school assem- upon her arrival home.
Guard District, Main Post Office Scouts will be at camp June
Miss Jane Woodby is one of
smith
Air Force Base at Oscoda, the control of this disease on the bly, Wednesday,by Mr. Samuel
Building,Cleveland 13, Ohio, be- 10 to 14.
Mr. and Mrs. James Boyce III
Mich., who died Wednesdayafter- local leve|«. Several speakershave Moorehead, principal of the school, seven Hope College students to lieA
dinner
for
dads
will
be
held
fore 10 a m. Feb. 26.
been
lined
up
to
discuss
both
This
award
makes
Sharon
eligible come a member of the "National took Mr. and Mrs. James Boyce
noon
in
the
base
hospital
followIf you want to inspectthe pro- June 13.
topics.
for the title of "State Homemaker Collegiate Players." a dramatic
The Brownies will entertain their ing a kidney ailment.
to Kalama/iKi to witness the cerperty. contactthe Group Comman.As a co-highlight of the parley, of Tomorrow."along with winners group Miss Woodby is the daughShe
was
born
in
Muskegon
der. U. S. Coast Guard. Ludington, mothers at tea during their outemony at Western^! ichigan UniJune 21, 1946. and the family had a talk about medical conditions in in other schools of the state. Be- ter of Dr. and Mrs. Wayne
Mich., or telephonehim in Luding- ing at camp.
versity when ^^flLth E. Wilkinthe Soviet Union will be made by sides being an excellentstudent, Woodby.
Associationvice presidentMrs. been in Oscoda for the last three
ton at 843-9232.Bid forms are
Dr.
V.
K.
Volk,
of
Saginaw,
one
Miss
Bale
has
been
very
active
received
years. She was a 10th grade stuMr. and Mrs. John Robertson sun and M
availableeither from the Cleve- Harold Pikaart served cookies and
of three immunologistswho toured in many other extra curricular ac- Jr., of Marquette, are visiting, their B A ^ncrB. S. degrees redent
in
Oscoda
High
School.
coffee at the conclusion of the
land or Ludington offices.
Surviving are the parents; two Russia last fall. Dr. Volk will tivities.She Ls the daughter of this week, in the home of her spectively. Mrs. Waugh teaches in
Set up an appointment. Then business meeting Monday night.
sisters,
Kathleen and Sally at speak at the conference banquet. Mr. and Mrs. Ned Bale, and plans parents, Mr. and Mrs. T. E. Van Snugatuck and Mrs. Wilkinson in
Officials from the Holland Libring your snowshoes.
to attend Michigan State Univer- Dussen.
cense Bureau will be in Zeeland home: seven brothers. Douglas
Ganges School.
sity next year
Mr and Mrs Raymond Kluck Although Laketown is entitled to
on Wednesday, Feb. 6. to sell and Jerry of Fruitport.Danny
Leslie AbraillS
Mrs. T. E. Van Dussen attend- are enjoyingseveral weeks' vacaauto license plates to residents of Michael, Buddy, Timothy and
It delegatesto the county RcpuliMrs. E.
ed
the State Board meeting of the tion in Florida.
the Zeeland area.
lican conventiononly one attended
Dies in
Michigan Federation of Music
Mr and Mrs. William Aldrich, the Wednesday evening convenThe licensebureau will set up M™d aBy?r
at
Clubs, held in the Union Building and son. of Allegan,were Sunday
Haven
and
Mrs
Alma
Koenig
and
a temporary office at Zeeland City
tion Delegates to the state conGRAND HAVEN - Mrs. Leslie of Michigan State Universitycamdinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. vention were elected. From LakeMrs. Sophie Van Tak. 80. of 229 Hall from 10:30 a m. to 5 30 p m. Herman Koenig of Fruifport.
(Ella* Maye Abrams, 86, formerly
pas She also visited her mother, Lynn Chappell.
East Ninth St., died at Woodhaven The Bureau’s Holland office will
town James Boyce is delegate
of Pottawatomie Bayou, died at a patient in a Pontiac Hospital.
The condition of Mrs. Warren with John
Nursing Home in Zeeland early be closed on that day.
Mrs. Earl Me Neil Dies
Seholten as alter10:15 a.m. Friday at the Phillips
The FennvilleP. T. A. held its Duell still remains critical.She ,s
License Bureau Manager
Friday after having been a
nate.
From
Fillmore
.,John Tien
Nursing
Home
in
Ferrysburg.
She
In Bradenton,Fla.
first meeting of the new year, at a surgical patient at Douglas Compatientthere since Surufew. She Frances Johnson also reminds buywas chosen with Ben E. Lohman,
had been a patient there for the the Anna Michen School. Monday
munity Hospital
was the widow of Edward Van Tak ers that trucks must be re-weighed BRADENTON. Fla - Mrs. Earl past three years.
alternate. John Klingenberg is the
evening Mrs. Edward Donivan, Mrs. Paul Kommsky. who has
who died in 1939.
this year, and also all trailers McNeil of Tecumseh. Mich., who
Overisel delegate to the state conShe was born Sept. 30. 1877 in a school librarian of Holland, was
been a patientat Douglas hospi- vention which will be held Feb,
She was born in Allegan and over 450 pounds, except house spent her winters in B.adenton. covered wagon in Texas. Her busthe speaker of the evening. Her tal. relurnedhome Wednesday,
i
came to Holland 60 years ago
15 in Grand Rapids.
died Thursdaymorning. She was band Leslie, to whom she was marMr and Mrs. Louia A. Johnson The gas company franchise elecAntoinetteVan Koevermg, Glen a former Holland, Mich , resident ried in 1947, died in 1959. She at- topic was “The Role of the School
after her marriage. She was a
Library in the Educational Pro- attended funeral services for Mrs.
member of Sixth Reformed Church De Pree and Ed Mosher were and a graduate of Hope College. tended the Church of God
tion in Laketown polled 86 votes
gram."
Later the group visited Harold Weston, Tuesday, held at
elected
to
the
Retail
Affairs
Comand was a past matron of the
She was a former member of
—all in favor of granting the
She Ls survived by one sister, the new library, where special exthe Allegan Methodist Church. franchise.
Star of Bethlehem Chapter No. 40, mittee of the Chamber of Com- Third Reformed Church
Mrs. Nellie Evans, of Yellville,
Mrs. Weston was the wife of ProOES.
merce in the recent retail affairs Survivors includea sister, Miss Ark.; two grandsons.Willard and hibits were displayed
The school bus driven by James
A daughter was horn Jan. 28 bate Judge Harold Weston
Surviving are a son, Lawrence mail ballot.
Joan Regards of 356 College Ave., John Coulson of Fruitport:four
Nykamp broke down on 142nd St.
Mrs, Ida Martin entertainedthe and parents and friendstook the
Van Tak of Holland; two daugh- The Chamber of Commerce also Holland, and several cousins in great-grandchildren and four great- at the Holland Hospital to Dr. and
Mrs. James Clark. She has been Ganges Bridge Club in her home
ters, Mrs. B. D. (Esther)Hiet- announcedthat 5,000 new color the Holland area.
children to school. There seems to
great-grandchildren.
named Rebecca Joanne She will Monday afternoon.
brink of Corsica,S. D., and Mrs.
have been no bad resultsof tho
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Plunkett of mishap in spite of the zero temMaurice (Dorothy) Yelton of HoiKalamazoo, formerly of Fennville, perature
land; five grandchildren;13 great
are parents of a son. Kevin Angrandchildren.
Fred Schaafsma. the rural carU/knt
___
.......
What a month!
drew Mrs, Plunkettis the daugh- rier for route I submitted to surFuneral services will be held
by Weather Observer William De for the month. This compares with
The 47-inch snowfall compared ter of Mr. and Mrs. Oscar
A snowfallof 47 inches in Janu- Boer, Holland had 10 days of 42 in 1962, 48 in 1961, 51 in I960
Monday at 2 p.m. at Nibbelinkgery in Holland Hospital. His pawith 46 inches in 1962 T inches Thompson
ary
failed
to
set
new
records
in
Notier Funeral Chapel with the
trons may wish to send greetings.
and
41
in
1959.
Minimum
was
3
moderating temperalure';early in
in 1961, 23.3 inches in I960 and
Sunday dinner guests of Mr. and
Rev. Henry A Mouw officiating. Holland, but the resulting hardcompared with -7 in 1962, -9 in 46.9 inches in 1959
January when snow deposits of
Mrs, David Lillie were her parBurial will be in Pilgrim^Home ship and inconveniences were
1961, 13 in 1960 and -2 in 1959.
Greatest depth of snoA on Ihe ents. Mr. and Mrs. David Me
somethingHolland residentswill 16 inches shrank down lo five
Cemetery.
Pick
Average maximum was 24. cominches. But snow began to fall pared with 28 4 in 1962. 30.9 in ground was 42 inches,compared Creadie of Livonia. Mich., and sisFriends may meet the family at long remember.
with 20 inches in 1962. !3 inches ter. Miss Jean Me Creadie. and
January's47 inches of snow came on Jan. 11 and continu'd every
the funeralchapel Sunday from 2
1961. 34.6 in I960 and 27.2 in 1959.
on the heels of the 56.5 inches day for the remain^ • of the Average minimum was ;2.4, com- in 1961, to Inches in 1960 and 19 fiance, Mr. Robert Steossel of
to 5 p.m
inches in 1959
dumped on Holland in December. month except for Jan. za.
Western Michigan University, and
ALLEGAN
Allegan county
pared with 15.4 in 1962. 16.5 in
Greatest amount of snow in a Mr. and Mrs Donald Steossel, and Democrats, unable to muster a
But while depth on the ground I Besides heavy snowfall,Holland 1961. 24.2 in 1960 and 13 9 in 1959.
West Ottawa Teachers
in December did not exceed 32 experienced a run of low temper- But while Holland lay buried in 24-hour period was 7 inches, com- son. of West Union, Iowa. Mr. quorum because of bad weather
Club Has Meeting
inches, the deposits continued to atures in which the mercury dip- snow mos! of Ihe month, preci- pared with 8 inches in 1962, 5 Robert Stoessel received hLs de- last Wednesday, met in the upper
grow in January and the last four ped below zero on four occasions. pitation was below normal. This inches in. 1961, 4 inches in I960 gree from Western Michigan Uni- lounge of the Griswold Memorial
The regular meeting of the West days of the month listed 42 inches
versity
. Saturday
-------BuildingThursday night to name
The lowest point was -3 Jan. 22 totaled 2 04 inches, or .13 inch be- and 7 3 inches in 1959
Ottawa Teachers Club was held on the ground.
De Boer's notations on daily This week marked the openingi I1’11 delegatesto the state corrvenout it rose to 10 by 11 a m. On low normal. This bears out the
BRING SNOWSHOES
Monday afternoon at the high This puts the season's total at Jan 22. the low was -2 and had
weather for the month are far of Ihe new high school The sixth l|on
Prospective tenants for the
statement that an inch of precipischool with the president.Harold 104.5 inches in Holland, a figure
risen only one degree to -1 by tation can amount to 10 to 30 more detailed than usual. Drifting seventh and eighth grades were There was no keynote speaker
Holland channel lookout Kleis, presiding.
snow was perhaps the most ser. transferred to the old building, lo i,n<l only routinebusiness was on
which has been quite common for II am.
inches of snow In case of very
tower the Government has
Devotions were conducted by an entire season in recent years.
j the agenda
Average temperaturefor the wet snow, it can be under 10 ious complicationThis drifting rated on
put up for rent, are invited
Paul Hooker. Nominating speeches Total snowfall in 1961-62 was 103 7
and blowing closed many roads in
Robert Hutchinson.Riehwd Bar- 1 Delegates named to the Demomonth was 18 2 degrees which is inches
for pasitions on the MEA Board, inches; 1960-61, 66.2 inches; 1959to inspect the premises, by
IN* area. The NationalGi.urd was ron and Harold Noble altendedthe ; cruli(’state convention at Grand
8.2 degrees below no mal for
Precipitationin other years called (Kit
for three days Jan. 23 Fruit Canner s Convention,in Chi , Rapids this weekend include:Dr.
appointmentwith the Coast r.l directors
January. Average temperatures in listed 3 47 inches for <962.
«• 19 hind other guards served on a \olGuard Group Commanderin
’
**
cago, lust week Mrs Noble and ^ L. Wheat. Walter Moore and
other
years
listed
219
in
1962.
inches,
inches in 1961, 4 45 inches in
- „
,
,fl6® unteer
nun.
and Cornelius
lll
.
Ludington. Snowshoes are
children
accompaniedMr Noble ; Leonard S canty, Allegan; Donald
say 23.7 in 1961. 29 3 in 1960 and 20 6 and 2.10 inches in I9a9 4‘recipi
.
, Refreshmentswere served
who '"m,,mber
in 1959
j Hughes. Hopkins; Edward Burns,
the best way of getting to
(ation
fell on 22 days,
^
«P*’n »o and visited with
! Miss BeMrice Smith and
Mrs.
ks Were mU(’h h,*her ^an
....... .
i Saugatuck;CharlesStiKldard, WayMaximum temperature was 49 '• th 24 days in INg, 18 days
*ltanded by tn* storm
the tower these days.
j Loretta t ucker from Glerum | ll,osc the la^t few weeks
degrees on Jan. to. the only day
The honey bee is rlu.<<*ificd a* a ! Nod; Peggy Blok. Moline; la*rojF
A, 25 days in I960 and 17 days an‘1 US-31 and M 40 soutn of Hot
(Sentinel photo)
I According to records compiled the mercury got above the 30 s
dome th insect and b th« only > Albert, Holland Howard Hunt,
,n
1 land were blocked severaldays.
one
PUunwell; and Otto Holler, Otsego!
The Zeeland Chamber of Commerce welcomed25 new members
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Delighted by Talk

Apprehended About Other

Talk by Officer,

Engoged

Film Featured at

Women

Optimist Meeting

Helpers la Jesus’ Ministry

brains and statesmanship while
Mark 6:7-13, 34-42
Al Lucas, program chairman, inand one special Greek. Prof Andre being lovely and exotic. G. B.
By C. P. Dame
troducedJerry Lubbers of the local
.Shaw's "Caesar and Cleopatra”
Christ needs workers in bis
Police Department,' as the speaker
GRAND HAVEN - Sheriffs of- Michalopoulos.had some excellent was entirely accurate, he said.
Church.
at the Holland Noon OptimistClub
ficers apprehended three 15-year- words about women "From CleoDuring the Age of Chivalry
There is need for full time Chrison Monday at their luncheon al
olds on breaking and entering patra to Mrs. Jiggs,"at the birth- woman felt she had some fun
tian workers, ministersand misCumerfotM's Restaurant.
day tea and program at the coming and Courts of Love were
charges during the weekend.
sionaries.set apart for definite
Lubbers said that in 1961 there
Woman's Literary Club Tuesday formed. Theer were actuallythe
Two of the youths were charg- afternoon
•services,and there is also a great
were
seven fatal traffic accidents
first women’s clubs. Because their
ed with entering three cottages on
need for lay workers who will witin the HoHand area, and in 1962
Previously Dr. Michalopouloshad men were always away at war,
Lakeshore Dr. north of Riley in
ness and serve wheneveropporThe Hume of the
there were 1,193 accidents, 265 perspoken to the Century Club on women associated mainly with
Holland Tit; New*
the Holland area about two weeks
tunities face them.
sons injured, with three fatalities,
Monday evening and to the Hope priests from whom they learned
Published every
ago. These cottages were owned
Thursday by the I. Every believer has a mission.
75 per cent of these accidents ocCollege students at an assembly to read and write and draw or
Sentinel Printing Co.
by ClarenceCalkins, Margaret program Tuesday morning, with
Jesus called the twelve apostles
curringwithin a radius of 25 miles
paint.
Office 54 - 56 West
Morsilj*
Lievense and Robert Bennett. One
from home.
Eighth Street Holland. •'and began to send them forth
definitesuccess at both events. He
The much-maligned Lucretia
Igan.
by two and two," These men knew
cottagewas completely ransacked
A film, "Broken Glass,” was
was the only male at the Club Borgia was one of the greatest
Second d&M postage paid at Jesus It was Jesus who gave
but all missing articles have been
shown, concerningthe use of seat
Holland.Michigan.
Tuesday afternoon and as he said, women alive, the professorsaid,
them power.
recovered.The boys are from the
belts as a means of safety prehe meant to be "entertaining rath- and he went on to tell about other
W. A. BUTLER
Any one who today does a sucHolland area, deputiessaid.
caution.He cited many accidents
Editor and Publisher
er than instructive.”Naturally, famous women like St. Teresa,the
cessfulwork for the Lord knows
The third youth was apprehendwith major bodily injuries in this
when talking to women about wom- noble nun, who had tremendous
Telephone— News Items EX 2-2814 him and he has been empowered
ed Sunday after an alert neighbor
Miss Dorothy Beltmon
area within the last few years,
en, he had an attentive audience, drive and character.
Advertising-SubscriptIona EX 2-2311
by him.
took down the license number of
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Beltman, many of whch could have been
who in spite of some of the inThe women in the life of Charles
The publisher shall not be liable
Jesus calls and commissions Miss Lois Marsilje.missionary a car at the E. N. Lindgren cotroute 2. Hamilton, announce t h e avoided or alleviatedhad seat
uendos, thoroughly enjoyed the and Francis had great power over
for any error or errors in printing
to India, who has been spending tage in Port Sheldon Township
engagement of their daughter, belts been used.
any advertising unless a proof of workers
talk.
them as did the women in the life
inch advertisementshall have been
Note too that the Lord gave a furlough in this country, left which was broken into in the late
Dorothy, to Paul Wolteri,son of
The Michigan Jaycees have
Actually, Dr. Michalopoulos
said, of Louis XIV, who said "Once you
obtained by dverttser and returned orders to the teams he sent out
afternoon. Lindgrena home ad
Mr. and Mrs. Sander Wolteri, adopted a "Seat Belt Program" as
by him I time for corrections with
today on her return to the mission
he
was
beginning
much
before allow a women to talk business to
on
a
special
venture..
These
ordress is 750 Columbia Ave., Holsuch errors or corrections noted
route 3, Holland.
one of their major projects, inforCleopatra.He said even on Mt. you, you are done. They cannot
plainly thereon; and In such case if ders are worth looking at for they stationin India. She will depart land.
mation for which may be obtained
from Idlewild Airport in New Yolk
Olympus Zeus had trouble with keep a secret.”
•pSSiSM.iSm;
>,ow.
from any of their members.
Hera. Then with Eve, she too.
The great Queen Voctoria besuch a proportion of the entire The disciples were told not to City on Friday and following stopcoal of •uch adve-tUement ai the
overs in Amsterdam, Cairo, Egypt,
Robert Minnema was a guest of
brought disaster to man.
moaned the "mad. wicked folly of
apace occupied by the error bean take much equipment along, to and Bombay, expects to arrive
John
Henry Jansen at the lunchThe
Greeks
believed in the good- women s rights." Her dependence
to the whole apace occupied by travel light, and to accept the
in Madras, India, on Feb. 13.
eon.
ness of women Hera or Juno on and love for Albert influenced
such advertisement
hospitality that was offered and
Miss Marsilje, daughter of Mrs.
was the goddess of the sanctity of her greatly.
not be fussy or demanding.
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
By Willis 8. Boss
marriageand the home. Athena
One year. 18.00; atx montha,
The modern woman gets what
They would have unwelcome Minnie Marsiljeof 147 West 14th
12.00; three montha, S1.00; alngle
St., was born in Athens, III., and
County ExtensionAgent, 4-H
was the goddess of wisdom and she wants, the lecturer concluded.
receptions
and
Jesus
prepared
copy, 10c Subacrlptlona payable In
advance and
be promptly them for these, telling them to later moved to Holland. She was The Holland Style Revue Train- compassion.Even in ancient times Today, the great goddess is "SecudiacontmuedIf not renewed.
graduated from Holland High ing meeting will be held on Feb. of stress, man turned toward rity.” They no longer wait for
Subscriberswill coufer a favor depart and "shake off the dust School and Hope College and in
5 from 4 to 6 p.m. at the Holland woman for comfort and under- something to turn up. they go
by reporting promptly any trregu- under their feet, for a testimony
1934 took special classes in Bible Civic Center. This meeting is de- standing.
larltv In delivery. Write or phone
ahead. They are kind-heartedand
against
them.”
XJl 2-2311
ai Western TheologicalSeminary. signed to acquaint leaders and
Women were an important part generous and are monuments of
Let us apply these commands.
Her nurses’training was received 4-H Club members with good of life in ancientGreece, the lec- history in sending aid and gifts
A program ranging from gaily
Sometimes church work is made
“WINTER WONDERLAND”
to "pathos ’ delightedmore than
cumbersome by a lot of details, in PresbyterianHospital School of grooming, posture, modeling, and turer said The men were always abroad.
Nursing in Chicago.
Every Michingan car carries on
300 barbershop music lovers Satto give them a chance to practice ready for war and had no time for
A decoratedbirthday cake, candred tape, machineryand organiIt was through a nurse in Ameri- before the achievement days to be
Its licenseplates the descriptive
urday when they gathered in West
private
affairs,
so
the
women
were
les
and
flowers
were
arranged
in
zations and what not These conwords "Water Wonderland.*’Of sume too much time and effort ca. unconnected with the Reform- held in March.
Ottawa School Cafetorium for a
the business managers of the home the tearoom by Mrs. Leonard Dick
course this is an attempi to aded Church and who provided the
concert sponsored by the Holland
and were in chareg of all the home and Mrs. Sidney Tiesenga.The tea
which could be devoted in a better
funds for a short term, that Mks
vertise the State of .Michigan as a
Achievement days will be held in affairs.They were withouta vote, was in charge of Division V with
Windmill Chapter of SPEBSQSA
manner.
Marsiljewas able to get her start the different areas as follows: but "the murmuringsof the bed- Mrs. William Sikkel and Mrs. J.
playground for tourists and reand the West Ottawa School Choir.
Do the mission simply and speedias a nurse in India. She was ap- Holland District, March 20 and chamber” carried weight in the Franklin Van Alsburg. Pouring
aorters. Every year lhoik.ands of
Tickets for a postponed Decemly and get the gospel across!
pointed Dec. 8. 1938 and sailed 21; CoopersvilleDistrict,March affairs of state.
people do come to Michigan to
ber concert scheduledby the Wind,
were members of the press and
II. Crowds moved Jesus to comthe followingmonth. As a short 22 and 23; Hudsonvilie District. . Even the Olympian gods were publicity committee,Mrs. Paul
enjoy its natural beauty But we
mill Chorus were honored at this
passion.
Miss Mortho Anne Penno
have more than the summer atWhen the missionariesreturned termer she was not required to March 29 and 30 Further details playboys — the wife of Zeus ran Mcllwain, Mrs. W. F Young. Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest F Penna, program and part of the proceeds
traction.
learn the language, but in 1942 on these divlrictachievement days
her husband and so nagging was Lincoln Sennettand Mrs. Verne C. 23 East 26th St., announce the of the show will go to Prestatie
Jesus took them to a quiet, lonely
Few Michigan people realize that ^pot for rest. The group landed she was appointed as a full time will be announced at the leaders' introduced to civilization. Cleo- Hohl.
engagement of their daughter, Huis.
missionary with assignment to the training meetings the later part of
there are at present in the
Roger Essenburg, president of
Mrs. William Winter Jr. presid- Martha Anno, to Carl Jay Wolton the northeast shore of the Sea
patra always raises the image of
Arcot Mission Her language study February,
neighborhood of 83 winter sports "j‘ (j'aiii^
passionand love, Dr. Michalopou- ed and announced important com- man, son of Mr. and Mrs. Leslie the local chapter, served as emcee
centers in the state. Many of
los said, but actually she was a ing club events. She also gracious- N. Woltman, 1193 Laktview Dr., and introduced the program beWhen they got there a great had to be fitted in as best it
could
these have come into exislence in
We have Just received a 4-H capable, calculatingqueen with ly introducedthe speaker.
ginning with several numbers by
crowd of people was on hand to
Holland.
In 1944 she returnedto America bulletin allowingclubs to particithe last decade Six or more new
greet the Lord. The needs of the
A
summer wedding is being the chorus.
ones have come into opeiation thus | Jieop|e moveJi jesus ^ compas- for furlough and again in March pate in the safety activities, if
The quartet portion of the proplanned.
of 1950. During her second fur- they would care to participate. brother, Garrett Leisure in Los
year. Many have expanded their sion.
gram opened with Holland'snewfacilities.
Crowds irritate and annoy some lough she worked for and secured Safety activitiesare: fire preven- Angeles, Calif, since she returnest barbershopquartet, the Kord-E.
Some of these centers have faci- people Jesus expressed his com- her Master's degree at the Uni- tion, prevention of falls, and acci- 1 ed here last week. Mr. Leisure
Nators,singingin true batfcershop
versity of Chicago.Her thesis was dent reporting. Request forms for I Was a former resident of the
lities that may be compared with
passion by doing something — he
fashion, followed by
guest
Still
written on "The Preparation of
the finest ski resorts in the countaught the people many things.
acu< nt reportingkits are a^]' | community of Leisure in Allegan
quartet from South Haven, the
try During the winter months The Church should be com- Indian Nurses for the Teaching of able by contacting our office.
Insomniacs, who impressedthe
GRAND HAVEN-The status of
some of the w o r 1 d 's great passionateas Jesus, and get busy Health to Patients.”
Leaders will be given copies of County before he moved to Callaudience with their fine blend of
a
new
bridge
on
M-104
over
the
Miss Marsilje's work has been the safety activity bulletin at the fornia.
skiers visit our state Michigan is
serving and teaching the masses.
music.
rapidly moving forward as a home
The Stuck family who occupied inlet of Spring Lake was discussHI. Jesus showed concern for mainly teaching the nursing stu- next leaders meeting, but if any
The audience applauded loudly
ed
Tuesday
night
at
a
meeting
of
dents
and
supervising
their
work
of winter sports
clubs would like to work on it the home of the late Dr. E. T.
material needs as well as the
when
Holland'sfavorites, the
Spring
Lake
and
Grand
Haven
ofin the ward at Scudder Memor- before that time, be sure to con- Brunson, have moved to WaterThousands of people have taken
spiritual.
Chord Counts, made their appearr
ficials in the Chamber of Comial Hospital.
to winter sports, and winter vacatact the 4-H Dept., Courthouse. vliet.
When evening came, the disciance after about a year of semitions and weekends ai the ski
Missionaryreal comes naturally Grand Haven.
Terry Walters returned to his merce building.
ples suggested that the crowd be
retirement and presentedtheir
Engineer-manager H. E. Stafse'.h
to Miss Marsilje. Her grandfather The 1963 Hoard s Dairyptan 33rd studies at Western Michigan Unilodges is becoming more and more
sent home. Jesus told the disciples
usual fine program, and the Exten.
of
the
Ottawa
County
Road
Comcommon With the charging vaca- to give the people something to was the Rev. Herman Vander annual cow contest entry forms versity in Kalamazoo Monday.
sion Chords from Grand Rapids
mission
was
instructed to contact
tion patterns and the extension
Ploeg, one of, the early Hope Col- are available. Members will have
The J. W. G. Club will meet with
eat but they pleaded poverty, sayadded to the enjoyment with their
the
State
Highway
Department
and
of vacation time, we can expect
lege graduates. Her mother is five classes of cows to judge from Mrs. Alex Foreman on Friday
ing they did not have enough
self-styled numbers.
arrange a meeting with Trl-Clties
among
the group of the first eight pictures, giving a front, side and Feb. 8.
the winter resorts to become an
money to feed the crowd.
Delightingthe group were the
officials.
important factor in Michigan's
The miracle of die feeding of women graduatesof Hope and her rear view of the animals. Mem- Mr. and Mrs. Orrin Ensfield, The highway department favors
numbers of the Tulip Towners,
reputationas a vacation center.
father, the Rev. Pet^r J. Marsilje, bers would place the animals in son Larry and mother Mrs. Bessie
the five thousand is recorded in
Sweet Adelines, under the direction
Maybe we ought to give some all the four gospels but only John was a minister of the Reformed the classes accordingto order and Ensfieldspent Saturday in Kala- a fixed-spanbridge over the inlet
of PhyllisHaringsma.
into Grand River but north Ottawa
thought to advertising tins on our
Church, later called into the Pres- write their reasons for placing mazoo with relatives.
tells the story of the boy with
A quartet of "aged persons”
byterianChurch. After graduating them this way. This is open to 4-H
Hour of Prayer and Study will officialsinsist such a bridge would
Slf*': N“t/e?r
m,ghl ^ j the live loaves and two fishes
known as the Gay Blades was a
winter
whom Andrew brought to Jesus. from Western 'Hieological Semin- Club members and 4-H individual meet Thursday at 7:30 p.m. at cut off Spring Lake to sailboats
specialtreat as they appeared in
ary he worked with Walter Roe in menlbers. For entry blanks, con- the home of Mr. and Mrs. H. and other large vessels. They favor
With that boy's lunch. Jesus fed
Miss Ruth Estelle Gerrifsen
tux and high hats and in slow and
Oklahoma,
among
the
American tact the Extension Office, Court- Kirk Burd. The group will study a lift bridge similar to the US-31
the whole multitude. A little, dediMr. and Mrs. Egbert Gerritsen squeaky voice sang a "new verbridge over Grand River at the
Indians. He died when his daugh- house, Grand Haven, Mich.
the book of Roman's chapter 5.
cated to the Lord, often becomes
Jr., of 509 Washington Ave., ansion" of severalpopular numbers.
tei was still a young girl.
Miss Ruthanna Alexander has re- north city limit of Grand Haven.
nounce the engagement of their The group included three members
The
bridge is slated for erection
Miss Marsilje. who is still a
in
turned to her studies at Univerdaughter, Ruth Estelle, to Robert
of the Chord Counts.Mike and Don
in 1964 but the controversyover
sity of Michigan in Ann Arbor
not possible"— forgetting complete- member of First Reformed Church,
Harry Cook, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Miss Frances Vander Veen,
Lucas and Jack Oonk, and a
the type of bridge has been goand her mother were honored at a
the weekend after spending a few
ly the power of Jesus to do the
CliffordCook, of 373 East 24th
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. George
ing on for three years. Three years
member of the Extension Chords
farewell service in First Church
days
vacation
with
her
parents,
St.
Ganges Home Club was enterVander Veen, of Alma, and Charles impossible.
Sid Holder.
last Wednesdayevening when
Rev. and Mrs. Henry Alexander. ago the Ottawa County Board of
Miss Gerritsen is a senior at
Van Lente. son of the Rev. and The Church is here to do the about 200 members and friends tained in the home of Mrs. WilSupervisors disapproved a fixed
Bart Tilletteof Grand Rapids, a
Miss
Karen
Margat
returned
to
impossible. We talk much in these
liam BroadwayFriday with a 1:30
Hope College majoring in music
Mrs. Lloyd Van Lente. of Shepspan bridge and nothing has been
member of the Windmill Chorus,
attended
She
showed
slides of her
Western
Michigan
University
in
days about problems.In this story
and is a member of the Kappa
p m. dessert lunch. There were
herd. formerly of Holland, were
done since that time,
entertained with a reading in
a problem was turnd into a bless work in the Scudder Memorial ten members and one guest pres- Kalamazoo after spending the midBeta Phi sorority.
united in marriage on Jan 19 a t
the district.
Swedish dialect.
Hospital,
her
home
base
in
Raniterm
vacation
with
her
parents,
ing— the hungry crowd was fed—
ent. After the lunch the presiMr. Cook received his B.A. dethe Shepherd MethodistChurch.
The program closed with the
the problem created an opportu- pet. after which the group gather- dent, Mrs. H. Kirk Burd. opened Mr. and Mrs. Howard Margat.
gree
at
Hope
College
and
attendThe afternoon ceremony was
Windmill Chorus presentinga treed in the Fellowship Hall for a the meeting with the song "God Mr. and Mrs. Donald Brunsell .22 Rifle, Piece of Ice
ed Michigan State University gradperformed by the groom's father,
™,nis e[,
mendous version of "The Trolley
social evening and refreshments.
A of Our Fathers,’’and salute to and children of Holland were Sunlt is the work of the Christian
uate school of music. He is a
Used to Break Windows
Rev. Van Lente. before a setting
Song." and for encore the chorus,
gift was presented to Miss Marday
guests
of
her
father
John
the flag. Mrs Bessie Ensfield
member of Pty Mu Alpha Sinof palms and mums. A proces- Church to minister to the needy silje.
Stehle.
Holland police reportedtwo win- fonia and is presentlyteaching in the Sweet Adelines and the visitend
hungry
people.
gave
the
religious
lesson
The
club
sional hymn was sung by the
ing quartets presented the tradiToday many have a hidden Farewell messages may be ad- voted to send a cash donation to A vegetable-beefsoup supper dows were broken sometime during Romulus,Mich.
quests and the bride's father estional barbershopsong "Keep
hunger-not for food that ministers dressed to Miss Lois Marsilje, the March of Dimes. The "Guest will be served on Wednesday Feb. the weekend.
corted her to the altar during the
America Singing."
Board of World Missions. ReformA piece of ice. used to break the Two Autos Collide
I to the body but for the bread
Night" meeting, scheduled for Fri- 13 beginning at 5:30 p.m. in the
wedding march The service ended
Church
in
America,
475
RiverMembers of the Extension
MethodistChurch dinning room by glass of the AAA office door on
Cars driven by Jack Otting, 26.
ed with the guests singing the that nourishes the soul for man side Dr.. New York, 27, New York. bay evening Feb 15 was canChords
are Heider. Cal Verduin,
the
W.S.C.S.
women
of
the
church.
224
Central
Ave.
lay
half
melted
i cannot live by
material
bread
celled and the next meeting will
of 1585 Wakazoo Dr., and George
Doxology.
The public is invited. A free will on the floor inside when the break- B, Speet. 50. of 5924 Washington Don Lucas and Don Hall. Marty
alone.
be
Thursday
Feb.
28
in
the
home
The bride wore a white satin
age was discoveredby patrolmen Dr., collided Monday at Wakazoo Hardenberg.Mike Lucas, Chet
of Mrs. J. Serene Chase. At the offering will be taken.
fioor-length gown with a
T!
Oonk and Jack Oonk compose the
Mr. and Mrs. R. Z. Bolles have Saturday night.
close
of
the
business
session.
Mrs.
Dr. and 160th Ave., when Otting
train. Her ballerina veil fell from MiscellaneousShower
A large window in the Yff’s Food attempted to make a left turn on Chord Counts while the Gord-EMarshall
Simonds
gave
a program returned,from Tuscon, Arizona
s pearl and lace crown. She car. ;^onors MSS Beth Lokers
about "Famous Men of Michigan” where they spent several weeks Farm buildingon 739 Paw Paw to Wakazoo Dr. and collided with Nators are Ted Elzinga, Shirl Webned a cascade of miniaturepeach
Dr. was smashed by a .22 rifle Speet. No tickets were issued by bert, Dale Bekker and Bob Von
and pointed out that Michigan was with relatives.
roses and baby
Miss Beth Lokers was honored
Ins.
Mrs. William Mosier who had bullet.Police believed the shot was the Ottawa Sheriff Branch.
fifth in producing famous men.
The reception followed the. cere- guest at a miscellaneousshower
spent several months in Califor- fired from an angle from Eighth
The
men
Mrs.
Simond’s
chose
for
mony in the church parlors at given at the home of Mrs. Walter Committeeswere named Tuesnia, returnedhome last week with St. between 10 a m. Friday and
At the time of the Civil War,
which the couple greeted 200 Smith of Grandville on Friday eve- day night for the sixth annual her program were: Gabrial Richher son Harold of South Haven 8 p.m. Saturday.A slug was found New York City had a population
ards
of
Detroit:
Liberty
Hyde
Fire
ning.
Holland Area CooperativeTraining
who had been in California visit- in a cardboard box inside the build- of more than a million and PhilaThe couple spent their wedding a pink and white color scheme Banquet to be held Tuesday. May Bailey, birthplaceSouth Haven,
ing.
horticulturist,
philosopher and writ- ing her and other relatives.
delphiahad 500 thousand.
trip at Caberfae at Cadillac, predominated the luncheonand 7.
er
James
Angel
diplomat; PresiThe newlywedswill make their decorations
Cooperativetrainingstudents
Mrs. James Brooks and Mrs.
home in New Jersey where the! invited guests includedthe met in the northwest commons dent John Alfred Hanna of MichFrank Gaiowski, co-chairmen'of
igan
State
University:
Henry
groom will be stationed at the Mesdames Harry Lokers, Bud area of the Holland High School
the program committee of the
McQuire Air Force Base. He has Westerhof. Anne Dalman. Hazel to discussplans under the leader- Crapo, great lumberman;Dr. WilHolland Camp Fire Council, were
liam
Taylor,
of
Douglas
Lakereturnedfrom Libya. North Africa, Batema. Ben Shoemaker.Marlin ship of coordinatorsMiles Bunk
hostesses to the committee at a
shore,' U.S. Bureau plant induswhere he was a radio ami radar Lambers, James Lambers. Gemt and Don Gebraad.
dessert Monday at the home of
trialist;
David
Fairchild,
born
in
technician.
Veenboer. Berlin Bosnian, Howard The purpose of the banquet is
Mrs. Brooks.
Lansing; 0. C. Simonds of Pier
Kooiker, Anthony Westerhof.Ben to promote better employer-emThe committee as a whole evaCove, landscapedesigner of parks
Coins in Pop Machine
Westerhof.Randall Piers and Wil- ploye relationships.
luated the entire Camp Fire p roand author of the book "LandBanquet co-chairmen are Judy
liam Randall.
gram from Blue Birds through
Taken in Break-in
scape Gardening." The meeting
Also invited were the Misses Essenburgh and Dinah Ter Horst. closed with the club collect
Horizon. They decided that the
Named to the finance committee
A few dollars in change was tak- Merry Kay Westerhof, Sharon
Camp Fire program was top
Mr. and Mrs. Donald McGee
en from a pop machine following a Westerhof,Vicki Lokers. Mary Jo were Mary Berkompasand Sheryl
heavy with city-wideevents and
celebratedtheir son William’s14th
break-inSaturday night at Mike’s Shoemakerand Carole Veenboer. Nykamp. co-chairmen, also Rog
voted to eliminateseveral in favor
birthdayanniversarywith a famiHighway Service Station at the Unable to be present were the Ten Broeke and Terry Vander ly dinner on Sunday January 21.
of getting back to smaller group
l’S-31 bypass and US-31 intersec- Mesdames Jud Essenburg. Jerry Yacht
activities.
Those present were: Mr. and Mrs.
On the invitationsand name tags
tion, according to Holland detec- Essenburg and Robert Zynda from
Members of the program comClaude Me Kellips and children
committee are co-chairmen Arlene
lives. The person who broke in. Angola. Ind
mittee will communicate this decifrom Grand Haven. Mr. and Mrs.
detectives said, apparently
Muss Lokers will become the Kinderman and Esther Meyering Edd Me Kellips.Mr. and Mrs.
sion to the various segments of
looking for money only, as no mer- 1 bride of David Westerhofon March and Dave Almgren and Stuart Robert Snyder and children of
Camp Fire to follow through on the
Harrington
chandi.sewas
1 in a ceremony to be performed in
ideas in each group.
Douglas, Mr. and Mrs. David Me
Publicity committee co-chairmen
Entrance was gained by someone the First ChristianReformed
Attendingthe meeting were Mrs.
Kellips and sons of Fennvilleand
are Sue Bertsch and Ann Seif.
breaking and unlockinga window Church of Zeeland.
John Caauwe, Mrs. Andries StekeMr. and Mrs Clyde Me Kellips
Other members are Carla Dannenon the south side of the
tee, Mrs. William Venhuizen,Mrs.
and family of Ganges.
berg and Barbara Granberg.
A pop machine outside the stationCounty Juvenile Offi
W. R. Hornbaker. Mrs. Paul
Mr and Mrs. Paul Hunt of Ben
Co-chairmenof the decorations
was also broken ,oto but contained /ccep(s New posi,,on
Klomparens. Mrs. James Darrow
zonia were visitors in the home
committee are Judy Corwin and
no money.
Mrs. Ed Schutt. Mrs. Rooert
of Mrs. E. S Johnson Sunday.
ElizabethF r a n k e n. Committee
Underhill,Mrs. William Hakken,
GRAND HAVEN-ArthurL. Ol- members are Don Brookhouse, They left on Monday for North
Mrs. Albert Nutile, Mrs. John
Carolina to visit his sister.
Break-In Attempted
son. 30, Chief Ottawa County JuBill Dabrowski, Pat Gibson, SylHudzik and the hostesses.
A handle of an overhead door venile officer for four years, has via Hengst, Mary Karafa. Marcia The Ganges Garden Club wlllj
meet
in
the
home
of
Mrs.
Charles
wa-s twisted around in an attemp- resigned, effective Feb 8. he an- Lemmcn, Gary Van Kampen, Janted break-in Sunday at Felon's nounced today He has accepted a ice Van Alsburg and Linda Seif. Green, Friday.Few 8 with a 12:45
Fails to Yield Way
p m. luncheon
Super Service, 44 River Ave.. Hol- similar position in the , Barry
Lucy Brink and Barbara Hughes
Virginia R. Stroop, 41, of 897
The Methodist Women's Society
land police reportedtoday.
County Juvenile office in Hast- head the program committee with
West 32nd St., was issued a ticket
of Christian Service will meet at
ings. all of the co-chairmenof the other
by Holland police Tuesday for failthe church Tuesday Feb 12 at
ShoplifterPays for Shirt
Mr Olson and his wife and two committees as members.
ure to yield the right of way fol1:30 pm The hostesses Mrs. La
lowing an accident at 22nd St.
A shoplifter paid a fine of $25 I children reside in Spring Lake He
Verne Foote and Mrs. Clare Woland College Ave.. when Mrs.
and the price of one shirt. $1.87, i is a graduate of Hope College Bucket Brigade?
lets will serve dessertlunch, Mrs.
Stroop collided with a car driven
which he had taken from Thrifty where he majored in psychology Holland firemen went to fight a
.. j
Walter Wightman will be the proby Albert Doolittle.48. of 333 ButAcres in the northside shopping and was a member of the var- fire Tuesday
READY FOR INSPECTION
Tulip Time,
with a couple gram leader
home economics teacher, inspects the
ternut Dr
plaza Saturday night'1' Gerald R. jsity baseballand football teams. buckets of water. The seal of a
May 15-18, is more than three months away,
costumes of a few of the 300 girls who are
Mr and Mrs Craig Enslield and
Johnson, 18,. of 135 N, Main St, He rs a native of Grand Rapids car parked across from the fire naby spent the weekend in Lana
and the tulips are buried under 28 inches of
now practicing once or twice a week under
Trigonometry is that branch of
Douglas, paid the fine and $4.30 | and has been active in the Sec- station on East Eighth St. had j ing and East Lansing,
snow, but Holland High School Dutch Dancers
the leadershipof their director Mrs. Barbara
mathematicsconcerned with the
coats after pleading guilty before ond Keformed Church of Grand caught on fire. Damage was esti- 1 Mrs WillimTf%tfierreceived
have already begun preparations for the
Ambellas.
measurement of lengths and jq.
Justice of the Peace Wilbur Kouw. Haven.
mated at
I the uewg of the death of her
festival. Mrs. Kenneth Esch, Holland High
[Sentinelphoto)
gles.
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Holland Schools

fV-

Panthers

Hospital Notes Graafschap

Dutch Drop

Discuss Unity

Steffens-Shroder Rites

Admitted.to Holland Hospital
Twenty-eight members of the
Thursdaywere Dianne Dykema. Graafschap Civic club met at the
Hope College is taking a new
114 West 17th St ; Mrs Roosevelt home of Mrs. Norma Windemuller.
step toward the advancementor
Howard. 281 Columbia Ave.; Mrs. 595 Castle Park Rd. Wednesday
Marinus Jacobusse.5111 Lakeshore evening. The businessmeeting was
relations between public and priDr.; Mrs. Lucille Hensley. 354 in charge of the president.Mrs.
vate or church relatedschools in
EAST GRAND RAPIDS — West I River Ave.; Mrs. Thomas McAI- Hermina Genzink. Plans were
Muskegon's basketball team took
the community.
Ottawa’s varsity basketballteam pine, route 1, East Saugatuck; made for the annual Mr. and Mrs. over second place in the LMAC
At a banquet held last wek in
was defeated Friday night 67-44 Roxanne Moore, Port Sheldon Rd., spring banquet.Mrs. Louis Tucker here Friday as the Big Reds rePhelps Hall, 14 educators repre0,ive'' Gordon Van Herwyn and Mrs. Anna Tien assistedthe corded a 63 • 56 decision over
Two propositionsfacing Maple- senting four private schools met bv R firwt un ir.c»
hostess. Next committee for Feb- Holland before 1,700 fans in the
P
d R P
185 WCSt Eighth St * L,0>’d Snyderwood area residentsat a special to consider the possibility of ef- squad
608 Crescent Dr.; Jack Redder. ruary meeting will be Mrs. Judy fieldhouse.
electionFeb. 18 were explained fecting an organizationof all the
East grabbed a fast Uad early 47 Taft, Zeeland; Peggy Vanden Schripsema, Mrs. Lena Vugteveen
Holland slipped to a three-way
at a public meeting Thureday schools in Holland— both public and in the first quarter and never let Heuvel, 2551 132nd Ave.; Sandra and Mrs. Ona Strabbing.Election tie for third and the Dutch will
private— whose purpose will be to up as they outplayedthe Panthers Schecrhooren. 213 119th Ave.; of officers will be held.
have p battle on their hands next
night in Maplewood School.. From
solve common problems and woA in all departments.
Karen Hunt, route 5.
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Marks of Friday at Grand Haven The
15 to 40 attended.
together for the good of all and
East was hitting well in the first
Discharged Thursdaywere Lin- Grand Haven visited Mr. and Mrs. Dutch, Bucs and Muskegon
Dale Mossburg, presidentof the the betterment of the community.
quarter and outhustledthe Panth- da Lou Coronado. 181 East Sixth Wesley Schripsema.
Heights have 3-4 league marks.
Maplewood Board of Education,
Schools representedat the invi- ers to take a 17-10 lead. East’s
Shirley Breuker was a visitor at Grand Haven defeated Muskegon
St.; Mrs. Mark Briggs, 109 West
explainedthe situation confronting tational banquet were St. Francis
zone was very effective and the 30th St.; Mrs. George Walker.| Kathy Kno,, s for a few days !ast Heights,59-52 Friday night.
Maplewood school districtresi- de Sales Catholic School, the Sev- only thing that kept the Panthers
Using the same tactics the Big
route 1; Renee Ter Horst. 190 week
dents who will vote on proposals enth Day AdventistSchool, the
in the game was the fine out- East 38th St.; Mrs. Rodney Mul- Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Elders Reds have displayed in winning
calling for a $288,000bond issue ChristianSchools and Hope Colcourt shooting of Tom Vizithum lett. 2834 Central Ave.; Larry visited with the W. Mokma's on five of seven league games. Musto finance a new elementary school
and Duane Overbeek.
kegon again used a pressingdeHyma, 3254 Lincoln Ave.; Mrs. Sunday evening.
in the vicinity of 37th St. and CenAlthough no formal action was
Mrs. Fannie Pardue, Charles fease. rough rebounding ;nd good
East’s superiority on the boards John Jansen Jr. and baby. 786
tral Ave. and to vote six mills taken, educators expressed much
was shown by the fact that they Paw Paw Dr.; Mrs. Edwin Hale, Pardue and fiance. Joy Coffman, shooting
special operating for one year. confidencethat each school would
Holland did manage to hold a
out rebounded West Ottawa in the route 1; Carole Fosdick, 630 East were at Charles Strabbing’s to
The school bonds list 30 years but benefit from this organization.A
celebrateMrs. Pardue's birthday lead for a few seconds.47-46 with
first quarter 15-9. The Panthers Main, Fennville;Bernabe Bueno,
could be retired as early as 10. second meeting, to which repreThe John Den Blykers visited at 1:38 left in the third period.But
were getting one shot and that 160 West 18th St.
The school election will be held sentatives from the HollandPublic was usuallyfrom outcouil
the Peter Vermeulens Sunday eve- the Big Reds returned up the
in MaplewoodSchool on the same Schools will be invited, has been
ning This was in celebrationof floor with the go-ahead basket and
The second quarter was pretty
day city primaries are held. The set to establish a permanentor- much a repetition of the first as
Ken Vermeulen's 14th birthdayon continuedin front The third percity election /will be held in the ganization.
Saturday and John and Donna Den iod score was 48-46
the Pioneers outscored. outreAttendingthe first meeting were
regular polling places of the fifth
bounded and outshotthe
kisv »****•«#•• Blyker's15th birthdayon Monday. Muskegon pushed to an U-pomt
ward in which Maplewood lies- Alvin Brouwer, J. Robert Collins. The Panthers were outscored 16
Warily and Shai'on Slagh spent lead. 61-50 with 1 45 left in the
Maplewood Christian School and Dr. Robert De Haan. William De to nine and fell far behind at halflast week at the William Mokma game It was highliglH by an
Maplewood Reformed Church. Mots, Russel Fredricks, John time, 33-19.
home.
The school election is held in the Keuning, Msgr. J. A. Moleski,
Miss Anna Marie Pardue, stu- LMAC Standings
West Ottawa played fine ball in
school because the school district Mrs. Marcelline Moon, Dr. I. J.
dent at Ml. Pleasant college, spent
the third quarter as they took the
W 1.
boundariesare different from city Lubbers, Miss Emma Reeverts,
ALLEGAN — Holland Christian’s part of her mid-semester vacatin Benton Harbor ........
0
7
boundaries.Because all city vot- Frank Schwarz, Mark Vander
basketball team came through with with her sister, Mrs. Charles
Muskegon ...........
5
Grand
Valley
Standings
2
ing machines will be in use, paper Ark, Gerrit Vander Borgh and
a 44-point second half here Fri- Strabbing.
Holland ..........
3
4
w
ballots will be used in the school J. J. Ver Beek.
day night to take an impressive
Grand Haven ......
4
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West Ottawa .........
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election.
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ond Mr» Henry
Steffens
First Methodist Church in Mid- and elbow-lengthsleeves Sheath
skirts featured tunic overskirts
—
'last Saturday uniting in marriage with unpressed pleats Matching
Zeeland ...........
mentary school which he said is
'arton,
win was one of
eight-straightpoint rally made pos- Miss Carole Anne Shrade of Mid- headpieces complemented their
Grandville ........
ideally located for the population Elects
most decisive registeredover
sible by interceptedpasses, ball land and Second LieutenantHenry gowns. They carried arrangements
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Retzin the district. It is not to be
Coach George Van Wagoner's team
W. Steffens. Dr O. H. McKay per- of candy striped carnations and
initiativeand controlled the boards
laff of Grand Haven was elected stealingand free
erectedon the present Maplewood
in many years. The Maroons now
and got more shots than Fast. The
Tom
Crawford,
senior guard, formed the double ring ceremony. ivy.
president
ol
the
Committee
for
playground which lies to the east.
have an 8-6 mark while Allegan
Gary L. Baas of Grand Haven
New members and officers of Panthers came to within 10 points, is 6-4, with two of the losses ad- Economic Development thus week led the Muskegon pressingdefense The bride is the daughie. of Dr
The school developmentis planbut East was not to be denied as
and countered^ith seven baskets and Mrs. S A Shrader of Midland was best man. Ushers were
to succeed Faster Poe.
ned on a 44-acre site which the the Salvation Army Holland-Zeeministeredby the Maroons.
they increased their lead to 15
Other officers are Clarence Bro- and a pair of free shots for 16 and the groom, who is slat oned at Thomas (J. Bos of Holland and
school board acquired some four land Advisory Board were elected
Coach Art Tuls’ team came
Wurtsmith Air Force Rase at Os- Jack H Burt
points at the end of the third quarman,
vice president,and Foster points.
at
the
annual
meeting
Wednesday
years ago. The new site would
alive in the second half after a
ter,
49-34.
West
Ottawa
made
6-17
Jim Hopson, who didn’* start be- coda. is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
The groom’s mother selected an
Poe. treasurer. New directors nameliminate bi>s transportation where- noon in the Hotel Warm Friend.
so-so first two periods and never
shots and East made 6-11.
cause of illnesscame off the Mus- Henry Steffens, 65 West 12th ecru laced dross with cocoa and
ed
for
three-year
terms
are
James
Sandy
Meek,
vice
chairman,
conas the present site required 100
left any doubt regarding the outThe Panthers were able to come
brown accessories T h e bride’s
Scott. Robert Fuller and Broman. kegon bench with 3:45 left in the St., Holland
bus transportationsince all or ducted the meeting.
come
once they made their move
Miss Loraine DeFeyterof De- mother selected a leal blue silk
within 13 points in the fourth
first half and took over He imMiller
Sherwood
was
elected
to
a
Walter
J.
Roper,
chairman
of
nearly all children must cross the
Allegan with some heads up play
mediately began to rebound and catur was organist.Sin accom- sheath with teal blue and white
two-year term.
the property committee, reported quarter but at the end it was all
busy highway. •
and
rebounding held the Maroons
East
as
they
moved
steadily
helped his teammate 6 11" John panied Mrs Gerald Hath, soloist, accessories.
on
the
progress
of
the
purchase
Continuing
members
of
the
board
School plans call for six class
ahead with some excellentshoot- to a 23-23 first half standoff.
Assisting at a receptionheld in
are Erick Anderson. Dick O’Donald Smith on the boards Hopson also who sang "The Lords Prayer"
rooms, a library, gymnasium,of- of the old First ReformedChurch
Christiancame through with a
ing. East made 9 of 15 in the
hit 16 points, including seven bas- and "I Love Thee "
the
Fellowship Hall were Miss
for
new
Salvation
Army
headquarand
Dick
Gringhuis.
Retiring
memfices and kitchen, placed in sbch
45 per cent shootingmark for the
last quarter to only 3 ol 10 for
The bride, given in mairiage by Susan Lahmau of Poloxkey, Miss
bers are Brice Maddox, laude 01- kets.
a way that future expansion could ters. All necessary legal papers
game with four of the five startMuskegon led 17-15 at the quar- her fathei.chose a satin gown Judy Lovcys. Schohari.N Y . Miss
have been prepared and the trans- the losers.
thoff, Wilbert Scholtz and Broman.
easily be accomplished.
ers hitting double figures.OverEast,
who
came
into
the
game
ter
and 33-29 at half. Tied 25-25. styled with a fitted bodice, scoop- Barbara Westveer, Mrs. Willard
Mossburg explained that all action will be effected within the
all the Maroons connected on 25
with a 3-6 record, couldn’t do anyHopson's first basket put the Big ed necklines outlined with embroi- West veer and Mrs. Alvin D. Bos
these plans are part of a pro- next few days.
shots out of 55 attempts, many ed four points or more during the
gram working toward annexation Donald G. Cochran was re-elect- thing wrong. It was a team effort coming from out. Allegan mean- period as the Hollanders outscor- Reds ahead. Ken Thompson tied dery and long wrist-pom*sleeves of Holland
all
the
way
as
can
be
seen
from
the score and again Hopson tied Unpressed pleals in the hell shapFor traveling to Greenville,
to the Holland school district.He ed for a three year term. New
while took 74 shots but connect- ed the Tigers. 22-14 in the stanza.
ed skirt fell into a chapel tram Miss., the bride chose a navy and
the
balanced
scoring.
Dave
De
to put the Big Reds in f-ont
indicated it would be unfair to three-yearmembers are Clarence
ed on just 18 for 24 per cent.
Christian led 33-27 midway in the
dump the district’s problems and Boeve of Zeeland,Ernest Post and Fouw scored 16. Mick McCarthy Allegan which had troublewith period and boasted it to 45-37 going Hopson also led a thiru period a011 accentedwith a carriagehack white wool knit suit with navy and
15. and Chuck Abbott and Hoefler
drive that had Muskegon in front, I trimmed with a loop bow. A tiara white accessories and a cc.isage of
debts on the city district, and in Robert DeNooyer of Holland.Wileach 13. East made 27 of 57 a Christian zone defense in the into the last period.
45-37 before Hollandresponded and held in place her fingertip veil white miniature roses from her
proposing the two issues Feb. 18, liam Sikkel, chairman of the nomfirst game had more troublewith
Christiankept the pressure on
Maplewood is followinga pattern inating committee presented the shots in the game for 47 per it Friday night. The active Maroon in the last minutes as they iced scored nine straight poii.L-for its of silk illusion She carrieda bou- bridal bouquet
cent.
East
made
13 of 25 charity
quet of white miniature roses, feaonly point flurry of the game
The groom will attend a perset by other school districts that names of new members and prozone forced the Tigers into taking the win in a hurry. After four
tosses.
In the rally. Jim De Neff scored thered carnationsand ivy
sonnel
school at Greenville for
posed
officers.
have annexed to Holland district.
West Ottawa was led by Tom low percentage shots as well as minutes, the Maroons led 57-41 on a drive and Darrell Schuur- Mrs. Jack Burt was her sisters three months. He is personneloffiGene Vande Vusse, local realCochran was elected chairman;
Vizithum who put on a tremen- intercepting numerous passes. The and were lookingstronger all the man picked up a three-point play matron of honor. Miss Ceanne cer with the United -States A i r
tor. said that a new school cen- Hil Buurma, vice chairman; Mrs.
dous
display of outcourtshooting. Tigers used a man to man for time. The Maroons capitalized at under the basket. Darrel Dykstra Johnson and Miss Gretchen Stef- Force.
trally located aids materially to P. H. Frans, secretaryand L. C.
Vizithum made seven long shots the most part but switched to a the charity stripe as the eager intercepted a pass and scored and fens. sister of the groom, were
Lt. and Mrs Steffens vere graproperty values. He said many Dalman, treasurer.
zone in the third period. They Tigers fouled in their efforts to Carl Walters’ jumper put the bridesmaids. They were dressed
duated from Hope College.The
families hesitate to purchase
New members and officers will from outcourt for his 14 points. pulled out of it in a hurry as
get the ball. Christianhit 10 out Dutch within one,
| in scarlet sata peau gowns with groom also attended North Carohomes in areas far away from take up their duties at the next The Panthers made 16-52 shots m the locals tore it to pieces with
of 12 in the last period from the
the game for 30 per cent along
From the floor Holland hit 23 1 lifted bodices, scooped iiecklines lina State College.
schools.
regular meeting, Feb. 13, 1963.
some fine outcourt shooting by free throw lane. With the count of 68 for 34 per cent. The Dutch
with 12 of 25 free throws
Mossburg explainedthat the need
Sandy Meek. Mary Emma Young
guard Tom Dykema. and forwards 63-46 and 1:23 left, Tuls inserted
Roger
Borgman
led West Ottawa
had periodsof 7-22; 6-18: 6-16 and Tomczyk. g
...5 2 2
for 6 mills operatingfor one year and Don Williams retired from the
in rebounds with nine. The Panth John Vander Veen and Ron Lub- an entire new
|4-12. Muskegon made 41 per cent
Crawford, T., g .. ... 7 •1 3 !ii|Hope
is needed to balance debts caused board and were commended for
bers.
At the chanty stripe, the kxfals 1 of its shots with 27 baskets in 65
......... 2
by sharp decreases in state aid their generous help during the ers were not able to cope with
0
3
Vander Veen again led the hit a good 17 out of 22 tries while | tries on 7-18; 8-16; 7-16 and 5-15 Gutwin.
East's overall height as 6'5” LeHopson, c ......... 7 2
for tuition students. Maplewood past years.
Maroons
rebounding
corps
as
he
Allegan
hil
on
10
out
of
22.
LubRoy Vedder didn’t play because
pays some $64,000 a year for this
Birleson, c ......... 0
0
1
repeatedly outfought bigger Alle- bers led the local scoring with 17
of the death of his fathei
land had 10 of 19 while Muskegon
service and state aid decreases
"
gan
defenders
for
the
ball.
He
followed
by
Kronemeyer
with
16
West Ottawa is now 8-2 for the
hit nine of 17.
^ Totals
will leave a $24,000 deficit this
27
9 17
was
ably
assisted
by
Lubbers
and
season and still leads the Grand
Veenkant paced the lasers with 15 ; Schuurman led Holland
with 18
--------- --------- Officials: Boh Peckham of Allc- 1 Tho Jean Anouilh drama
year. This, he said, should be finValley with a 5-1 record East is center Dave Tuls. The Tigers who markers.
points
while
Thompson
hit
12. in gan and Ken Cavanaughof Kala- ! ‘ Thieves' Carnival’’will he pieanced before the districtseeks
more than held their own on the
now 4-6 and 2-3 in league play.
ChristianentertainsSt. Joseph eludingfive jump shots Mike De Jiazoo
sented in Hope College Theatre on
merger with Holland.The district
The Panthers'44 points was their boards in the first half were paced next Friday in the annual home Vries, who regained his eligibility
the fourth floor of Science Hall
currentlylevies 3 mills for operby
Mike
Jones
and
Ray
Mennega.
.
for four evenings next week. The
ations. This would be eliminated.
ALLEGAN — HollandChristian’s poorestpoint output of the season After a nip and tuck first few coming game in the Civic Center, this week, was the first sub and
after last week setting the school
Holland Christian
scored six
YfillfrnC
play will he given at 7 30 p in.
In time, Maplewood's tuition costs reserve basketballteam avenged
minutes
of
the
game,
the
Holscoring record of 83 point.,against
FG FT PF
The setback was Hollands third I
on Wednesdayand Thursday, Feb.
would amount to 10.6 mills.
an earlier defeat here Friday night
landers led 10-8 at the 2: 47 mark Vander Veen, f ...
Godwin.
3 12 straight loss and the Dutch have
6 and 7, and at 8 30 p m on FriMillage on the building will by walloping the Allegan reserve
Then
with guard Don Kroncmeyer Lubbers, f .........
5
West
Ottawa
(44
...
4 17 1 a 4-6 season'smark Holland heat
day and Saturday. Feb 8 and 9.
amount to 2.6 per year. All school squad. 59-31 to take their 10th vic........
2
FG FT PF TP and L,ubbers leading the way, Tuls.
6 Grand Haven. 84-52 in the. first
millage is figured on state equaliz- tory in 14 starts.
'
James De Young of the drama
Christian
moved
out
to
a
17-10
Dykema.
.......
0
2
l 12 game this season.
ed values.In the case of Maple- Christian took a 7-0 lead at the Borgman, f .......
GRAND HAVEN-Two 15-year-old faculty will serve as director and
4 ; first quarter margin. Guard John
Kronemeyer, g ....
6
Donze, f ..........
4
3
Holland (.761
wood, 6 mills would amount to outset and were never headed.The
Karsten, as technical
Iwys have been referred lo probate David
2 j Irwin paced the Tigers with seven Otte.
.........
0
West rate, c ........ i
3
FG FT PF TF*
Si 0.98 per $1,000 assessed valuation losers were bothered plenty by the
director.
14 markers.
Geurink, g ........
0
•» De Neff,
4
court by Grand Haven police,after
Vizithum.
g
..........
3
and 2.6 mills would amount to Marc-™ pressing zone defense and
In the cast are Bruce Gillies as
Christian’splay became spotty Johnson,
...... l o
Overbeek, g ........
0
2 Thompson,
.....
1 12 lbey admitted thefts of more lhan Peterbono; Cal Fiala as Hector,
$4.76 per $1,000 assessed valuation. neve,
1 get an offense started.
! and loose in the second period with Boer,
.....
2
Koop.
........
1
2 1 Schuurman. c ..... ! 7
2 18 $500 from two local churches
John Weber and Gary Beckman, At t..e end of the first horn,
Mel Andringo as Gustave, Al
Weener.
.......
:( 1 3 i the losers gainingthe upper hand.
— | Harbin,
...... o
school board members, assisted Christianled 14-7. The locals conNicolai
as Dufort Sr. Jim Howell
Most
of
the
money,
about
$500,
0 Led by forward Allen Vcenkant,
25 17
....
0
67 Walters,
....... 3
Mossburg in the presentation. They tinued to pour it on to take a 37-14 Fairbanks,
as Dufort Jr . Paul Tanis as town
: was taken over a period of time
0
the
Tigers
fought
back
to
tie
the
Allegan (46)
Vanden Bosch, f ...
1
De Vries,
...... 3
pointed out that if the issues pass, halftime bulge.
Tom Costing and Bob Dun0 j count at 20-20 with 2:10 remain0 0 from St. Patrick s Catholic Church. crier.
Johns,
..........
1
FG FT PF TP Plagenhoef.g ..... ()
the total school millage is still beIt was pretty much the same
ton as policemen,Sue Radcliff as
0
ing
in
the
half.
But
scored
three
Jones,
........
4
Phelps, g ..........
1
. Dykstra. f
low debt and operationsof most story in the third stanza with
2 2: The pair was apprehended when 1^7' ilurfr Marcia Voight ax
! more points to finish the half. Alle- Vcenkant, f .......
3
13 1 Baumann, c
districts in the area.
<» 2 Father McKinney of St. Patrick'sJuliette,Kathy Lend as Eva. Ruth
Coach Elmer Ribbons club taking
16 ,2 17 44 Ran aNemPted 24 shots in the per- Mennega. c .......
2
6 Thomas, g
a 53-22 lead into the last period.
0 0 1 Church surprisedthem inside the De Boer as nursemaid. Don Kar........
1
East Grand Rapids
lod whl,e lhe Maroons took only Irwin,
11 Essenburg, g
3
He
cleared
the
bench
in
the
last
dux as Musician. In the prolouge
Washington Cub Scouts
nine.
building Friday morning
Grgwe.
g
.........
1
4
FG FT PF TP
period.
i
n
i fast aio Larry Havcrkair.p,Sue
l
Have Freedom Festival
1 3 13 It was a Holland Christianteam Lange, f ...........l
2
Totals
2.1 in
Tom Deur led the local attack Abbott, f .........
*hhe" he '•r Sprint and Anil. Schv.allb.ch
that meant businesswhich opened Oram, g ...........
i
o
Hoefler. f ........ 6
1
5
13
Muskegon
(63)
I upon them m lhe building, but h«| m|lk. ctlaln „„„ „a„agcri
with 151A
points followed by Ed
The Freedom Festival theme,,-,.
4 |3 the second half. After the count
Me Carthy. c ...... 4
KG I f PK TP I rjn to hi. car and (olhmad
birTcr™ "cdTuliZ Blough.'
purpose of which is to help boys | £y , ra‘ , ’ Haro,d Alfennk. nine, De Fouw. g ........ 8
3 ,fi was knotted at 27-27. the Maroons
18 10 14 46 Peterman, f
‘iT
“"“'Urry
ll.verkamp, M.rj
learn how their Cub Scout Prom- if u! sleS8crdaand Jack Kal- Berth,
j
8
made
their
bid
and
were
never
Officials: Joel Worst and Dick Crawford, A., f
......... 3
distance away on Franklin St
kemu, Marti Spaan. Dirck de Velise will help to make them
eac™’ y,c Sharda. five, Barrows, g ........ o
j i headed again. Four players scor- Ford both of Grand Rapids.
Smith, c
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dnwn a toliel in lhe church He I ||0||jn|Icrand Barb Behai
said he had taken about $;i(K» in
Carol Kuyper heads the costumes
the same manner on other occadepartment,assisted by Joyce Mar-

total of 225
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Mary Lootens,Pal Kooiman,
Carol Douma. VirginiaMortensen
riott.

Both boys also admitted theft of
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Michigan State University students made the all-A list for fall
term 1962. They were honored at
charge ol game5y A^embc'r of [ SaTat
a dinner given Jan. 23 by MSU
this den, Douglas Smith, received Center,
PresidentJohn A. Hannah
his Bob Cat
vir rnm-Av kJI
Four local area students were
A .Skit depicting the liven ol four cit councj| Lmber lMUall“duJ
famous men was presented by i to
1 ,“l aue included. They are Miss Mary
E. Douglas of Wayland,Douglas
Steve Nien Jeffrey Slag. Russell A native of Ebson: Kan he came
Dykstra and Kim Oudman
iiip„nn in ,oo.V R. Earle of Plainwell. Delbert L.
Mokma of route 3, Holland, and
played George Washington, Abra- i c ppnnpv ' 0 °fen
Miss Margaret A Phillips of Coopham Lincoln. U. S. Grant and
‘ .^i
Andrew Jackson, respectively. The j rp*jrpmpn.:'10 , ua®er un ^,s ersville.
The list included 153 students
four, all from Den 1. made their
ted with the Penney company for from 44 of Michigan's83 counties,
own hats.
32 years.
71 students representing29 other
Den 2 way in charge of the
Conroy was a member of the states, and one student from Iraq.
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Weatherman
r'

Two Months

Sees

Heavy Snow

of

Lake Michigan

*'

Is

Blamed

For

Problem

GRAND RAPIDS (UPI) -Why
not blame Lake Michigan for the

snow miseries along

its eastern

shore. She's pretty vulnerable.
That's what Fred Baughman,
meteorologistat the U.S. Weather
Bureau here, is doing.

Baughman, however,is much
more polite about it, he speaks
in terms of the lake's ‘'influence."
It seems certainthat folks liv*
ing along the lake from New Buffalo to Petoskey might view it
differently,

with

a

little

more

harshness in their voices.

Baughman's statistics are
frighteningand his crystal ball
tells us to expect at least two
months more of heavy snow in
the west state area.
Muskegon, for example, already
has accumulated 127.4 inches of
snow this winter, shy of its all
time record of 146.8 inches which
fell in the winter of 1961-62. But

.

remember Baughman'swords—
two months more.
Grand Rapids, although inland
from the lake*, unmistakably is
feeling this winter's snowfall.

A

'//‘I*

The

FurnitureCity’s accumulated total
this winter is 69.6 inches or two_______ _______________________ ___________ _____
tenths of a foot more than the
NATURE S WORK
Old man winter with the help of
neighbor and Mrs. C. Brewer look over the form which appears
average of past winters.
wind created this snow like cave completely hiding the
similarto the crest of a wave.
What explainsthis snow-drenchBrewer home at 433 Brecodo Dr. near South Shore Drive.
(Sentinelphoto)
ing in West Michigan when,
across the lake, Milwaukee, Wis.,
even a branch of a tree with a
has suffered a total snowfall of
pennant on top.
only 15.4 ‘inches this winter?
Remember to keep pennants
Baughman'sexplanation:"This is
high on the aerial. Those low down
the good influence of Lake Michare no aid.
igan. We . have had a predominantly west or northwesterlyflow
this winter and during the past
15 days the daily average minimum in Milwaukee has been 14 Another day of little or no snow Admitted to Holland Hospital
below. In Grand Rapids, for the
same period, it has been one was a welcome relief to local resl- Tuesday were Neal Jacobusse,50
dents long plagued by troublesEast 15th St.; John Joostberens,
above.
"The mechanism causing this associated with heavy snowfalls. route 2, Fennville; Ferna Walker,
excessive snowfall in West Mich- . But the letup did little or noth- 137 East Ninth St.: David Rhoda,
igan is the temperature on Lake
ing to alleviate the growing con- < 535 West 22nd St.; Mrs, George
Michigan which has averaged 33
cern over intersection accidents ^a^ker, route 1; Mrs. Dale Van
above. With extremely cold air
^V? ;.
coming across the lake, this sets brought about by lark of visibility , 5j5fel‘ I850
nf high
hioh snowbanks
•nmrkank«
because of
up a very strong convective."
190 East 39th St.; Mrs. Harold
County Road Commissioners see nearly all local streets.
Vander Bie, 681 Maryland Dr.;
only red ink when looking at cost
Safety organizationsagain em- Douglas Wittingen,' route 2. Zeefigures for snow removal.
phasize the need of flags, pennants land; Robin Coffman. 227 Division
The three hardest hit counties— (or something) on car aerials to
(latter two dischargedsame day).
Van Buren. Allegan and Ottawa give some signal of approaching Discharged Tuesday were Mel—feel the financialpinch. They traffic, as well as the necessity to vin Haveman. 452 East 24th St.;
have already exceeded their bud- slow down on through streets. In William Overway. 78 East Ninth
gets for snow removal and face these days of critical visibility, 1 St.; Mrs. Gordan Teunis, Calfax
the dreary prospects of "two there is littleconsolationto the | St.; Grand Haven; Mrs. Zelda
months more."
accident victim to know he had Trowbridge. BelvedereChristian
The city of Holland was forced the rjght of way. In short, travel
Home, East Saugatuck; Woodrow
to buy a new snow-blower to keep on a through street these days
Ridgway, 182 West Ninth St.; Louie
city streets cleaned.
does not give the motorist the Bishop, route 2, Fennville;Mrs.
National Guard units in the west right to clip along at normal
Richard Kruithof,563 West 31st
state area were activated to assist speeds.
St.; Mrs. Floyd Link and baby,
strandedmotorists and provide Owners of cars without aerials 22794 Squires Rr.; Ravenna; Mrs.
shelter for them in guard ar- have shown remarkableresource- George Veltema and baby, 5002
mories along U.S. 31.
fulnessin erecting standards or 36th Ave., Hudsonville.
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Get That Flag

On Your Aerial

Without Delay Hospital Notes
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WINTER FUN
For children at JeHerson banks. Bundled up to keep winter cold out
School the bejt way home is on top of
school children don many different outfits.

the

(Sentinelphoto)

SNOW SHOVELER -

Ed Mulder of 19

West

18th St., adds to the already enormous snow

™am

West 18th St., left and Judy Visser,17 West
18th St., watch on sidelines.

mounts in the driveway.Carla Ver Schure, 31

fROZEN MASS

(Sentinel photo)

19th

St.,

—

This gigantic icicle formed at I’/j West
viewed by Mrs. Frank Jaehnig. The mass of ice might

remind children of a candy

HIGH BANKS

—

cane.

Shoulder-high snow piles

line the sidewalk on 21st St. between Pine

VH

and Maple Aves. On the walk are Bill Hop,
(left) and Jerry Hop, of 180 West 21st St.
(Sentinel photo)

RURAL AREAS
still or.e way

-

Many

country roads

and slippery with snow

are

car above is traveling on 62nd

drifts Ottogan

towering on either side of the roodway. The

Road

St

near

9

nhnto)
photo)

(Sentinel
(Sentinel

PEACEFUL SCENE

Jll*

(Sentinelphoto)

MMMNHhmmi

—

A

blanket of

snow

Al

hum™ng

wh,Lch are usual,Jr
with activity in the summer months.

Riemersma of 10600 Paw'fffW Drive waded

f

to

S'—

SNOWOVERHANG Joseph Wolsh, 7, of 612 Elmdolc C
views the hanging snow on the Alvin Cook home at 58 We

frozen bay.
7

(Sentinelphoto)
26"'

(Sentinel phot
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These
home

men

—

going ville; Albert Felker, Ganges; and Richard
Chester Daniels,Fennville. The three spent the night

have an excuse for not

they can't. Left to right are

L. Oisten, Allegan; James Campbell,

A

Fenn-

at the Holland

Armory.

A State Highway Department rotary snow blower cuts through State Police CpI. George Ticnsivu and trooper out snowbound homes
US-31 south of
Walter Horning are well equipped to check

. banks of snow on

Notional Guard truck goes to pull this Mobilgas truck out of the snow near 60th Ave. and G^oafschap.

Saugatuck.

Bunks were set up in the Holland Armory gymnasium

this

if necessary.

week tor people stranded in the

city,
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Seek Reports

FENNVILLE

-

1963

Open House on Anniversary Z€6lcind

More than

Fines

Raymond

Beckering, pastor of
Second Reformed Church, were:

'

Creek

"Sandals of Peace’ and "A Philosophy of Life That Work-s."The

500

anthems were; "Sun of my Soul"
Turner, "Now Let Every Tongue

overdue "seasonal" reports were
sought today by Charles E. Friley,
Jr., in charge of the

Many

The sermon topics of the Rev.

On Hunting
At Swan

Plan

7,

Are Levied
In

Court

Adore Thee." Bach, and "Bless
The Lord" Ippolitoff-Ivanoff.
A large number of persons apThe Women's Guild for Chris- peared in MunicipalCourt the
tian Service of the Second Re- last several days to answer
formed Church will meet in the charges on a varietyof charges.
The number was greaiei than

Swan Creek

Wildlife Experiment Station.
Friley explained that many hunters in southwestern and central
Michiganget "seasonal" permits

Church Auditorium tonight at 7:45.
Members of the Guilds from First
and Faith Reformed Churches will
be guests. The speaker for the
tvening will be the Rev. Daniel
Hakken, who has worked in the
Philippines.He will show slides
to illustrate his lecture.
Mrs. Raymond Beckering will
be in charge of devotionsand a
women’s trio of Second Church will
furnish music.
Group III of the Ladies'Aid of
Second Reformed Church and their
guests will have a tea in the home

to hunt on the Swan Creek Wildlife

usual due in part to the fact that
night traffic court was: cancelled
Jan. 23 and most of thorc scheduled appeared a week later.

Experiment Station each year.
"These are not the daily Highbanks hunting permits, but are
Russell Boudreau, 18, of 571
for hunting on other parts of Jhe
West 19th St., was put cn probastation, along the Kalamazoo
tion for six months on a charge
River, in the Ottawa Marsh and in
of driving while his operator s
the Koopman Marsh for waterfowl,
.licensewas suspended coupled
squirrels, patridge, rabbits and
with a right of way charge. Condeer," Friley said.
ditions listed spendingtwo SunThe recipients of these permits
days in jail, costs of $9.70. monthare required to keep a record of
ly supervisionfee of $? and artheir hunting activitieson the
range to complete his h>gh school
experiment station and to report
education.
of
Mrs.
Edward
De
Free
at
2
these activities after hunting is
p.m. on Thursday afternoon.
Billy Starrett,33, of 99 East 14th
finished on a form they received
Next Sunday Feb. 10, the Cub SL, paid $24.70 on a charge of
for that purpose.Those who don’t
Scouts, Boy Scouts and Explorers disorderly conduct involving disreport as requiredwill be denied
of our local Boy Scouts of America turbance of the peace.
permits next year, Friley reported.
DEPARTURK ENDS ERA — Dr. and Mrs. Irwin will take over the post of Presidentof the Assowill worship at the evening servOthers appearing were Darrell
More
than a month after the
J. Lubbers left Holland Saturday for DeMoines.
ciation of Independent,Non-Tax Supported Colices in Second Reformed Church. L. Day, of 440 Plasman, illegal
reports are due at Swan Creek,
Iowa, as Dr. Lubbers begins his retirementfrom
leges and Universities of Iowa. The departure of
The Rev. Adrian Newhouse, pas- parking (five tickets), $5; Paul
Friley noted that one out of every
the post of Presidentof Hope College."Retirethe Lubbers family ends a perkxl of growth and
tor of First Reformed Church Jousma, of 438 Plasman. illegal
and
Mrs.
Dick
S.
Bosch
four persons who secured permits
ment” for Hope's presidentof 18 years means
expansion at Hope already being referredto as
has not filed reports. This totals Mr. and Mrs. Dick S. Bosch, five daughters,Mrs. Richard Vis- chase for his morning worship parking (two tickets), $2: Danny
another position with new responsibilities. He
the "Lubbers
iScntmcl photo)
route. 3, celebrated their 50th ser of Holland,Mrs. Ben Diekema topic "Christ-LikeService” "God Paul Doolittle, of 600 Bay Avev
more than 500 overdue reports.
Shall Wipe Away all Tears" Roma,
speeding,$10; Robert John Kam"We will be glad to receive these wedding anniversary on Wednes- of Drenthe, Mrs. Ralph Flokstra
of Hudsonville. Mrs. Roland Boeve was the anthem and soloist was meraad, of 205 East 29tn SL, right
required hunting reports within the day.
of Holland and Mrs. Clarence Wal- Norman Vredeveld
of way, $7; Barbara C. Hughes,
next -three weeks," Friley said.
They were honored at an open ters of Drenthe. *There are 22
Rev. Newhouse’sevening ser- of 684 Bosma, improper turn, $7.
After that, all those who got per
Set
house at Niekerk Christian Re- grandchildren.
mon topic was "For Childrenand
mils and have not reported will
Norman Glen Hoekstra, route 1,
formed Church from 2 to 4 and
A
family dinner is planned for Parents" Several boys and girls
be delinquentand will be denied 7 to 9 p.m.
improper passing,$17; .Sharon S.
The "Lubbers Era" at Hope Col- tent ion of the Reformed Church
Friday which is Mr. Bosch's birth- and young people took part in the
season hunting permits in 1963,"
They have two sons, Samuel of day anniversary.The dinner will service in observance of Youth Paauwe, route 2. Zeeland,right of
lege ended Saturday.
constituency.
he said
way, $7; Jerry Dale Posi, route 2,
Models have been selected for
Week.
Zeeland and Gilbert of Holland; be at Van Raalte's Restaurant.
Dr. and Mrs. Irwin J. Lubbers
Hope College took the lead in
Reports should be sent to Friley.
Hamilton, right of way. $7; Raythe
"Hearts
and
Flowers”
bridal
Miss
Judy
Kornoelje
sang
a
solo
left Holland for DesMoines, Iowa. culturalcontributions to Holland.
Swan Creek Wildlife Expt. Station,
mond Sterken. of 530 West 21st
fashion
show
to
be
he.d
Thursday
and Judy, Jean and Jane Dykstra
There Dr. Lubbers will assume his The Civic Music Association, now
RFD No. 3, Allegan, Mich.
St., right of way, $7: Evereit
at
7:30
p.m.
in
the
West
Ottawa
sang
”1
Know
Who
Holds
Tommornew duties as President of the As- the Community Concert AssociaBredeway, of 332 James St., right
row," Ira Stamphill.
sociationof Independent,Non-Tax tion brought interested town- school gymnasium. The event is
of way, $7; Orin D. Herter, Linsponsored
by
the
Jaycee
Auxiliary
group
of
First
Reformed
Supported Colleges and Universi- people and Hope College people
ton, Ind., assured clea'- distance,
with Mrs. Burton Bor- and Mrs.
Church Junior Christian Endeavorties of Iowa.
together to provide enteilainment
$7.
David
Altena
as
co-chairmen.
er's
attended
the
Rally
at
HudIt has been 18 years of progress of the highestsort.
Edna Winifred Kies, of 783
Servingas models art- Mrs. Jim
In the course of his adminisCentury Club members and pleasures taught by them. This sonville Reformed Church Sunday Southgate,assured clear distance,
for Hope College. During those
Drooger, Mrs. Norman Wells, Miss
afternoon.
A meeting of the Holland Gar- guests were taken on a long jour- culture of Greece as describedby
years, enrollmentwent from 401 to trative duties. Dr. Lubbcrr never
$7; Frank Espinoza, of 117 East
Mary Berghorst. Mias Jar Jalving,
den Club board was held Thurs- ney into the leisurely past of the Homer, marked by compassion, The Rev. John M. Hains, pas- 17th St., stop sign, $27. Delwyn
1,534.
i.tioi. Three
mice new uni
dormitories
iiiiiuiica uuu
and forgot the
^ .students
... . ..... themselves.He
Miss Bonnie Timmer. Mi>. Lynn
tor
of
Faith
Reformed
Church,
two new academic units were became known to the student body
day morning at the home of Mrs. classics of Homer and Virgil Mon- humanity, tendernessand the Je
L. Dekker, of 679 Graatschap Rd.,
Helmui, MLss Dawn Grutnheide,
Edward Brolin, Columbia Ave. day evening and they enjoyed it. plorableness of war, made a per- used for his Sunday morning wor- stop sign, $12; Frank Dionise. of
built, the gymnasium was com as an inspiring counselor, and
Miss Mary Lou Tinholt, Mrs. RanThe board thanked Mrs. J. J. The Club met in Nykerk Hall on fect base for Christianity, and St. ship topic: "Conditionof Prayer." 134 East Main St., Zeeland,speedpletely rebuilt, and several other friend.The president'sresidence
dall Brewer, Mrs. Larri? Clark and
Jonah and the Whale" was his
Brower and her committee. Mrs. the Hope campus.
building renovationsmade. Anoth- was tin? scene of manv student
Paul and the other disciples used
ing and stop sign, $17: Raymond
Miss Barbara Kronemeyerof Holevening topic.
Raul
Mcllwain
and
Mrs.
W'illiam
er women's dormitoryand a quad- gatherings,with Mrs. Lubbers as
The speaker, Prof. Andre | it, Michalopoulossaid.
John Van Eyk Jr., of 99 Clover
land and Miss Charlyn:ieHeeres
Communion
Meditations"
and
Winter for their work on the water Michalopoulos, advisor to the
rangle men's dorm are nearing ^e gracioushostess.
The speaker concluded that
Ave., improper turn, $10 suspendDr. Lubbers' frequent appear- arnTM** Marcia Heeres of Mus- and sewage ordinance which was Greek Embassy and professor of Civilizationtoday is menaced from The Revelation of Jesus Christ
completion And continuouscurried after traffic school1 Howard
kegon.
Continued”
were
the
sermon
toppassed by the Ottawa County classical literatureat Fairleigh- within by materialism and from
culum study, additions and ance before the student body at the
Holmes, of 234 East Ninth St.,
Other auxiliarymembi rs helpics of Rev. Douglas Gray, pastor
Board of Supervisors.
changes, have brought Hope to a morning Chapel exercises were
DickinsonCollege, told of his boy- without by ruthless barbarism.
illegalparking,
\
ing with the event are the Masof
the
First
Baptist
Church.
Scholarshipsfor Higgins Lake hood daring a leisurely era when Fortunatelythere is a renaissance
place of recognition as one of the always anticipatedwith pleasure.
Flora
Garcia
Lopez,
of 143 East
dames
Ted
Bosch, Charles ArmAt the Third ChristianReformwere discussed.Teachers in any a person had time to get the edu- in the academic and business
ten outstandingcoeducationallib- His habit of abruptly dismissing
16th St., right of way, $15 susstrong, William Peters. Merrill
ed Church, Rev. Arthur Hoogstrate.
classes on the morning before
school or any grade level who are
eral arts colleges.
world
in the revival of the teachcation
that
suited
his
temperapended after traffic schoo'; Cecil
Cline, Retus Shaw, Drooger, Keith
pastor
used
the
topics:
"Thy
Will
Born in 1895 in C e d a r Grove, Christmas vacationto permit Ditch, Walter De Vries. Andrew interested in outdoors and natural ment. rather than, as today, rush- ing of the classics in very good
Be Done" and "Jesus. The Right- N. Weerstra, of 1164 Graafschap
icsources are eligible. Dates for
Wis., Dr. Lubbers received his students to get earlier starts
in good liberal arts
ing to get a degree and technical translations
Rd„ speeding. $15 suspended after
Cammcnga.
Roger Mac Leod and
eous Branch."
the course are July 14-20, July 28- knowledge so he can get a job, academies and colleges.
early educationat WisconsinMem- to their homes was a wmm that Ronald Fortney.
traffic school; Barbara Ann Van
The
Rev.
L.
J.
Hofman,
pastor
Aug. 3, Aug. 11-17; Aug. 18-24.
orial Academy, where he graduated endearedhim to the entire sturush through it, be forced into The selectionsplayed by Mr. of North Street ChristianReform- Putten, of 356 Wildwood Dr., right
All proceedsof the show will be
dent body.
This week of conservation-study
in 1913. His first contact with Hope
early retirement,supplantedby. a
for the Polio Drive.
Lucas were "Sonata in A Major" ed Church, chose for his topics: of way, $7; Irene L. Watkins, )f
In addition to honorary degrees
Ls not slanted toward nature study.
College was as a student; he gradyounger man with more up-to-date
826 West 26th St., stop sign. $5,
from Central College Hope and
Conservation department, univerby Beethoven; "Intermezzo in E ‘Some Marks of ChristianLove" and assured clear distance,$12
uated with the class of 1917.
technical know-how, relegated to a
and "The Credo of the Christian.”
Beechwood
Cubs
Hold
Rutgers
University,
Dr
Lubbers
sity
and
college
personnel,
who
Followinggraduationfrom Hope',
hard bench in St. Petersburg, Fla., Flat Minor" by Brahms and
The Rev. Louis Smedes, teacher suspended after traffic school.
work with the teachers attempt
he attended Western Theological has received many other honors Blue and Gold Banquet
Kenneth Naber. of 1051 Paw
with no background to enjoy any- Debussy's "Third Prelude." Mr. at Calvin College was guest ministhrough the years. Among them
to give them a sound, thorough
Seminary and Columbia University,
thing but the perusal of the Miami Lucas is from the class of Dr. ter at North Street ChristianEx- Paw Dr. assured clear distance,
About 210 were present at the background for understandingthe
receivinghis master of arts de- are Officer in The Order of Orange
Herald.
$12; William George Oork. of 121
tension.
Nassau, from the NetherlandsGov- BeechwoodCub Pack 3052 annual problems in the -statewide consergree from Columbia in 1927. His
Glendale,speeding,$15 suspended
Prof.
Michalopoulos,
in looks and
The
Rev.
Raymond
Graves,
pasernment in 1H47. Freedom Founda- Blue and Gold, banquet held Mon- vation picture.
Mrs. Stuart Overway
Ph.D. from Northwestern Univerafter trafficschool;Job.’ W. Buys
tor
of
Bethel
Christian
Reformed
tion Award in 1953, Vice President day evening in the Beechwood Mrs. .Brolinwas appointed to presence the very embodimentof
sity was conferred on him in 1931.
Honored at Shower
Jr., Kollen Hall, imprudent speed,
the
traditional
Greek
gentleman
Church,
used
for
his
sermon
topic:
school
gymnasium.
of the National Council ol Churchrepresentthe Garden Club at the
After serving in the U. S. Army
$12; Henry Sprick, of 216 West
es 1960-63 and Presideni of the The Rev. Elton Van PernLs open- Community Ambassador annual who spent his days discussing lit- Pink and blue decorationsac- "The Third Commandment."
Air Force in 1918. he was a lec16th St., right of way, $12; Clare
The
Rev.
H.
D.
Fleck,
District
erature,
politics,
philosophy
and
North Central Associationof Col- ed the gathering with prayer. meeting Thursday night in Hercented a baby shower for Mrs.
turer in English at Voorhees ColLubben, of 669 Pine Ave., illegal
Superintendent,
Cedar
Springs,
was
religion,
opened
his
talk
with
the
leges and Secondary Schools, to Tables decorated by the various rick Library.
Stuart Overway given by Mrs.
lege, Vellore. India, from 1919 to
parking.$1; Howard J. Brondyke,
dens were judged.
which he was electedin 1962.
Mrs. Leonard Dick of the Gar- admission that he was a romantic Roger Howard and Miss Georgia guest minister at the morning and
1922. He returned to Hope as an
of 161 West 27th St., improper
Mrs. Lubbers is the former MarAdvancements were awarded. den Therapy group announced a and the sensitive piano playingof Overway Thursday evening at the eveningservices in the Free Metho- passing, $7.
instructor in Owlish front 1923 to
m ine torrocr .Murdist Church.
Paul
Lucas
in the opening portion
Den
1
had
charge
of
the
opening
meeting
will
be
held
Monday
at
Saret Vun Donselaar,a graduate
home of Mrs. Howard, 150 Reed
Daniel G. Bos. of 83 West 20th
Work on the big educational
of the program had thrown him Ave.
From 1929 to 1930. he was
C««e*ecta» of 1922. ct the program and Den 5 was in JeffersonSchool. Garden C 1 u b*
St.,
right of way, $17; Roger L.
wing at Faith Reformed Church
charge of closing. Leroy Wehr- members are invited • to partici- into a “cloud" and produced a
Games were played with Mrs. has halted for the past two weeks Brower, of 757 Riley, imprudent
instructor in education at Northl™ meyer Ls Cubmaster.
climate
for
his
thesis
that
the
pate.
western University, before
I™n •'• Lubbers Jr., and
Bernice Fogerty and Miss Norma because of the heavy snow and speed, $14; Leslie Come.'issen, of
Announcementwas made of a
Reservationsfor the Garden Club ancient classics are not dead
Cwen winning prizes.
140 West 10th St., careless driving,
a post as assistant to the president “,m,
•'
ls
extreme cold.
they
are
today
as
always
the
vitalplanned spaghetti supper to be luncheon and meeting to be held
and instructor in psychology and ^“ld " ^n,ral Colle*^
$17; John Funckes,of 51 East
Lunch
was
served
including
a
The
addition,
when
completed,
held by the pack on March 8.
next Thursday, Feb. 7 at the- Wo- izing force of our civilization— its
15th St., right of way, $12 suseducation at CarrollCollege.He
ls
man’s Literary Club at 1 p.m. standards and principles in society novelty cake in the form of a bib. will provide a new library, fellowpended after traffic school; Donwas named presideniof Central k
w
It
was
baked
by
Mrs.
Augusta
ship
hall,
nursery,
pastor’s
office
and politics.
must be made by Saturday.
College in Pella Iowa. Hope's
Vender Wen. Pres,. Makes Wide Right Turn
Wyngarden.
and room for 16 Sunday School na Kay Handwerg, of 360 East
To live in Greece is to live with
Marquierette
Fitts.
34,
of
364
Sixth St., red light, $7 suspended
ter college" in the ^formed
0,1,le!,as
Guests included the Mesdames classes.
tradition,he said. Athens is still a
Church, in 1934. and returned
° ,'1 uP' West 18th St., was given a ticket Dishwasher Motor Burns
Faith Church had its beginning after traffic school.
Howard Menken, Ed Van Den
Holland firemen extinguisheda vigorous city: Mt. Olympus is still
Woodrow Maris, of 829 Lincoln
his third and longestassociation
:
°' Monday by Holland police for makBeldt. Joel Howard. Carl Owen with a meeting of 40 families in
iinfui or nrascia«n»in
lenbach,Vice-President of the co • ing a wide right turn on State burning dishwasher motor Thurscircled by clouds; the nature of the Nelson Lucas, Bernice Fogerty, November.1953. It now has about Ave., right of way, $12; Calvin
<* *"'“<> “ *'«'* P"* St. and 22nd St., causing her to day night at the home of Jerome country, the contrast of line and CharlesGamby, Christina Fogerty, 195 families. The church building Nyhof, Dempster,S.D , right of
collide with a car driven by Flor- Counihan, 122 East 30th St. Fireexciting time; the return of G.I.'s
color, the remains of Greek art in Delbert Wyngarden, Clarence proper, was dedicatedin May 1958. way, $12; Leon E. Smitti, route
en?e Marie Olert. 44. of 56 West mep, who were not able to deter2, speeding, $12; Ethel Marie Ter
after World War 11 swelled
.
the temples such as the Parthenon Owen, Leon Jordan. Glen TimKith St. Mrs. Fitts was turning mine how the fire started, estiMeer, Wyoming, Mich., right of
ments, and foretold a new burst jIUSH ICG
make it very easy to believe the mer, Tom Owen and the Misses
onto State St. when the accident mated the damage at less than
way. $12; Robert P Lokker, of
of interest in collegiate education, j
fantasies of the myths, as well as Cynthia Overway, Norma Owen
happened.
$50.
29 East 15th St., expired operIn additionto coping with the DlOCkS
the lasting values, wisdoms and and Lynn Dekker.
Admitted to Holland Hospital ator’s license, $4.
demands of expanding educational
Monday were Mrs. Raymond Ryneeds. Dr. Lubbers labored to make GRAND HAVEN
A strong
zenga, 977 West 32nd St.; Mrs.
members of the college community northwest wind shifting to southJ.
Vries
William J. Gerritsen, 380 Fifth
and the supporting constituency west Monday has again plugged
Ave.; Mrs. Kate Lugers, 490 West
aware of their growing responsi- Grand Haven harbor with slush ice.
19th St.; Harold Dekker, 185 East Dies in
bilities.
The Coast Guard said that the
Fifth St.; Dora Jacobs. 53 West
Operating on his' favorite adage port is closed again to navigation.
ZEELAND — John J. De Vries,
First St.; Mrs. Marie Weller,562
that "times of crisis are also A visit by the tanker Polaris of
Allen Dr.; Mrs. Henry Geerling, 70, route 2. Zeeland, formerly of
times of opportunity." Dr. Lubbers South Chicago due in here Monday
281 East 12th St.; Susan and Janet Borculo, died in a Zeeland rest
tackled the problem of inadequate with a load of petroleum has been
McNeal, 227 Dartmouth; Todd home Friday followinga lingerfacilitiesand staff. For a time, cancelled.
Israels, 86 West 28th St.; Mark ing illness.He was a retired farteacherstaught and had their offiNo vessel other than the Coast
Ascheman, 2468 142nd Ave.; Ber- mer and a member of the Borcuces in classrooms,before offices Guard Cutter Mackinaw has ennadette Metress, 430 Elizabeth, lo Christian ReformedChurch.
could finally be provided
tered or left Grand Haven harbor
Surviving are five daughters,
Fennville; Edward Barnes, 374
In the first two years, t h e since Jan. 18. the longest freezeup
West
31st St.; Mrs. Everett Gen- Mrs. Frank (Mina) De Vries, Mrs.
teaching staff had to be doubled, in 2(1 years. The Coast Guard Cutdening, 178 West 12th St.; Virginia James (Julia) De Vries. Mrs. Earl
and a whole new administration ter Woodbine Ls at ity dock at
Vander
Veen. 494 West 20th St.; •Alma) HameUnk, all of Holland;
built. Many members of the staff Escanaba Park here undergoing
Mrs. Lambert (Angeline) Zylstra
James Post. 268 West 15th St.
and administration
who joined the progressivemaintenance work and
and Mrs. Melvin (Myrtle' GraveDischarged
Monday
were
Mrs.
collegein those years remain to- will he back in operationFeb. 11.
Robert Mulder and baby, 716 ling, both of Zeeland; two sons,
i The wind has also piled up ice
Sandy Lane; Mjs. Mariqus Ja- Glen of Beaverdam, Jerry of HolThe years 1950-55 were years of at Ludington and for the first time
cobusse.5111 Lakeshore Dr.; Mrs. land; 19 grandchildren,two great
appraisal and planning a' Hope. in mahy years the powerful Pere
Maud Ridlington, Resthaven; Mrs. grandchildren;four sister, Mrs.
The G.I. enrollment .had crested, Marquette car ferries are having
Elmer Northuis. 112 East 19th St.; Lucy Bremer of Holland, Mrs.
and even dipped during tnc Korean trouble navigatingLudington har
John Morris, 7461 Barry, route 2, Jack De Coster and Mrs Henry
War. Problems such as site de- bor.
Zeeland; Mrs. Thomas Carey and Pippel, both of Zeeland; Mrs. An'
velopment and potential future r >•
baby. 54 East 29th St.; Willard thony Kuipers of Ellsworth;three
sources concerned trustees and the Theta Alpha Group Meets
G. Aalderink, 52 East 30th St.; brothers.Albert of Ripon, Calif.;
administration.A chief question At Rov Arterburn Home
Fenna Walker, 137 East Ninth St.; Cornelius of Zeeland and Henry
was whether to shift the college
y Mrierourn nome
Mrs. Adeline Byder, 835 Paw Paw of White Cloud.
another site, or develop around the Members of the The' a Alpha
Dr.; Mrs. Arthur Sas Jr. and
existing
; Chapter of Beta Sigma
Phi sororibaby,
668 Bosman; Stanley Van Mrs. Gertrude Copieman
The decision to stay on the pro- ) ty were guests in the home of Mrs.
Lopik, 1326 Shoshone Walk; Mrs.
sent locationled to the erection Roy Arterburn at a business and
Dies at 90 in California
Betty Westrate, route 3, Hudsonof Durfee Hall for women and the cultural meeting Monday evening.
ville;
Michael
Clark,
213
West
10th
central heating plant. These folSANTA BARBARA, Calif.-Mrs.
Mrs. Arterburn, president, conSt.
lowed in later years by the re- ducted the meeting at which plans
Gertrude Copieman,former Holnovation of Carnegie - Schouten were made for a couples party
land resident, died Sunday at the
Zeeland 4-H Club
age of 90.
gym, the erectionof Kollcn Hall to be held in March,

Era."

Lubbers Family Leaves

Fashion

Show

Thursday

Hope College and Holland

At West Ottawa

Greek Professor Charms
Has
Century Club Audience

Garden Club
Board Meeting
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for men. the Nykerk Hall of j The program on literature Was
Music. Phelps Hall for women and presented by Mrs. Arthu. Flasck
Van Zoeren Library.Gilmore Hall : and Mrs. Paul Divida. Mr 5 Flasck
for women and the new men’s spoke on favorite stories and poems
quadrangle are scheduledfor com- and asked each girl to tell what
pletion in time for use in Septemberthey enjoyed reading,
of this
Mrs. Divida read a short story
While this was going on. Dr. ! about Richard Wagner after which
Lubbers was improving and Solid!- the group listened to recordings
fying college-alumniand college Refreshmentswere served by
community relationshipsAn alu- the hostess,

She is survived by two grandchildren, Mrs. Tom Beyer and
Nominations for a club name StanleySteketee;one sister. Mrs
was the main order of businessat Clara Windemuller,all of Holland
the 4-H Club meeting in the Gordon and many great grandchildrenin
Top home in Zeeland last Monday. the Holland area. There are 102
The meeting was opened with pray- descendants,including several
er led by Sheryl Bredeweg.
nieces in the Holland area. She
Isla Top led the pledge to the was a frequentvisitor to Holland
American and 4-H flags. Pat Doze- and had many friends.
iolds Regular Meeting

year.

secretary and direcioiwere Attending were the Mesdames
added to the staff, and th - Alumni Arterburn, Richard Brown, GorMagazinc begun. The Women's don Cunningham. Divida Edward
League emerged to ma'.i contri* Falberg. Flasck, Earl Hughes,
butions of furnishings w-rnth more Herbert Johnson. Robert Long*
than a quarter of a million dollars, Stephen Sanger, Paul Disser and
and to bring the college to the at- i Fred Davis.

man gave the secretary’sreport.

mni

•
ICY.

SNOWY WASTES

—

A sea of

: ft;

drift ice with a frosting

of white snow greets the hardy visitor to Holland State Park
these days. Man at left is walking on the broad pier leading
to the signal tower at the end of the north breakwater. The

two at right ore walking on ice coverinq Lake Michigan.
warned to be extremely careful in climbing snow
or ice deposits offshore.Moderating temperatures in the 30's
today can pose serious problems in
»
Visitors are

breakups.

(Sentinelphoto)

The group of eight girls worked Deputies Issue Ticket
on hemming aprons and practiced
James H. Fein. 22, of route 1,
modeling. A lunch was serv- Dorr, was ticketed by Ottawa

ed by

Mrs.

Top and

I

s

1

a,

followedwith games led by Miss
Dozeman and Nancy Kalmink
The next meeting will be held
on Feb. 25 at the Top home.

county deputies Friday night for
failure to yield the right of. way
at the US-31 bypass and 16th St.,
after colliding with Peter Nyenhuis, 57, of Grandviilo.
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ward nominates Us own

council-

men

Fairly Lively

Name

At Ambassador

Slate

Up
A

in

Meeting Here

Shapes
City

fairly lively slate

shaped up

for Holland city's spring elections

as the deadline passed at noon
Saturday.

,

Petitions have been filed for the
following:

Mayor— Nelson Basman, incumbent.

Councilman-at-large
- Cornelius
Huiieoga, Ernest Phillipsand
John Van Eerden.
Councilman, 2nd ward — Henry
Steffens, incumbent, Luke Kuna,
Donald Stoltz,Bruce M. Raymond.
Councilman, 4th ward - Leslie
Woltman, Henry Vender Plow,
Eugene A. Vande Vusse
Councilman,6th ward - Richard
W. Smith, incumbent, and Hazen Collide at Intersection

Van Kampeh.
Raymond filed his petitions this
morning and Vande Vusse filed

Edward Jaarda, 63.

their breath.

apprai-

Former Resident
mer and the rewarding experience
Takes Position

Five Plead Guilty

he had in representingthis com-

In Circuit Court
GRAND HAVEN - Five persoiw

munity in Nigeria.Miss Beula
Kampen of Zeeland spoke on her

67-44

in

Basketball

Game
..612

g

0

i

1

A

board meeting was held following the annual meeting with
Dr. Clarence De Graaf being elected as chairman. Mrs. Steffens
was reelected secretary and Miss
Corinne Pool was reelected treas-

..843

.901

urer.

..001
..100
.2 11

Other directors are Mrs. Willard
Wichers and Mrs. Carl Harrington.

North Holland
Guild Announces

New Officers

Fiancee of Paul

Mrs. Lambert Olgers presided

Special music was a solo by Mrs.
Harold Slag.
The following officers were elected for the coming year: President.
Mrs. Olgers: vice president, Mrs.
Jacob De Jongh: secretary,Mrs.
Ray Kootstra;treasurer, Miss
Hazel Baker, and assistant treasurer, Miss Marianne Maatman.
Six

new

circles consisting of ap-

proximately 20

members met

in

their places in the basement where

each chairman offered prayer and
presentedthe plans for the coming
year. She also introducedthe new
study book “My Commitment to
Christ"written by Ann Hoek. This
book based on the book “In His
Steps" by Sheldon.
The Priscilla Circle has Mrs.
Willis Boss as chairman and Mrs.
Jake Stoel as spiritual life chairman. The Lydia Circle chairman Is
Mrs. Harry Smith and Mrs. Neale
Bosch is spiritual life chairman.
The Rachel Circle has Mrs. Corrie Brouwer and Mrs. Ed Jongekrijg as chairman and spiritual

r

Rogers Rolls Over Zeeland,

pleaded guilty to various charges
18
in Circuit Court Monday and ZEELAND-Hitting 45 per cent Maatman. g .....
.
2’
2
4
of
its
shots,
Grand
Rapids
Rogers
Schout.
......
all five will return for sentence
6
basketballteam stopped Zeeland, Van Eden, g ....
Feb.
0
Barbara Yskes, 19. of 235 East 67-44 here Saturday night for its De Jonge, g .....
Oj 1 2
13th St., Holland,and Junior Max 10th victory in 11 starts this sea- Bos, f ............ ..
Roberts, 22, New Richmond, plead- son.
Total* ..... 18 8 20 44
ed guilty to charges in connection The setback was the ninth for
with taking and cashing two pay- Zeeland in 12 starts. The Chix reRoger* (67)
roll checks. Roberts was charged turn to Grand Valley League acFG FT PF TP
20
with larceny and uttering and tion Friday hostingGodwin in the Kopenski. f ......
publishing,and Miss Yskes with Zeeland gym.
18
Vouekuil, f ......
forgery.
16
Rogers took a 17-13 first quarter Williams,c .......
6
Reford Kennedy. 29. of 163 168th lead and pushed the margin to Glass, g .........
Ave., Holland, and David Lee Van 27-19 at half. The winners connect- Carter,g .........
0
Haitsma, 17, Lincoln Ave.. Zeeland, ed on 65 per cent of their shots Boeze. t ..........
2
pleaded guilty to charges in con- in the third quarter and moved Beukema, f ......
5
nectionwith a safe burglary Jan. to a 47-32 advantage.
23 at Haan Motor Sales in HolTotals ...... 28 11 11 67
The third quarter was also Zeeland. Kennedy was charged with land's best period as the Chix
Officials: Nels Stegemanof Zeemalicious destructionof property made 46 per cent of their shots. land and Jay Formsma of Holland.
and Van Haitsma with aiding and Zeeland hit 18 of 51 from Uie
abetting in nighttime breaking and floor in the game for 35 per cent

25.

Tribute was given to the chairman for his services during the
past year.

ning.

The 1962 Community Ambassa-

At Lesley Col lege

visit to Belgium.

Service of the North Holland Reformed Church on Thursday eve-

St.,

1943

sal of his trip to Africa last sum-

Four directors were elected. at the opening meeting of the new
They are Mrs. Robert Horner, year of the Guild for Christian

of 248 101st Clarence Hopkins, reelected, Jay
was ticketed by Holland police Formsma who was elected for a
for failure to yield the right of way three year term and Avery Baker
petitions Friday afternoon
at the Ottawa Ave. and 20th St. elected for a one-year term to fill
As the ticket shapes up, there Saturday, after collidingwith the unexpired term of the chairwill be contests in the Feb. 18 a car driven by Clarence E. Per- man, Mr. Rasmussen, who is movprimary for councilman at - large kins. 55, of 930 South Washington ing to Lansing.
in all wards. Only the second and Ave.
Mrs. Robert Horner,appointment
fourth wards will have contests for
secretary for the speakers, also
ward councilmen since both have
Porpoisessometimes commit gave a report. She said there are
more than double the number io suicide rather than face captivity. 24 speeches scheduled for the 1962
be elected.
They kill themselves by holding ambassador.

Under the city charter, each

Bob Jaehnig,gave an

dor,

Directors

but the entire city votes on
the selections in the April 1 election. Councitaen are elected in
the first,third and fifth wards
one year, and in the second, fourth
and sixth wards another year.
Holland voters also face a spe- • The annual meeting of the Comcial school election Feb 18 Those munity Ambassadorprogram was
residing in the Holland school dis- held Thursday in the Herrick Pubtract will vote on a proposed lic Library auditorium.Represenmillage increaseof 2.5 milli* for tatives from 18 contributingorspecial operating.This issue is ganizations attended the meeting.
open to all qualified voters and
Fred Rasmussen,president of
is not limited to propertyowners. the group, presided and commenThose living in Maplewood area ted on the program which is an
will have their own school elec- experiment in international living
tion, but this will be help separ- which has been in operation for
ately in the school that day. All 30 years with headquartersin
qualified voters In Maplewood Putney, Vt. Holland has particiarea will 'Vote on an additional 6 pated in the Community Ambasmills for operations for one year. sador program for 11 years, he
Property owners wUl vo?e on a said.
$288,000 bond issue to finance a
Minutes of the 1962 annual meetnew elementary school.
ing were read by Mrs. Henry StefHolland city voters will face fens, secretary. The treasurer’s
choices for all city posts except report showed total receipts of
that of mayor in the April 1 elec- $1,193 and disbursements of $1,.
tion.
032.21,leaving a balanceof $160.79.

7,

life

chairman.The Dorcas Cir-

cle chairman is Mrs.

Brouwer and

man

Albert

spiritual life chair-

Mrs. Harold Slag.
Chairman of the Naomi Circle
is Mrs. Harvey Knoll and spiritual
life chairman is Mrs. G. Van Kampen. The Rebecca Circle chairman
is Mrs. Howard Bauman and spiritual life chairman is Mrs. Bernard
is

Dr

Elmer Von Egmond

Harms

entering.

while Rogers had 28 of 62. At
Wilbert L. Toms, 26. Park For- Uie free throw line, Zeeland had Feted at Luncheon, Shower
Dr. Elmer Van Egmond and est, 111., pleaded guilty to a
hud eight of 17 and Rogers, 11 of
Miss Ann Smith of Spring Lake,
family have taken up residence in charge of obtaiingmoney under 24
who will become the bride of Paul
Cambridge, Mass. Dr. Van Eg- false pretense.
Jack Kopenski led the winners Harms on Thursdayin St. John's
with 20 while Phil Maatman had Episcopal Church. Grand Haven,
mond has assumed the newlyGeorge Middleton Dies
13 for Zeeland. Gary Boeve and was feted at a luncheon and crycreated position of Coordinator
Stan Veens tra led Zeeland's re- stal shower Friday afternoon at
After Long Illness at 78
of Research at Lesley College, a
bounding.
the home of Mrs. Henry Maentz,
private teacher training school for
FENNVILLE — George Middle- The Zeeland reserveshanded the 142 East 26th St.
ton. 78, died in his home in Alle- Rogers seconds its third low of
girls.
Decorationsthroughout t h e
The Van Egmond family are dent and a painter for many yearn, the season, 51-43 Rick Van Kley
gan Sunday after a long Illness. and Ford Bcrghorst each had 12 rooms were carried out in pink
former Holland residents.Mrs. He was a former Fennvilleresiin the flowers and candles.
for the winners.
Van Egmond is the former Mar- coming to Fennvillefrom Chicago
Zeeland (44)
Hostesses were Mrs. Maentz and
jorie Stekctee, daughter of Mr. 14 years ago.
FU FT PF TP Mrs. Peter Van Domelen of HolHe is survived by his wife. Veens tra, f .........
1
9 land and Mrs. William Tripp of
and Mrs. C. Neal Steketeeof
Elizabeth; one son, William of Rove. L , f ........
7 Allegan. There were 24 guests
1119 South Shore Dr.
Allegan; three grandchildren.
Boeve. G., c ......
3 present.
For the past six years. Dr. Van
Egmond has been associatedwith
1
the Group Dynamics Research Center of the Universityof Michigan
at Ann Arbor. As study director
*
he has been responsible for directing the efforts of a staff of research workers in an investigation of effective teaching prac-

f
3

3

13

115

tices.

Dr. Van

Egmond has

also been

associated with the School of Education teaching courses in Educa-

and Group Dynamics and has served as Research Associate in the University Schools.He has also been a
tional Psychology

consultantfor educational,rekgious and industrial organizations.
He is a National Training Laboratories Associate.

In his new positionat Lesley
Van Egmond will be

College, Dr.

primarily responsible for the evaluation of an experimental effort to

create an integratedlearning experience on the campus which
would erase some of the traditional separations between formal
learning activities, dormitory lift
and extracurricularactivities.
at
He will also , have administraLeopold J. Kowalke, 74. of 1606 tive responsibilities for three laJerome St., Virginia Park, died boratory schools operated by the
Sunday morning at Woodhaven college. One of these serves as a
ConvalescentHome in Zeeland fol- specialschool for mentally retarded children. One school is for
lowing a lingering illness.
He was born in Chicago and pupils needing remedial learning
moved to Holland in 1921. He was services and the third is in the
educationof gifted children.
l retiredtool and die maker.

Bosman.

Leopold Kowolke

Succumbs

I

74

Survivingare the wife, Ida: two

M***

*

*

’nifaWy *• | Pwt*-

t

•

'mumm

sons, Howard E. of Comstock Treated for Bruises,
Park, Leo E. of Hammond, Ind.;
Released by Doctor
seven grandchildren: two great
grandchildren; two sisters, Mrs.
ZEELAND— Evelyn Br.sch. 33, of
Louise Dechow and Mrs. Ida Rath, route 3. was treated Sunday mornboth of Chicago.

3-Week-Old Baby

mm

Dies

At Holland Hospital
ZEELAND —

"V

Mft

1

,

SOUTH BEACON

—

This photo of the south

locked harbor entrance, a Sentinel photogra-

beacon on the farthermost tip of the breakwaters of Holland Harbor was taken from
the north signal tower, the edge of which is

pher made his precariousway down the north
pier from Holland State Park. There was no
open water in the breakwaterarea the day

seen at right. To get these picturesof the ice-

these pictures were

taken.

(Sentinelphoto)

Melesa Rae Geerlings, three-week-olddaughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Eldon Geerlings, 218
South Maple St., died Sunday afternoon at Holland Hospitalfollowing
a week’s illness. She had been in
the hospital one day.
Survivingbesides the parentsare
the grandparents. Mr. and Mrs
Marvin Geerlingsand Mrs. Martha
Miles, all of Holland; the great
grandparents,Mrs. Peter Vander
Meulen and Fred Geerlings,both
of Holland and Peter Post of Zeeland.

|

ing for bruises and abrasions on
the left arm and right hand which
she had received in an automobile accident.

While drivingher car out of her
driveway, one-half mi'e west of
96th Ave. on Ottogan St., Mrs.
Bosch collided with an oncoming
car from the east driven by Edward Lee Bouman. ?2, of 864
West 32nd St. Mrs. bwch was
ticketed for failureto yield the
right of way.

Fails to Yield

Way

Helen Elizabeth Brower. 68. of
782 Southgate Dr., wag ticketed
Thursdayfor failure to yield the
right of way to through traffic at
the Columbia Ave. and 28th St.
intersection, after hitting a car
driven by Robert J. Novata, 27, of
215 East 29th St., according to
Holland police.

FAITHFUL SENTINEL — Despite icy golet
and sub-zero temperatures, this beacon at
-

the end of the north breakwater of Holland
Harbor maintains its lonely vigil in an ice-

locked world, its steel girders coated with
ice formed when churning seas hit high above
normal levels. This tower in miniature might
be executed with a pastry tube.
(Sentinel photo)

YES,

STRAIGHT

UP!

—

Here

is

o worm's eye view of the ice-

coated north signal tower on the Ottawa Beach side of Holland
Harbor.

Weeks of

bitter cold weather coupled with winter

storms resulted in coating aII the steel girdersof the harbor
towers at the tip of the outer piers well into Lake Michigan,

The square is the platform for the beacon at the top. The
sun was attemptingto break through an overcast sky when
this photo was taken, causing some bits of reflectionon the

Holland Harbor as seen from the inner channel piers looking

ice.

west to harbor entrance. Ice deposits on outer piers are several
(Sentinel photo)

feet high and the beacon rowers are coated with ice, framing

u lugged picture ot ice riimitv. this pictuic «as taken tram
the north side at Holland Mate Park. Because of precarious
ice formations, adventurouspersons are discouraged from
venturing from
(Sentinel photo)

shore.
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Van

Til

Asks

New Roads
To State Parks
LANSING

State Rep. Riemer
Van Til (R-Hol!and>Tuesday introduced legislation in the Michigan
House of Representativesdesigned
to establish nearly 13 miles of new
state trunkline highway in Ottawa
County.
,

Hamilton

Two Ballots

Mr. and Mrs. Harold Schipper
are in charge of the March of
Dimes contributions for the Polio
Fund in Heath township dnd the
donationsmay be sent to them or

In

bill is

Followingthe evening

jj

jj

fi>

ternoon.

Christian Reformed Church on
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Loede- Sunday, using as sermon themes,
man and twin daughters,Marcia “Our Faith in God, the Father”
Jean and Laura Mae. of Zeeland and “Using God’s Gifts.” The
on Saturday afternoon visited their Young People’s Society met at
parents and grandparents, Mr. 2:30 p.m. on Sunday with Joyce
and Mrs. Henry Loedeman.
Van Drunen's team in charge.
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Wesseling Guest speaker was Miss Shirley
and son, Brian Scott, spent last Lubbers, who told about her work
Thursday afternoon at Wayland in Juvenile Court.

mill-

Board members say if Maplewood continues to be outside a

Hope

Haven 68-33 here Tuesday night to
even

1

season'srecord at

its

3-3.

A1 Brunsting.competing for the

second and third $500 grants are

Bob Van

Oosterhout compiled
one meter
sional development of the indivi- diving record while Gale Romine’s
dual members of the faculty and 1:01.4 set a 100 - yard freestyle
will be used by the chemistry, mark. Rex Smith swam the 400nhysics and mathematics depart- yard freestyle in 4:48 for a school
ments of the collegeas request- mark and the 200-yard freestye
ed by the foundation.
relay team of Walt Seidelman,
The Grants were presentedper- Jim Nelson, Romine and Brunsonallyby James Davidge of the sting set a mark of 1:45.6.
Shell Oil Co. district office in
Coach Henry Reest was pleased
Grand Rapids last Friday.
with the victory, the best perIn acceptingthe gift Dr. Hollen- formance the Panthers have made
bach said “Your program of as- made this season. Dean Boeve's
sistance to college is most imagi- victory over Naak in the 100-yard
nativelyplanned and gives to the breaststrokefive and a half sec
college administratorsand staff onds was the meet’s closest race.
the psychologicallift which is so
The Panthers host Grand Rapids
often needed, as well as the fin- Creston Thursday in the West
ancial needs to carry out some Ottawa pool.
special programs.”
Results in order of finish.
200-yardmedley relay — West
Ottawa (Nienhuis, Hakken, Hook
and Nelsom. Time 2.14.
200-yardfree style — Seidelman
The Young People’sSociety of
First ChristianReformed Church (WO), Rosie (WO)* Pero (SH).
for encouraging additionalprofes- 156.35 points to set a

high school district, it will have
to pay the tuition by itself from
increased taxes, and it w 0 uld require 10.6 mills to pay this year’s
tuitionexpense of $64,670 based on
the district’s present valuation.
The state is reimbursing Maplewood approximately $6,240 this
year, or the equivalent, of 1 mill.
To join a high school district,
Maplewood should have its operating debts paid. Because of the
drop in tuition reimbursement, the
Maplewood board anticipates a deficit of $24,000, which is what the
6 mills would be used for.
Approving the bond issue Feb.
18 means Maplewood can have had their parents as guests at its
a new elementary school in oper- last meeting last Wednesdayeveation in 196-i in the geographical ning.
A social evening was enjoyed at
center of Maplewood district at a
the parsonage last Thursday evecost of 2.6 mills a year.
ning when the Rev. and Mrs. Fred
If the vote is defeated, the board
said Maplewood can still annex Huizenga hosted the council and

Allendale

Mr. and Mrs. Fred VanDerMeer Dykema, Group 2 at the home of
of Fennvilleon Friday afternoon Mr. and Mrs. Bob Berens and
visited his sister’sfamily, Mr. and Group 3 at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. George Barber.
Mrs. Robert Nyhof. On Thursday
Miss Carol Wakeman, studying the February meeting of the

Van

two

teach their high school students,
In the past the state has reimbursed school districts for a part
of such tuition expense, but this
year the state has sharply reduced this figure ($23,000less) and
it is anticipatedit will be reduced furtherlater in 1963.

home of Mr. and Mrs. Andrew

and Marilyn.
Bible Study Group 1 met at the
Mrs. James Beyer and son of Choice" based on Scripturefrom
near Burnips and mother and Joshua. Adult choir on Thursday
grandomther, Mrs. George Wessel- at 7:30 p.m.
ling, last Wednesday afternoon Mr. and Mrs. Evert Rollings of
visited Mrs. Glenn Dannenberg at Kansas were visitors at the home
Hamilton.
of the latter’s brother’s family,
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Collings Mr. and Mrs. Robert Tinim and
and children visited his parents, children, the early part of this
Mr. and Mrs. Ziba Collings at Hop- week.
kins last Sunday afternoon.
Adrian
Geest, senior
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Winger of Seminarian at Calvin Seminary in
Allegan visited Mr. and Mrs. Grand Rapids, was in charge of
George Barber last Thursdayaf- the services at the Hamilton

Given to

South

swimming team whipped

age votes may be cheaper than CompaniesFoundation,it was annot approving them. Maplewood nounced today by Dr. John Hollen- of 24.9 while Dan Avery set marks
of 2:46.9 and 1:10.4 in the 200district does not have jts own bach, acting president.
high school and therefore must
The first $500 grant is for un- yard individual medley and 100pay tuition to someone else to restrictedinstitutional use. The yard backstroke.

service

man

Grants

Shell Assists, have been received first time in the 50-yardfreestyle
by Hope College from the Shell event, set a West Ottawa record

The Maplewood School board
feels approval of these

,

Shell

SOUTH HAVEN - Setting sevfen
records, West Ottawa’s

school

Three $500 grants, designatedas

year.

Bible Study. Group 1 met at the

at Marion College in Indiana, Women's MissionarySociety is
spent last weekend home with her scheduled at 2 p.m. featuring the
family. Mr. and Mrs. Owen Wake- topic, "Remember the Rine,”

Swimmers Win

Vote

The school vvote for Maplewood
residentsFeb. 18 will have two
ballots, one to approve a $288,000
bond issue for a new elementary
building and the other to vote six
mills special operating for one

Diamond
Springs

West Ottawa

Maplewood

School

placed in the cannistersthat have
been placed in the various business
places and offices. The funds received from this annual drive provides continued care for polio
patients and all who have been
crippled by heart breaking defects
and arthritis.The usual Mother’s
March will not be held.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Nyhoff
and daughter, Carol, and Betty
Lugten left for Florida early in the
week to spend a week.

one of the recommendations of the special House Committee on State Parks and Public
Unds of which Rep. Van Til was
chairman during the 1962 interim.
Rep. Van Til asks in the bill for
Mrs. Charles Veldhuis returned
an extension of highway M-KH to her home during the past week
from its western terminus at Spring
after several weeks of treatment
Lake to the entrance of the Grand and care at Holland Hospital.
Haven State Park.
For thty Sunday morning service
The bill also seeks an extension
at the Hamilton Reformed Church
of highway M-21 from its western
the Rev. Ralph Ten Gay chose as
terminus at Hollandto the entrance
theme for the sermon message,
of the Holland State Park.
“The Forgivingnessof God” and
Rep. Van Til said that studies of
special worship in song was prohis committee showed that more
vided by the Junior Choir. The
than one millionpersons annually
evening message was based on the
are using the Grand Haven park
topic, “The All Sufficient God”
and just under one million persons
and guest singers were a quartet
are using the Holland park each
from Maplewood Church in Holyear.
land, composed of Jean Mast,
While the sections of the present
Barb Caauwe, Russ Kleinheksel
roads into these parks are mainand Jim Bellman, accompanied by
tained now by the county road comMrs. Robert De Haan.
mission. the traffic on the roads
The Junior High Christian Endea.
is primarily inter and intra state
vor
group held a consecration
traffic.
meeting, with Jackie Kaper as
The bill sponsored by Rep. Van
leader. Subjectfor discussion was,
Til would put the roadways under
“Sharing Our Blessings. Spreading
the supervisionand maintenance
Happiness. Overcoming Difficulof the State Highway Department.
ties." The eSnior High C. E. program featured a question box with
general participation.Loren
Redder was the devotional leader.
The

1963

MAIL ROUTE

—

and
of

Beverly, 9, (left),
Marilyn, 4, daughtersof J. H. Lubbers

through snow abouH2-fMtliiah.The Lubbers
and neighbors were snowed in for about a

route 5 come crawling through the tunnel week before plows cleared 56th St. between
which their brothers built to the moil
Holland and East Saugatuck. (Sentinelphoto)

box

ments in charge of Mrs. Earl Poll,

Mrs. Leon Synema. Mrs.

A.

Zuverink, Mrs. Roy C. Maatman
and Mrs. D. Schipper.The topic
for the evening,“Picture Window
Overseas," presented by the Rev.
Edward Tanis of Holland was a
special feature in showing of
slides and personal information
about the work. Bible study leaders were Mrs. Ruth Wolfe. Mrs.
S. C. De Jong and Mrs, Bernard
Voorhorst.Social hostesseswere
Mrs. Robert Payne. Mrs. L. Custer,
Mrs. Orval Essink and Mrs. L.
Hoffman.
Mr. Albertus Schrotenboer has
been in Holland Hospitalduring
the past week.
A number of local people attended funeral services for an Indian

Kiwanis Club

Exchangites

Marks 24th

Sponsoring

Anniversary
The Holland Kiwanis Club

held

its annual charter night meeting

Monday evening with a dinner at
the Warm Friend Hotel. The occasion marked the 24th anniversary. About 75 members, wives
and guests attended.
Speaker was Dr. FrederickOlert
of the Central Reformed Church
of Grand Rapids who spoke on

Home Show
The Holland Home Show, scheduled Feb. 19 through 23 in Civic
Center, will be sponsored by the
Holland Exchange Club Goodfellows Foundation which acquired
rights to the show in January,
1957.

The Home Show

had been

conducted

to the Holland school district but
then would have to share in the
high school debt which is 2.58
mills (1960 bond issue) and Maplewood would not have its new building, and not know when such a
buildingwould be built or where
it would be built.
The school vote will be held Feb.
18 in Maplewood school. Paper
ballots will be used since all voting machines will be in use in
the primary election that day.
School boundaries are different
from city boundariesin that area.

their wives.

Time

2:17.9.

N

—

50-yard freestyle
Brunsting
(WO), Petroneic (SH), Emerick
(WO). Time 24.9.
200-yard individualmedley
Avery (WO), Brown (SH), Dannison (SH). Time 2:46.9.
One meter diving— Van Oosterhout (WO), Karsten (WO). Points

—

Mr. and Mrs. Gerard Van Dyken
156.35.
announce the birth of twins, a son
100-yardbutterfly - Ott (SH),
and daughter,born at the ButterBrown (SH), Hook (WO). Time
worth HospitalSaturday morning,
1:15.
Feb. 2.
100-yard freestyle

— Romine

Mr, and Mrs. William Terpstra
(WO), Pero (SH), Morehead (SH).
of Grand Rapids visited at the
Time 1:01.4.
home of the Harris Broene's Fri100-yard backstroke
Avery
day evening.
(WO), Kragt (WO), Dairy (SH).

—

Time

1:10.4.

Suit Dismissed

400-yard freestyle-Smith(WO),
GRAND HAVEN-An order of Dannison (SH), Reinbolt (SH).
dismissal was filed in Ottawa Cir- Time 4:48.
cuit Court by Judge Raymond L.
100-yard breaststroke— Boeve
Smith Monday in the damage suit (WO), Naak (SH) Hakken (WO).
Birds fly closer to the ground brought by R & M Packing Co., Time 1:17.4.
than usual in damp weather. Kalamazoo,against the Holland 200-yardfreestyle relay - West
They are seeking insectsunable Hotel Co., owner of the Warm Ottawa (Seidelman, Nelson, Roto rise far aloft with wer wings. Friend Hotel at Holland.
mine and Brunsting).Time 1:45.6,

oreviously

by

private

parties.

Dwight Ferris, local accountant
“What's Right in America." Henry
Vander Linde, president,presid- and Exchange Club member, again
ed.
will serve as manager of the 1963
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Capt. Eric Britcher, program Home Show, assisted by Exchange
On Thursday at 7:30 p.m. the Mr.
Roscoe French. Sr.and Mrs. Club will meet with a resident of Hamilton for many chairman, and Mrs. Britcherpre- Club members.
Mrs. Eva Coffey and daughter. similar group at the Graafschap years, William Shagonaby, 81 sented a skit in which pictures
The GoodfellowsFoundation oryears. He was a member of the In- of members in their earlier days iginated as a charitablefoundaMrs. Hilda Kragt, and son enjoyed
ChristianReformed Church. The
dian Missionin Salem, Burial was were projectedon a screen, pro- tion Jan. 30, 1936. It is a Michigan
dinner last Friday and visited with
Welcome Committee for Sundays,
their relays, Mr. and Mrs. Feb. 10 and 17 are Howard Albers made in the Douglas Cemetery.
corporationin which all officers
viding a surpriseto members.
Miner Wakeman.
Howard Brumm presented per- of the Holland ExchangeClub and
and Wayne Alofs.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Gates and
fect attendanceawards as follows: three trustees elected by the club
The Rev. Spencer D. De Jong,
Johnny last Saturday evening pastor of Haven Reformed Church
William Meengs, a charter mem- are members.
visited in Hamilton at the home of
Through this foundation, the club
lier, 24 years; William Du Mond
used as theme for the Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. Steward Van Dyke. morning service, "The Joy of the
and Dan Vander Werf, 17 years; conducts its charitable enterprises
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Gates Angels." and the Haven Choir
Howard Van Egmond, 10 years; which include distributing milk to
visited her sister, Mrs. Clayton J.
Les Walker, nine years; Harold needy children, hospital and surgisang the selection, “Cleanse Me.”
Schedulingof games is worked Tregloan and Fred Veltman. eight cal fees for needy childrenwhen
Tolhurst and sons and their father,
The Youth Fellowship group met
out a few years in advance and years; Jerry Roper, four years; properly certified by public offiJohn Meredith at Wayland.
at 6 p.m. studying the topic,
athletic director Cord Brewer has Gerald Van Wyke, one year.
cials or doctors, providingglasses
Miss Linda Ter Avest of Allegan “Baptism.”
already completed Hope College's
for needy persons not otherwise
ipent several days, includingthe
The evening service was conprovided for, and sponsoring a
weekend visiting at the home of ducted by the Young People in football slate through 1965.
The Flying Dutchmen will play
junior baseball program and aidher cousin, Miss Jane Lampen and
observanceof National Youth
a nine-game schedulenext fall
ing the Community Ambassador
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Week. In charge of "Moments of
opening at Ashland in Ashland,
program, the YMCA and Wolverine
Lampen.
Melody” precedingthe service
Boys State.
Ohio on Sept. 14. This will be folMr. and Mrs. Frank Collings atwere organist, Mrs. Leon Lynema
lowed S^pt. 21 with Findlay ColIncorporatorsof the foundation
tended the funeral of her aunt.
and pianist,Mrs. Carl Tidd. Roger
PHONE EX 2-9051
lege in Findlay,Ohio.
were the late Albert C. Keppel
Mrs. Sena Hagelskamp, last SaturA
total
of
20,724
notary
comSol led the opening song service.
This is the first time Hope has missions were processed during who among other charitable inter
day afternoon at Otsego.
125 HOWARD AVE.
Accompanimentfor this was supMr. and Mrs. I. Z. Arndt of plemented by Haven's orchestra, played Findlay and the Ohio team 1962, according to a report by ests gave the school forest land
to local public schools; Paul E
Douglas visitedher sisters and directed by James Atwood. The will play in Holland in 1964.
the Michigan Department of State.
Hope’s home opener will be This is about 500 more than in Hinkamp,prominent educator and
brother-in-law.
Miss Nettie Van- opening prayer was by Gordon
longtime secretary of the board
DerMeer, Mr. and Mrs. George Locatis, followed by a solo by against Wheaton Sept. 28 and 1961.
Brewer indicatedthe Crusaders The following Ottawa county of trustees of Resthaven home for
Barber last Wednesdayafternoon
Miss Carol Brock of Zeeland,who
will be on the Hope schedule for residentswere appointed or re- elderly people; WilliamJ. Brouwer
Mrs. Edna Fox of Kalamazoo
sang two numbers. Prayers were
severalyears. Wheaton and Hope appointed as notaries public dur- and Jacob Fris, local businessvisited her parents. Mr. and Mrs.
offered by Ufarte Veldhoff,Kay
Miner Wakeman, last Saturday Stehower and Phillip Maatman. are already scheduledthrough1966 ing the final quarter of 1962: From men, and Albert E. Lampen, reon a home-and-home basis.
afternoon.
Holland — Kenneth Basman, Wil- tired Hope college professor, for
WELL DRILLING
The offering waS* receivedby
The Dutchmen play their five lis S. Boss, John A. Cook, Ray mer school board member and
Mr. and Mrs. Justin Jurriesand
Arlyn Ix)hman. David Bakker,
Pumps, motors, sales, service
conference games on consecutive Gutierrez,Henry J. Hekman, Al- longtime secretary of the Exchang
family visited her brother-in-law
Mary Elenbaas and Lynn Koop
and sister. Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit with Barbara Slotman giving the weeks opening with Kalamazoo, len G. Hendricks.George W. Hil- Club.
and repairs. Lawn and Farm
When the foundationwas first
here Oct. 5. The Dutch will play at lis, Robert L. Hobeck, Harold
Broekhuis and children at Overisel
offertory prayer. The pastor gave
irrigation, industrialsupplies.
Alma. Oct. 12 and entertain Adrian, Oosting, Evelyn Payne, Harris G. founded, the chief source of inlast Thursdayevening.
the message, “Mine
Personal
Oct. 19 in the Homecoming game. Pieper, John Prins, Donald W. come for charitable purposes was
Water Is Our Business
or Handed Down" and gave the
Hope plays at Albion and Olivet on Schreur, Ben J. Staal, Vernon L. from an annual newspaper drive
World Missions Featured
closingprayer and benediction.
Oct. 26 and Nov. 2.
Tula, Allie M. Wenzel and Herman in cooperationwith the Holland
At Christ Memorial Guild Serving as ushers were Kirk Van Eastern Illinois, played the first Windemuller.
Evening Sentinelir which club
Order. Michael Zalsman, Dan De
MFC. &
Co.
members
conducted street sales
time last year, closes the season
Others include Donald A. KooiThe Guild for ChristianService Jong and Larry Klein. Officers of
of
a
special
Goodfellows
edition.
Nov. 9 in Holland. In 1964, Findlay man, Carl S. Schcrmer and A. C.
EX 6 4693
HOLLAND
of the Christ Memorial Church held the Youth Fellowship group are
and Wheaton will be on the sched- Vanden Bosch of Zeeland, Helen This activity was discontinued
its meeting Monday evening.
president, Gene Poll; vice presiDeering, Alfred De Weerd, Her- when the Holland Community
The emphasis for the evening dent, Diane Veldhoff; secretary.
bert
E. Serum of Hudsonville; Chest was reorganized and indiwas on World Missions.
Linnay Lokers; treasurer, Gordon Supervisory Nurses
PhyllisC. Styx of West Olive; vidual organization solicitations
Co-chairmen were Mrs. Donald Locatis.Sponsors are Mr. and Starting New Course
George R. Botbyle, Charles W. were eliminated.
INC.
Piersma and Mrs. Robert Darrow. Mrs. Tom Bos and Mr. and Mrs.
Bowbeer, Paul Duncan, Howard
Devotions were in charge of Mrs. Earl Boll.
Supervisory nurses at Holland
8th & WASHINGTON
W. Fant, Lila M. Fase, Phyllis Motorist Given Ticket
John Dwyer.
Mrs. George Kaper underwent Hospital started a five . week
A trio composedof Mrs. Terry major surgery at Holland Hospital course Tuesday on intravenousI.eatherman,Vernon Leatherman, Marcus 0. Waugh, 30, of 715
Robert E. Marsh, Harriett Slip- Pleasant Ave., Saugatuck.was
therapy.
Hofmeyer.Mrs. Fred Leaski and last week Wednesday.
Repairing
hany, Alice C. Swart and L. B. given a ticket by Holland police
***rs. CharlesVanden Berg sang.
Dr. P. G. Crook of the Hope
Last week Tuesday evening the
Vermeer of Grand Haven; Gerrit Tuesday for failure to yield the
The speaker for the evening was Rod and Gun Club of Hamilton College biology departmentwill
Rewinding
Miss Mary Geegh who also showed held their first meeting in the re- conduct classes the first three Bottema, Gerald Clark, Beulah J. right of way followingan acciSmith,
R.
Neal
Stanton
of
Spring
dent
at
Pine
Ave.
and
22nd
St.
slides on her work in India. She cently purchased club house, the weeks and Dr. J. C. Chamneas
Boll & Sleeve Soarings
had a large display table filled former Brook Side School east of and Dr. R. A. Leppink will con- Lake; Donna M. Gilmore of Rav- when Marcus collided with a car
enna,
Paul
Hahn
and
Dorothy
VcnInstallation<1 Sarvica
driven
by
Richard
Jay
Van
Dam,
with objects from India.
Hamilton.After a business session *kict classesthe last two weeks.
ON POWER EQUIPMENT
23, of 350 East 24th St.
The business was in charge of several color slides of local area Classes of 14 hours each are ema of Coopersville.
Distributors tor
the vice-president, Mrs. Norman and other sites were shown
mi by
uy scheduled Tuesdays and ThursWAGNER MOTORS
Japinga.
30
nurses
are
enrolled.
Henry Strabbing and
Cracktr-WhetlerMotors
Hostesses for the evening were Timm.
The new series is part of the
Gates V-Bolts — Sheaves
Mrs. Harold Molenaar,Mrs. Arthur
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Koop and nursing department's continouous
PHONE EX 4 4000
Hielkema,Mrs. Edward Vander childrenvisited in Grand Rapids program on in-service education.
Kooi, Mrs. Robert Greble, Mrs. on Sunday afternoon with Mrs.
Fred Rutgers.
Koop's parents. Mr. and Mrs. R. Driver Hits Parked Car

SERVICE DIRECTORY
- LET THESE EXPERTS HELP YOU INDUSTRIAL

ROOFING

Hope Works

On Schedules

—
RESIDENTIAL _

COMMERCIAL

ALUMINUM

I HEAVY SHEET METAL

WORK

SIDING

Notary Publics

HOLLAND
READY

Appointed

ROOFING

Are

I AIR CONDITIONINGDUCTS
• HEU-ARC WELDING
I EAVES TROUGHING
end GUTTERS

SUPPLY
—

ELECTRIC MOTOR
SERVICE

Robert

Hemmes.
Conrad J. Burgh, 69. of 271 West
The Hamilton Fire Department, lOih St., was given a ticket by
GRAND HAVEN - Gerrit De in charge of the recent Muscular Holland police Tuesday for not
Graff, Grand Haven, filed suit in Distrophy Fund reports that almast driving at an assured clear disOttawa Circuit Court Monday sees- $320 was contributed by Heath tance after hitting a car parked
injf1$30,000 judgment in connection township and area residents.
at 196 West 10th St. owned by
with an auto accident' in RobinHamilton students participating Jerome P. Rogers. 21, of 195 West
.son townshipJuly 9. 1961. De in a recent Western Michigan 10th St. Burgh told police that he
Graff was a passenger in a car Band Concert at Holland High could not pass the parked car
driven by Donald Scanlonof Grand School were Dell Schipper. Norman because of an oncoming car and
Haven which reportedly was struck Mol, Lee Kleinhekseland Stuart there was not enough room for
by a car driven by Frank Wier- Wedeven, accompanied by the both to pass at the same time.
sma at SleeperSt. and 120th Ave. Hamilton High School band direcNamed as defendants are Her- tor, James Atwood.
Dogs, cows, pigs and other animan and Frank Wiersma. Plain- The Guild for ChristianService mals can perceive taste differences
tiff claims he was seriouslyin- of Haven Reformed Church was humans cannot, although animals
jured and last considerabletime held Tuesday evening with devo- do not necessarily prefer thf same
in employment.
Rons and the program arrange- flavors as humans.

SHEET METAL CO.
PHONE EX 2-3394
82 EAST 8TH ST.

I

—

MODI ROOFING CO.
29 E. Bib

Wo

SI.

Ph. El 2-3829

laap the Holland Area Dry

Bert Reimink's
"Dependable"

PLUMBING & HEATING
Fhls seal moons

BUMP SHOP

you ora

dealing

on

athlcol

ItH

jPlumbarwho

QualityWorkmanship

• BUMPING

is

efficient,reliable

• REFINISHING
• BODY WORK
R. E. BARBER, INC.
•

159 RIVER AVE.
EX 2.3195

and dependable.

COMPLETE PLUMBING
end HEATING SERVICE
Residential• Commercial

PHONE

304 Lincoln Ph. EX 2-9647

fijHB

PEERBOLT
SHEET METAL CO.

LANGEJANS
GENERAL CONTRACTOR
and HOME BUILDER

• REMODELING
• STORE FRONTS
• CEMENT WORK
Commercial — Residential

HEATING
and

'

Ko lob Too Large 0* Too Small
38 W. 34th St. Ph. EX 4-8983

AIR

CONDITIONING

II E. 6th

Si

Ph.

EX

2-9721

FENDT'S

*

Auto

Service

Specialistsin

AUTOMATIC

Gas -Oil

-Coal

Wf CLEAN

and HEPAIR
ALL MAKES OF FURNACES
HOME HEATING COMPANY

COLLEGE GETS GRANTS

—

Your Local Roofers
For Over 50 Years

f fyUrf A</r&MATlCCOMFO*f

Seeks $30,000

Distributorsof

RUBEROID PRODUCTS
ALUMINUM
ASBESTOS
INSULATED SIDINGS

HOLLAND

—

HAMILTON

—

•— Dr. John Hollenhach.noting presi-

dent of Hope College deft) accepts a $1,500 check from James
Davidge, representingthe Shell CompaniesFoundation.

George Dolman
74 EAST 16th ST.
PHONE EX 4-8461

BE PREPARED

Mm

Hit li’ npiiih*
W» iKkMft 41

I

bf

Automotive
REPLACEMENT
PARTS

TRANSMISSIONS
SERVICE & REPAIR
REBUL1T UNITS
on hand tor
Popular

all

Maker

EASY TERMS AVAILABLE
344 W. 16th St. Ph. EX 6-6440

